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NOTICE*.

F*tnbliwlicri in 1*4.3.

—ATTENDS THE SALE OF—

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.
jel7snly

(Successors to WOOOMANSEE & GARSIDE)

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

Flit STYLISH N. I. BOOTS.

Medical Hooius 592 Congress St.,
ME.

CAUTION!

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all eases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-llftlis of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent
stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office Hour*- <»

IF

a. m.

YOU

ipft, p.

m,

WANT

511

CO.,

Congress Street.
eodtf

may 2

Infants’, Children’s and Misses’
Boots in all the Leading Styles.

*t., Opp. Preble IIonMe.

Ripping Required.
day.

It will pay you to look over our goods
and note the low prices. Remember
that lookers incur no obligations to
Another case of $1.25
purchase.
Crochet Quilts for $1, just received.

my7siltf

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
No
every

All the Novelties of the Season in Plain,
Embroidered and Combination.

J. M. DYER &

Each and every pair of A. Garside
& Son’s Genuine Boots bear the
name of A. Garside A Son.

A Fine Job of Pre»*in((, hzt>our ffni*.
iiiciiIk CIcauM'il or Dyed at

13 Preble

LARGE AND VARIED STOCK.

A. GAR.SK Si SOB

it

PORTLAND,

FRENCH

Kid Gloves Cleansed
aprllsneodtf

i

PHOTOGRAPHER

Children’s and Misses' School
Boots.
Youths' and Boys’ Solid Durable
Goods at Prices that

OPP. FALMOUTH HOTEL,

Defy Competition.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

Fiue Portrait* n'Mpecialty*

PORTLAND,

eodtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

REMEMBER
Rent and Expenses only one-tliird

as

THE BEST 5 CENT CIGAR YOU CAN BUY.
Long

Filler!

much as our

We

Imve the goods, but not the expensive rent.

Hand Made.

—AT WHOLESALE

BY—

BROWN,

M. A. JEWELL & CO.
je23

competitors.

444 to 448 Fore Street.

_sntf

HAVE YOU (JOT

THE SHOE DEALER

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High
A

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, youhave Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mits. Chas. Hathorn, 51 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
coutined to her bed for some time. Had a constant and Intense

BACKACHE
with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; lie bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house iu better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over ex-

ertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. F. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time.
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

jy4

—

AND

—

SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES & MISSES,
NO. 96 PARK ST.,

t.eology, and one lecture a week in Tliner<v«gy, with tlie study and free use of a collection
of 300 specimens and models; four times a week
in Wreck, beginners’ class
fitting for college;

eaeii in French and Wermau.
Special students will be received In all
these classes. A large collection of Jphotograplis
will be used m the teaching of history,
mythology
and geography.
English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as consistent with
the jilan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in tlie family may be secured by personal
Application until July 1st and after Sejit. 1st. or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
years of age will not be admitted unless they can
enter existing classes. Number of pupils limited.
Letters must be addressed to 06 Park Street
y-W
cod tool
three fillies a week

[ESTABLISHED 1861.]

CO.’S

Celebrated Ilaud-made

WATER

CRACKERS,

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husb an
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see Her and all agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribes
Brown's Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

A SOLUTELY

PURE.

Hand Made from

j

i CHOICEST FLOUR
They arc
d Easy of Digestion.
*
Recommended by

|

J

EMINENT PHYSICIANS
both sides the Atlantic
Get only

THE

GENUINE,

which beat the stamp of
the makers.

SARSAPARILLA
Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 6 bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
jcl0eodly-lstor4thp

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; if paid in advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
I Hess” (which has a large circulation in
every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

THE WEATHER.

For more than four score years the Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and their
superior keeping qualities. They are sold by firstclass grocers everywhere.
BENT & CO..
may21-ThS&T3mMilton, Mass.

Mrs. A. B.

Washington, July

POOLE,

OF GARDINER, ME.,

and warmer, variable

METAPHYSICIAN,
Has taken

rooms

NO. 58 BROWN
When she will

at

STREET,

patients every other week,
COMMENCING OCTOBER 18tk.
see

OFFICE HOURS—From 9 to 12 in., 2 to 5 and
7 to 9 p. m. Consultation FREE,
ocll
eodtjyll
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Dr. R. G. FLOWER,
AT

LAST PLACED

WITHIN

take the Shape' of your hearts, amt make vou
Silk lfat. Kersey Hat, Stiff Hat, Soft flat,'or
Straw Hat.

will
a

THE REACH OP ALL.

NO. 197 MIDDLE STREET.

Liver and Stomach Sanative.

CAS FREE.

AN INFALLIBLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES OF THE
UVER AND STOMACH. CURES WHEN EVERYTHING ELSE
FAILS. PRESCRIBED FOR YEARS WITH UNVARYING SUCCESS, BY ONE OF THE MOST LEARNED AND DISTINGUISHED PHYSICIANS OF THE AGE.
IT HAS

NEVER

FAILED IN

Indigestion,
Waterbrash,
Heartburn,
Acid Stomach,
Constipation.
TRY IT AND BE CURED.
is

With each bottle and for use in connection therewith,
a bottle of Dr. Flower's Matchless Liver Pills.

Dr. Flower’s Nerve Pills,
FOR THE BRAIN, NERVES AND MUSCLES. THE FINEST
FOOD FOR THU NERVOUS SYSTEM EVER COMPOUNDED.
HYSTERIA, RESTLESSNESS, INSOMNIA, VERTIGO, NERVOUS PROSTRATION, DEPRESSION CAUSED BY MENTAL
OVERWORK, NERVOUS ATTACKS ACCOMPANIED BY PALPITATION OF THE HEART, SPEEDILY AND EFFECTUALLY
CURED BY THESE PILLS.

Unlike the
of nerve tonics, our Pills do
not contain any of those dangerous drugs and powerful stimulants, whose effects on the system are at
best questionable. There is not a particle of strychnine, quinine, or arsenic in their composition. 100
Pills in each bottle.

majority

Price $1.00 per bottle.

Sk bottles, $5.00.

For Coughs, Colds, Laryngitis, Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia, Pleurisy, and Consumption, take
Dr. Flower’s LUNG CORDIAL, one Dollar
per Bottle. Six bottles $5.00.
The above remedies are for sale by leading drug«s out of
them,
gists everywhere. If your druggist
to us.
accept nothing else, but send direct
for
Send two-ccnt stamp
pamphlet containing
valuable suggestions for the treatment of a number
of prevalent diseases.

Flower Medicine Co.,
Office, 1762 Washington St., Boston, Mass
jeiodlm

my201fM&Wlstor4tbply

We will give Gas free of charge
to any one having 2 or more Teeth
extracted.
When
one tooth
is extracted 50 els. will be charged.
We still continue to make the best
S. WHITE’S Gum Teeth for

only

CURING

Malnutrition,
Flatulency,
Gastritis,
Biliousness,

8.

$ 1 0.00,
Warrant them satisfactory.
Cheaper teeth such as used by many dentists, at
much less price. Particular attention paid to

and
a

filling.

E. B. & F. W. LOCKWOOD,
228 1-2 middle St.,
1.Y2

Portland,IWe.
eodlm

HK.trEFl'L—COMFORTING.

EPPS’S COCOA.
BREAKFAMT.

knowledge of
By a thoroughthe
which

the natural law*
governs
operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious itse of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point.
We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”—
B*“

('iril Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus:
JANEM EPPN A CO.,
Iloinoroimthic Ciiciui»fN,
Condon, Eng.
mar7

previous nights.
NEW JERSEY POLITICS.

^

T»i
Place
ofe

*£%

Observation.

ciS

*

Block Island. 30.02

Boston, Mass.30.00
Eastport. Me. 30.09

Mt. Washington.. 30.03
Portland. Me.30.03

Albany,

N. Y. 30.03
New York. 30.03
Philadelphia. 30.04
Washington. 30.00
Charleston. 30.09

Jacksonville.30.17
Savannah, Gn.... 30.19
Cincinnati, Ohio.. 30.07
Buffalo, N. Y. 30.03

Alpena,

Mich.... 29.82
Chicago, Ills. 29.90
29.09
Duluth, Minn.
Marquette, Mieli. 29.70
Milwaukee, Wis.. 29.80
St. Louis, Mo. 30.01
..

St. Paul, Minn...
Bismarck, Dak...
St. Vincent.
Omaha, Neh.

es

29.70
29.03
29.62
29,80
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g %
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2
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55
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Foggy

McPherson Charged with
Selling Out the Democracy.
Trenton, July 7.—The True American of
this city, which has been charging United

States Senator McPherson with treason to
his party in order to serve personal ends and
make his own re-election when the time for
it comes a certainty,says in its issue of this
morning that on the evening of Dec. 5, 1878,
he being then a United States Senator, met
Senator Sewell in room No. 26 of the Continental Hotel in Philadelphia, and there laid
out the programme for the election of Sewell,
who is a Republican, to the United States
Senate in place of the Democratic incumbent, Theodore F. Randolph. The chargeembraces assertions that the programme included the securing of the consent of the
Pennsylvania Railroad to Mr. Sewell's candidacy and its support to his election, the selection of Republican legislative candidates
amenable to his control and the carrying of
the counties of Middlesex and Burlington in
his interest. The paper further charges that
the alliance then formed between Senators
Sewell and McPherson is still in force, and
that it accounts for the inability of New Jersey Democrats to get recognition in Washington. All the New Jersey appointments
made by President Cleveland it holds go to
show that Sewell has a hand in them and
that the Democracy have been cheated out of
their rights. The conversation at the Continental Hotel was overheard, and the True
American publishes a memorandum of the
talk. The paper says that the occupant of a
room adjoining that in which Messrs. McPherson and Sewell met was Peter H. Watson, a prominent railroad man, once Assistant Secretary of War, and afterward President of the Erie Railway. He heard what
was said in the next room, and told what
he had heard to Abram S. Hewitt of New
York, and, at his suggestion, he prepared a
memorandum of the MePlierson-Sewell conversation.
_
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Fall.

MAINE.
Fire in Presque Isle.
Presque Isle, July 7.—A house on the
Barto farm, occupied by Stephen Sutter, two
miles from this village, was hunted this
forenoon. The fii-e took around the chimney, in the attic. The loss is $1500; insurance $800.
A Defiant Rumseller Arrested.

Farmington, July 7.—Sunday morning

Sheriff Wood of Kingfield arrested Jack
Warren, a defiant rumseller of Eustis, and
brought him to the jail here.
Warren lias
heretofore eluded the officers, and his capture is considered a great feature on the part
of Sheriff Wood.
Drowned in the Kennebec.

Augusta, July 7.—Samuel Touns, aged
19 years, was drowned in the
Kennebec, at
this city, near tlie bridge, Monday after-

about 4.30 o'clock. The young man
in a skiff going across the river when
the tide took tlie boat against a jam of logs
held by one of the piers of the bridge. In-

getting

out of the skiff onto the logs
as suggested, he persisted in
remaining in
the skiff and in trying to force it away from
tlie logs it filled and was drawn under the
logs and the boy with it. He came up on the
other side, and after struggling awhile, sank.
Search has been made for the body but without success so far.
It is said this

family
formerly lived in Lewiston and moved from
Winthrop to Augusta and worked in the
mills.
No Blame Attached to the Railroad.

Bangok, July 7.—A coroner’s inquest was
held at East Newport today over the body of
Mrs. Hannah M. Tuttle, killed there by a
train last night.
The jury attached no
or

any

of its

STu&wly

of the

Wilkkkbarue, Pa., July 7.—An extensive cave-in occurred this morning at No. 3
mine of the Delaware & Hudson Company,
about one mile from here. As yet, however,

the earth has not settled over three inches.
The cave-in takes in about ten acres of land
over w hich branch railroads of the Lehigh
& Wilkerbarre Coal Company and the Delaware & Hudson Company are daily running
coal trains.
A portion of the tracks have
been greatly affected, making it impossible
to run any trains at present, but it is impossible to state what amount of damage it may
do.
The portion of the mine where the cavein took place, is nearly worked out and the
wholesale robbery of pillars caused the acci-

dent.

vania.

Plymouth, Pa., July 7.—Last night the
burgess secured a warrant for the arrest of
Capt. Morton, Lieutenant Frank Brown, Edward L, Thomas and John Reseola, leading
men of the Salvation Army in the town.

For some months past the army have made
the place
resound
with their marching
hymns, noisy tambourines, and cheering and
shouting. As the prisoners were being taken
into the magistrate’s office an excited crowd
of all classes gathered and with cheers, hisses and groans made it almost impossible to
conduct the proceedings. A fine of $2 and
costs was imposed on each person. The Salvationists refused to pay the fines and were
committed to jail for 5 days.
HAIL

Crain,

Property.
Bkunkwiuk, July 7.—Tlie Franklin Family School property was sold at auction today for $2300 to Humphrey Purington of
Topsham.

Crass

FOOT

Togus Rumsellers.
Augusta, July 7.—For some time past
rumsellers at Togus who possessed
States licenses have been freely

United

selling
liquor on the grounds of the National
Home, asserting that their license gave them
a perfect right to do so on
land under the

of the general government.
jurisdiction
Judge Andrews of the Augusta Municipal t
Court decided that his court had no authority in tlie matter.
Yesterday, however,
United States Commissioner (J'hoate made a
warrant against John Carson for selling
liquor on the national grounds at Togus
under Section 5391, Revised Statutes of the
United States, which says in substance that
any offence committed in any Jplace ceded to
the United States which offense is not prohibited or punishment thereof is not specially provided for by the United States, such
offence shall be liable to and receive the
the laws of the State
punishment
in which such place is situated and now in
force have provided for a like offense when
committed within the jurisdiction of such
State. This, as nearly as can be learned, is
as

the first time a case has ever come up under
this section in the United States. Carson’s
case was continued.
It is stated that a
strict enforcement of the prohibitory law on
the grounds of the Home, as permitted by
the above section, will stop the sale of lager
beer there, which is and has been freely allowed.
Encounter with Robbers.
IV at mi vi i, r,E, July
Canadian
7.—A
named Roderick, while returning lately from
Canada to this State, fell in with a hand of
robbers living in a small hotel directly on
the line. They attempted to rob him and
he retaliated by splitting the head of one of
the robbers open with an axe. He has given
himself up to the proper authorities.

DEEP.

and

Vegetables
stroyed in New Jersey.
Jervis, N. Y., July 7.—A very

De-

Pout
heavy hailstorm passed over % part of Sussex
N.
on
A
section
15
county,
J.,
Sunday.
miles long and 10 miles wide was devastated
of grain, grass and vegetables, and hail fell
to the depth of a foot.
The storm was the
worst ever experienced in northern New
Jersey. The loss will be heavy.
FIRE
Three

of

RECORD.

struck one of the small and separate single
story frame buildings, used as a cartridge
store room for the armory of E. Remington
& Sons, and an hour later lire issued from
the building, followed by a terrific continuous explosion of catridges,
keeping the firemen for a time at a distance.
Three buildof
this
with
their
ings
class,
contents, were

destroyed.

er

Club

MISSINC.

Progress,

of the East Riv-

Return

Fails to

with the

Others.

York, July 7.—Considerable alarm
felt in regard to the safety of the crew of

New
is

sloop Progress,

Commodore Sehuerselles’

of

the East River Yacht
Club, which club started on their annual
cruise up Long Island Sound last Friday.
The fleet returned to headquarters last night
with the exception of the Progress, which
was caught in a squall off Port Chester, and
has not been heard of since.
■ nc.

UHK,

Hanlan to Row Hosmer

July

23d.

Syracuse,

X. Y., July 7.—Arrangements
have been made for a live-mile race with turn
between Edward Hanlan and Geo. Hosmer,
to be rowed on Cazenovia Lake, July 23d.
The Silver Lake

Regatta.

Rochester. X. Y., July 7.—Win. Jackson,
Secretary of the Watkins Rowing Association, was in tiie city today arranging for a
regatta to be Held on Silver Lake about
August 1. He is negotiating with Hanlan,
Lee, Hosmer and Ross, and offers a nurse of
$2,000.
_

Convention of Salvationists in Cleveland, O.
Cleveland, 0„ July 7—Frank Smith, of New

York, and a commissioner of the Salvation Army
arrived yesterday to attend a convention of the
army. After a meeting in the hall the army organized for a parade. Roughs gathered on the street
and struck one of the women. A commissioner
resented and was knocked down by the roughs.
Miss Flora Dunn, a Salvationist from East Liverpool. fell in a faint while telling her experience,
the army refused to send fora doctor,
saying
that she was talking with Jesus. She was finally
placed on chairs where she lay rigid and Senseless
eight hours. A pretty, refined girl, graduate of
\assar College, named Miss. S. W. Swift, was a
feature of the meeting.
She was a contributor to
the New York Independent, sent to write
up the
and
was
Salvationists,
converted.
IVIr.

Keiley

and the Austrian Mission.

New York, July 8.
A Washington special
says: "In regard to the appointment of Minister
Keiley, tile position of the administration is definitely taken upon that subject. The Austrian government is not to be permitted to dictate to the
United States as to the character of its
foreign
representatives, as it lias endeavored to in the
case of both Minister Keiley and Consul Jones.
Keiley, It is clear, will not be recalled, and if the
Austrian government don’t choose to receive him
the United States certainly will not be put to anv
trouble.”
—

%

The Chicago Street Railroad Company’s Trouble.

Comments

of the

Chicago

Times on

the Situation.

The Men Will Return to Work To-

Day.

the streets were patrolled by a heavy reserve force.
Early down town cars were all
well patronized, ladies and working girls
hulk of the passengers. Outthe
constituting

wardly everything was quiet along the

sever-

al street car routes, the crowds not being
permitted to assemble.
Car Driver Wallace
Chaffee, who was assaulted by tire mob last

evening,

is at the county hospital in a preEight persons have been
arrested for participation in the disturbance
of yesterday afternoon.
Pending a settlement of the strike the residents of the West
Division are depending very largely upon
express wagons and other improvised conveyances by which to reach the business portion of the city, and are compelled to pay 10
cent fares.
The Times is the only paper that has expressed any decided views towards ending
the strike. It says this forenoon that there
can be no question that the blockade should
be broken at once at whatever cost.
The
spasmodic running of a few cars loaded with
will
not
police
accomplish this most necessary result, for it is well understood that the
people will not travel in cars under such conditions.
Persons who care for their’own
safety will not take risks, and the number of
those willing to pay for a ride with the
chance of having their heads broken or of
fighting their way through is exceedingly
small.
The eight men arrested for participating in
the attack upon the street cars yesterday
were arraigned this afternoon, and their
cases continued until the 16th inst.
James
Kennedy, charged with having made a murderous assault upon the injured Conductor
Chaffee, was held in $10,000 bail.
Up to noon no violence of any kind had
been reported today.
11 a. m.—President Kleicken and two other
members of the Carmen’s Association are
at this time holding a conference with Supt.

carious condition.

1200 strikers from the iron mills at Newburg
marched into the city and visited the Chisholm shovel works on Case avenue. This
establishment is operated by the Chisholms,
who also own a controlling interest in the
Cleveland rolling mills. The strikers forced the workmen out, and closed down the
factory. They then proceeded to the Union
screw works on Case avenue, and here they

denied admittance, whereupon they

broke in the windows and forcibly took possession of the place.
The workmen here
quit rather than have a riot, and at 1.80 p.m.,
the establishment closed. Several men were
badly hurt by stones, but no intentional violence against workmen by strikers is reported.

fLATEll.]
At the screw works, which are partly
owned by the Chisholms, the mob carried
everything before them. Doors were battered dow n with heavy pieces of timber, and
car pins were dashed through the windows.
Fayette Brown, president of the company,
was struck on the head with a club, and
quite seriously injured. The girls employed
in the packing rooms fainted, and orders
were quickly given to stop the engines and
stop work. Tlie strikers -then left the city
and returned to the 18th ward.
FOR

regularity on
and Randolph

company the day before the strike
the discharged
guaranty given

was

that

be taken back and a
in the future no man
without a chance to de-

men

that

would be dismissed
fend himself against a charge preferred
President Jones stipulates
against him.
that all the men on strike first return to
work, when lie will submit the 16 discharged men’s cases to (any three disinterested
persons to determine whether there was not
a proper cause for their discharge.
At a meeting of the striking car drivers
and conductors tonight, it was agreed to accept President Jones’s last proposition and
return to work tomorrow.
In this way the
last barrier to the settlement of the difficulty by arbitration is removed, as upon the
return of the men the
company agreed to
submit the question of the reinstatement of
the discharged men to disinterested parties
for final decision.
THE

Why

the

MORMON

Flag

INSULT.

Was Put at Half Mast

Explained by the Deseret News.
Salt Lake City, July 7.—.The Deseret
News, the Mormon church organ, says In an

editorial:
The Mormon people have no reason for engaging on the Fourth of July in expressions of toy
under existing circumstances,
being denied the
commonest rights of man. We say that toward
them there is a repetition of the
wrongs which
caused the fathers of the common country to
throw oft the parent government. More than this,
tlie unwarrantable inflictions heaped on the Latter
Day Saints are in some of their aspects much
more severe and tyrannical than those under
which the fathers of tlie nation groaned. Because
of a lamentable disregard of tlie fundamental
principles of this grand republic, the grief of a
portion of its people was expressed by tlie national insignia of mourning, tlie nation's flag at
half-mast placed upon some public buildings. This
drooping appearance of tlie national ensign occasioned some surprise and considerable feeling.
It was thought by not a few that news had been
received of tlie death of General Grant, but the
real reason, in tlie minds of those who thus manifested tlie prevailing sentiment on Independence
day, was a more potent one than even the sentiment of respect for General Grant, who is a great
national character. The American standard was
placed at half-mast because the fundamental
principles upon which this great government was
built were being assassinated by some of those
who should he interested in their preservation
and perpetuation. It was a symptom of loyalty
to constitutional principle ana because we were
sorry at their being dragged in the mire of
tyranny.
Then follows four columns of a recital of
their grievances, the gist being a condemnation of the efforts of tlie courts to break up
polygamy, and the claim that the law is unconstitutional in spite of the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States sustaining it. Tlie article closes as follows:
Our mayor, city council, marshal, police and
other municipal officers need never be In doubt as
to how tlie people will feel when they take a bold,
manly stand and maintain a courageous front to
the blatant fellows who are continually assailing
When they think they can gain an office with
us.
fulsome praise they extol a publio officer. But
who does not know what this means? Would
they
if they had the power to-day elect our present
mayor, any member of your city council, or any
other officer to the position which he holds? Of
course they would not.
Our officers must look to
their constituents who elect them. They can rely
upon them always aud they are not likely to forget any faithful, courageous officer.

the

Chicago Perjurer, Sentenced to the State Penitentiary.
Chicago, July 7.—The motion for a new
trial in the case of Joseph C. Mackin.charged
with perjury in connection with election
frauds in the 18th w ard, was this morning
overruled, and Mackin

sentenced to five
years in the State penitentiary. A stay of
for
15 days was granted to enable
proceedings
Mackin’* counsel to apply for a writ of supersedeas.

*n

Large Attendance

at the American

Institute of Instruction.
struction was
exercises were

very largely attended. The
of unusual interest, although

the discussions were necessarily abbreviated,
owing to the length of the papers.
The attendance was not so large as last night, owto
the
heat
of
the
ing
early part of tlie meeting, which became, however, less intense as
tlie hours passed. The president, J. W. Patterson,said a few words,and lie was followed
by Rev. F. F. Emerson, who offered prayer.
President Patterson then delivered his address to the Institute, his subject being The
Teacher's Mission.” The president next introduced to the meeting Prof. II. Pavne of
Michigan University, whose theme was,
“The New Education.”
This was afterwards discussed by Prof. Kneeland, supervisor, ami J. II. Philbrook, ex-superintendent, of tlie public schools of Boston.
The following committees were then announced :
nuiiuucliHUi—TV IIIIUIII A.

France

Aiassacou-

setts; Justus Dart, Vermont;
Robinson,
New Hampshire; George A. Littlefield, Rhode
Island;George It. Northrop, Connecticut; H. P.
Warren, New Jersey; W. ,1. Corthell, Maine.
On Teachers and Places—Mr. Coggswell, Massachusetts; Dr. Morgan. Rhode Island; L. H.
Marvel. Maine; Frederick Kilsey, New Hampshire; I). H. Camp, Connecticut.
On

Necrology—Charles Northend, Connecticut;

Kdward Conaut. Vermont; John Kneeland, Massachusetts ; Dr. Merrick Lyon, Rhode Island; C.
C. Rounds, New Hampshire; John 1). Philbrick,
Massachusetts.
On Resolutions—T. B. Stockwell, Rhode Island;
.1. F.
Blackington, Massachusetts; N. Grant
Daniel. Massachusetts; H. P. Warren, New Jersey; Amos Hadley, New Hampshire.
Mr. I,. H. Marvel, superintendent of the
public schools in Lewiston, Me., read an interesting paper on “The Province of Supervision." There was no discussion on this
paper.
The president then appointed l)r. T. W.
Bicknell, Mr. J. C. Greenough and Miss M.
A. Cate of Boston to accompany the committee of arrangements and report on the
entertainment this afternoon at Fort Adams.
The

University

of Chicago Loses Its
Property.
Chicago, July 7.—-Judge Shepard has

given a decree in the case of Mrs. Adele C.
Williams wife of the late Stephen A. Douglas, and Robert and Stephen A. Douglas
against the University of Chicago, N. R.
Fairbank and O. W. Barrett.
The suit was

brought to recover title to the University
property and lands. It was alleged that the
trustees of the University had forfeited their
trust in suffering a mortgage to he foreclosed, tiie property thereby reverting to the
heirs of Stephen A. Douglas. The decree is
to
the
effect
that
A.
Stephen
deeded
the
Douglas
on
property
which the university
is
erected
to
John C. Burroughs, on condition that the
title should remain forever in the
University.
By the conveyance made by the trustees bi'
the university to L. D. Boone it violated the

conditions imposed by Stephen A. Douglas
in his gift of the land, and the
property accordingly reverted to his heirs at law. The
university and its trustees are ordered to
convey the premises to the complainants,
and in
default, after ton days from the entry
of the decree, H. T. Steele, master in chanis
ordered to make a conveyance of the
cery,

property.

intends

Making Preparations
Serious Campaign.

for a

England’s

Russia’s

or

Friendship.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Monday evening Rev. T. H. Wallace, pastor at St. Joseph’s Catholic church at Lewiston returned from Europe, where he has
been for the benefit of his health.
He
received a most flattering reception at the
hands of his parishioners.
Mr. C. C. Torrey, assistant at the Auburn

High School,

has been appointed tutor of
Latin and Greek at Bowdoin College, to
assist Prof. Avery. Mr. B. G. W. Cushman
of Sumner, a graduate of Bates College, class
of 1885, has been appointed to the Auburn

position.

The work of some malicious scamp has
been seen within a few
days in Danville, resulting in the death of a valuable
yearling colt, shot in the field of Samuel
Robinson in that place. In Mr. Robinson’s
field are eight or nine colts and six or seven
head of cattle. Mr. Robinson went out into
his field one day last week and found the
dead colt with a bullet hole over Ills eye and
his body hardly cold. The miscreant who
did the deed is not known. Monday morning it was reported that two colts and a
heifer had been also shot in the same field.
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

The students of North Bridgton Academy
have arranged a very attractive commencement concert for to-morrow evening, having
secured the services of the Mendelssohn
Quartette of Lewiston, Miss Bertha G.Webb,
violinist, of Portland, and Prof. E. M. Shepherd, elocutionist, of Boston.
There is a little lady, daughter of the late
James Thurston, residing at West Tremont,
who is now in her 21st year, three feet eight
inches in height, and weighs 52 pounds.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The

Congregational

and
Universalist
churches of Augusta added largely to their
numbers, Sunday last. The former, Rev.
Mr. Skeele’s church, received fifteen members—eleven young ladies and four gentlemen ; and the latter, Mr. Gledliill’s church,
thirty members.
A large four-masted schooner hailing from
Bath got aground on the flats opposite Sand’s
boom below South Gardiner last Saturday
night, and was not got off until Monday forenoon.
Seven powerful tugs worked on the
vessel two or three days before she was
floated.
Patrick Tobin of Togus fell among enemies on the night of the glorious Fourth. He
has made his home at Mrs. Cochrane’s, and
on the night in question a party of men went
vuvuiuuu

uvuiciucau,

A uuill

uiag^ru

forth, beating ami kicking him in a cruel
manner. He became insensible, and a farmer
residing near by, seeing his plight, took a

club and drove the men away.
The Cholera

Scourge

in

Spain.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Madrid. July 7.—There is a marked decrease of the cholera epidemic in Aranjuez
and Valencia.
Reports from all points in Spain in which
the cholera exists snows that the total number of new cases of cholera yesterday, was
1700 and the deaths 797.

Dublin Honors Irish Patriots.

Dublin, July

7.—The municipal council
has decided to confer the freedom of the city
upon Mr. O’Doherty, one of the men of
1S48.
John IDillon

arrived

here

yesterday.

A

large crowd dragged his carrage to his hotel.
A reception was tendered to him by the
Dillon
mayor and prominent Nationalists.

Senator Frye and family took up their
abode in their new cottage at Squirrel Island

last week.

OXFORD COUNTY.

A serious fire has been running in the
woods at Parkertown.
A crew of men were
obliged to dig trenches to prevent its spreadand
further
ing
doing
damage.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The city authorities of Bangor are rigidly
enforcing the dog law, and some twenty unlicensed dogs have already been disposed of.
Capt. Llewellyn Alley, who disappeared
so very mysteriously about two weeks
ago

from his

schooner, the Oak Grove, lying at
Bangor, was seen Friday and Saturday, it is
reported, in Ellsworth walking about the
promising
He would give no reason for his
in Amer-' streets.
ica.
leaving so suddenly.
Violation of Persian Territory.
A bear
recently visited the premises of Mr.
Teiieran, July 7.—Persians complain of Edward Clary of Holden, ana carried off and
devoured
six sheep and a lamb belonging to
a continual Russian violation of Persian territory and meddling with Persian affairs. him. Mr. Elbridge Mann set a trap for him,
but when the spot was visited soon
Ten thousand Russians are massed at Asafter, the
kabad. A detachment leaves daily for Sara- trap was found In a neighboring tree, but the
bear had escaped none the worse for his adkhs and is replaced by fresh troops from the
Caspian. The movement creates the im- venture with the exception of one of his
afterward addressed the people,
them the full support of the Irish

pression that

war

is meant.

Preparing for an Annam Campaign.
Paris, July 7.—Officials of the naval and
military departments are making active prei>arations for a serious campaign in Adnam.
A British Ship Lest.
London, July 7.—Advices from Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, say that wreckage has

been washed ashore, which indicates the
loss, with her crew of the British ship Yarra
Yarra, Captain Earl, which left Portland,
Or., February 2, for Queenstown.
Parliament Proceedings.

London, July 7.—In the House of Commons this evening Sir Michael Hicks Beach
replying to Charles McLaren said he could
see no reason why Sir Henry Drummond
Wolff should not go on a special mission to
Egypt. McLaven thereupon "gave notice
uiui, ue wuuiu

miroauce

a motion

ueeiaring

it inexpedient to trust Sir Henry with the
mission in question.
Sir Michael Hicks Beach introduced a motion that the time of the House on Tuesdays
and
Thursdays be devoted to government
business. Gladstone supported the motion
because he thought it was desirable to speed-

ily

wind up the business of the

session.

In

regard to tile foreign policy Gladstone said
he believed it was the duty of the late government to support the present government
in the prosecution of
important national
aims. The statement was in the main correct that Russia has promised Zulfaear Pass
to the Ameer. The government, Mr. Gladstone said, would have his best support in all
reasonable efforts to bring that question to a
settlement.
Mr. Gladstone in connection
with Irish affairs said the government incurred great responsibility in abolishing the
crimes aet, but it was not the business of the
opposition to wish the government to fail,
and if the government could protect
property by means of ordinary ;law he wished it
God speed.
The Ameer

Impartial.

The Standard prints this

advices

morning

from a reliable source in India which assert
the Ameer of Afghanstan attaches little
value to the friendship of either England or
Russia. The correspondent says the Ameer
in giving food to his subjects first exacts a
condition that they will fight if called upon

either England
of Russian

or

Russia.

troops

Merv.

are

Large bodies
moving towards

Another

Bosphore-Egyptien Affair.
Sir Ronald Thompson, British minister to
Persia, has demanded that the Persian government suppress a French newspaper
published at Teheran for reasons similar to those
given for the suppression of the BosphoreForeign Notes.

A settlement has been effected in the matter of the Duke of Brunswick's will. The
King of Saxony and the Duke of Cumberland agree to pay to the four heirs who are
not mentioned in the will, namely the Princess of Hohenzollern, the Duchess of Hamilton, the Duke of Bavaria and the Prince
Alexander of Hesse, £75,000 cash in settlement of all claims.
The policy of the new English government
as outlined hy the Marquis of
Salisbury in
the House of Lords Monday is not regarded
in France and Germany as altogether reassur
ing.and his statements had the effect of causing a weak feeling on both the Paris and
Berlin bourse today.
Gen. Lord Wolseley sailed from Alexandria for England
yesterday.
Prince Bismarck has returned to Berlin.
CENERAL
The total

amount

of

NEWS.
insurance

on

the

property destroyed by the Stoughton, Wis.,
tire is $445,350. The insurance on the
depot
is not
The loss

known.

on the warehouses
about one-half covered by
were about 12,000 eases of
tobacco
stored in the warehouses, each
worth $30. This makes a loss on tobacc# of

$75,000»and is

insurance.

There

$600,000.

Louis Riel was formally handed

over

by

the military authorities at Regina. Northwest Territory, Monday evening. Stipendiary Magistrate Richardson read the indictment consisting of six counts to Kiel, who
was remanded till the 20th instant for trial.
Only the escort of the officials and counsel
for the crown were present.
Riel looked
healthy and self possessed.
At a temperance conference at Stockholm,
Sweden, Monday, Rev. Mr. Lane of Halifax,
N. S., was chosen Chief Templar and Miss
Jessie Forsyth of Boston, Mass., Vice Tem-

plar.

John L.
as

ago,

a

Knights

grand

Carvillis, Oregon, E. Rosenthal,

a

young

Jewish merchant, recently lost his wife. His
father-in-law and mother-in-law, named
Kline, insisted that he should marry his
wife’s younger sister. This lie refused to do
and

they

D. p. Kidder & Co.

Gentlemen,—The salmon you so kindly sent to
General Grant has arrived and we had part of it
this morning at breakfast. It was delicious and
was
enjoyed very much. General Grant directs
me to write and thank you for
sending it.
F. D. Grant.
Respectfully,
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Rev. Ira Leland of Topsham has resigned
as pastor of the Baptist church. The
resignation is to take effect in September. Mr.
Leland has been pastor of this church for
the past 18 years.
Edward Berry of Topsham, while drawing
in lus net recently In the
Androscoggin,
drew up wliat proved to be a dead
body. The
remains were

had

frequent quarrels.

Sunday

night Mr. and Mrs. Kline went t > his store
where the quarrel was resumed.
Before it
was over the old folks eowhided Rosenthal.
He thereupon wrote notes saying that they
had driven him to death, and blew out his
brains with a revolver.
In Ottawa, Ont., yesterday, the Senate restored the wine and beer exemption clause
to the Scott act amendment bill which was
struck out in the House of Commons.
Harry A. Leavitt’s one hundred thousand
dollar barn at Great Barrington, Mass., was
burned last night with most of its contents.
Insurance not known.

badly decomposed.
YORK COUNTY.

At

meeting of
Monday night plans

the Saco City Council
of a new public school
building for the city, to cost $35,000, drawn
by Architect Stevens of Portland, were presented and accepted, and the city treasurer
a

IU4VVVVU

tiu JUIC

tu

CApeimea

UC

upon the new building and purchase of the
Sands lot upon which to erect the same. It
is said the school building will be the best,
architecturally, in the State.

BASE

BALL?

LAWRENCES, 10; BBOCKTONS, 9.
The Brockton-Lawrence game In Brockton yeswas
witnessed by about 800 people. The
terday
official umpire did not put in an appearance, and
Captains McGunnigle and Brosnan allowed Clias.
Wilson of tills city to All the position, giving perfect satisfaction to both nines,
The Broektons
got rattled in the first two innings and gave the
visitors ten runs, none earned, on four base hits
assisted by twelve errors. The home team scored
one in the third and eight in the sixth
timing on
seven base hits and five errors.
The game was
played under protest. The seore:
LAWRENCES.
AB.

4

R.
2
2
1
1
1
2
0
0
1

Totals.40

10

„„

Kiley, If. 5
Bums, c. 5
4
Hassett, 3b.
O’Connell, lb. 5
McAlidless, ss. 5
Brosnan, 2b. 4
Jordan, cf. 4
Fish, p. 4

Vadeboncceur, rf.

BH. TB. BO.
0
0
3
1
1
5
o
0
1
l
l
9
1
2
1
2
2
6
2
3
0
1
1
o
0
O
2
8

10

27

A.
1
2
2
o
4
4
O
It
0

E.
0
0
1
o
1
0
1
4
o

19

~7

A.

K.

1
l
2
4
3
o
4
6
o

3
1
4
2
O
1
1
3
0

21

15

BBOCKTONS.
AB.

It.

Hawes lb.5
Howard, If.5
Davis, 3b.5

Totals.36

Innings

.1

2
5

Lawrences.5

1
2
2
1
1
2
0
2
1

9
3
0

Broektons.,..0

TB. PO.
1 10
2
1
2
2
2
0
2
5
5
1
0
3
3
4
l
l

BH.

1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Patton, ss.5
Bignell, e.4
Cudworth, cf.4
Tiiffiillg, 2b.2
Rittenhouse, p.3
McGunnigle, rf.3

12
4
0

18

5

0
0

0

27
7
0

8
0

9
0—10

01080000—9
Earned runs— Broektons 7.
Two base hits—
Patton, Bignell, Cudworth, Rittenhouse, McAndless, Jordan. Three base hit—Cudworth. Wild
pitches—Fish 3; Rittenhouse 2.
First base on
halls—Broektons 1; Lawrences 1. First base on
errors—Broektons 2; Lawrences 9.
Struck out—
by Rittenhouse 4; by Fish 4. Double play—Howard ami Hawes. Umpire—Clias. Wilson of Brockton. Time—2h. 15m.
STANDING OF THE EASTERN N.

LEAGUE.

E.

The following is the standing of the clubs in the
Eastern New England League to date:
Won.
Lost Played. Per cent.
Broektons.21
10
31
67 7
Lawrences. 19
11
30
63.3
Biddefords.13
16
29
44 8
Haverhills.14
19
33
424
Portlands.11
22
33
33.3
YARMOUTH*, 1C; RESERVES 1.
The Yarmouth* virtually won the county championship yesterday by defeating the Reserves.
Small started in to pitcli for the home club, hut a
lame arm sent him to centre field after the third
inning. The Reserves batted weakly and at times
lieided poorly.
The Yarmouth played a strong,
gaum and won easily.
Their batting work
steady
was the feature of the game.
The score:
YARMOUTH*.
A.B R. BH. TB. ro. A.
2
Gooding, 2b.5
2
2
1
3
Dunn, lb—.0 3 o o 13 2
1
Merrill, rf.5
o
o
o
1
1
Soule, 3b.5
2
2
(»
2
F. Wilson, p.G
0
2
2
4 11
Goring, cf.G o o o O O
Small, c.G 2
2
3
8
1
U.5
4
4
4
0
0
H. Wilson, ss.. ..G
3
0
0
0
3

Jie!K?,,.on>

who about two years
treasurer of the Catholic

ginia, has been found.
A dock engine of the Cleveland Rolling
Mill Company exploded yesterday at
Toledo,
O. John VV. Vissy of No. 15 Root street and
Charles Patch, of No. 41 George street were
terribly scalded.
The missing pocket books carried by the
murderer George S. Dunbar of Pittsfield,
Mass., were fouiid-wgsterday concealed in a
ash heap near Lorenzo Henry’s house on
Appleton avenue. Two or three old gas bills
were in the gas company’s
wallet, but all the
money from both pocket books was gone.
At

feet, which he had left in the trap.
A Penobscot salmon, weighing 20 pounds,
was sent to Gen. Grant last week
by B. I*.
Kidder & Co. of Bangor, with a note expressing the sympathy and regard of the people
of Bangor. The following reply was received :
Mt. McGregor, July 3,1885.

Hickmore,

of America, embezzled some $22,000
of ttiat order’s money, and suddenly disappeared from his home at Grafton. West Vir-

THREE

CENTS.

The Corges Society.
Society lias in press and will issue in
a few days a book which will be of interest
to the people of Maine and Portlanders particularly. Tins is the history of George
Cleeve, the founder of Portland and his
times, and comprises the period between the
year 1005, when Champlain came into the
waters of Casco Bay, and the deatli of
Cleeve about 1667. Following the death are
many curious documents and interesting illustrations, and there are about 300 foot
notes in the book containing interesting historical information of a local nature mostly.
This

"V

The Ameer Attaches Little Value to

is

xvuiwry,
W. A.

as

impression tnat Russia
War on Persia.

Egyptien.

THE STATES’ PEDACOCUES.

w

FOREICN.

running with considerable
Madison, Lake, Van Buren

streets. They are manned by
armed officers.
Thurs far today not an attempt has been made to ditch cars. Strikers
are awaiting with much interest the outcome
of the conference today.
The strikers this morning addressed a letter to the president of the West Division
Street Car Company, stating they were willing to compromise on a basis to he determined
by three judges of the courts. In answer
to this President Jones submitted to the
strikers a proposition that the 16 discharged
men he reinstated, with the
exception of
those of the number against whom charges
of neglect of duty or incompetency can lie
made and sustained.
The demand on the

YEARS.

FIVE

THE STATE.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Mackin,

Lake.

Cars are now

FORCIBLE POSSESSION.

Lawless Conduct of Cleveland, Ohio,
Strikers.
Cleveland, O., July 7.—This morning,

were

Chicago, July 7.—Notwithstanding the
riotous demonstration yesterday afternoon,
the company sent out 32 of its cars at 7.30
o clock this morning on the
Madison, Randolph Lake and Van Buren street lines. Six
or eight policemen rode on each car, while

PKICK

_StmUejSm
TOOK

meeting of the .American Institute of In-

Remington & Sons’
Cartridge Storerooms Destroyed.
Pome, N.Y., July 7.—A sky rocket, fired
from Armory Hill at 10 o’clock last night,

The Yacht

8, 1885.

Newport, R. I„ July7.-This morning’s

E.

12 on board Vice

After the

same

A

YACHT

Franklin Family School

Pennsyl-

vania Mine Settles Three Inches.

noon

stead of

CAVE-IN.

Ten Acres of Land Over a

Cloudy

S

_

Senator

employes.

HATTER

DR. FLOWER’S

Dyspepsia,

tg
£

blame to the Maine Central

THE

PHYSICIAN,

south-

meteorological beport.
[11.00 p. mo

Sale

OP THE CELEBRATED BOSTON

winds,generally

wss

PORTLAND,

THE REMEDIES

8.

The indications for New England today are
generally fair weather, with the exception of
the immediate coast, occasional local rains,

x

Guaranteed

BROWN’S

Advkrtising—One inch of space,
the length of column, or twelve lines
nonpareil,
constitutes a “square.”
SI.30 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or
less, $1.00, eontmmng every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per weok; three insertions or less, $1.50.

erly.

Will reopen Sept. 16, 1885. Special attention Is
given to the common and higher English branches, Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc.
Classes will
recite twice a week in the History of the F.nglish l.iiuKi.iige as a supplement to
tlieTstudy of
English Literature and English History; twice a
week ill the History of Art, beginning with the
subject of Architecture; three times a week ill
Weaeral Literature, beginning with tlie Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the Alneid,
I aradise Lost, the Inferno,
etc.; four times a
week ill Physiology; three times a week in

When Dr. Douglass went to the cottage,
8 and 9 tonight, to prepare the General for bed, the latter wrote:
“I have had
an easy
indeed.
For-the last half hour
day
my mouth has felt very free from mucous.”
Dr. Douglass, at 10 o’clock, said he eonld see
no reason why the night for the General
should not be as comfortable as the last and

between

ok

_eodtf

BENT

BACKACHE,

Rates

SICN OP COLD BOOT.

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes

Mt. McGregor, N. Y., July 7.—In an interview today, ex-Senator Chaffee said that
in pencil and paper talk with Gen. Grant,the
sick chieftain stated exactly his feelings and
conditions.
Up to a short time ago he had
clung tenaciously to the ray of hope that
a
cure
might be expected, but as
possibly
time progressed a depressed feeling, superinduced by increasing exhaustion, has led
him to abandon all such thoughts.
He now
awaits the end calmly and coolly. No one
knew what he had suffered.
The General
added that, considering his present feeble
and debilitated condition, he would almost
hail with pleasure the close of life’s chapter.
Gen. Grant took food three times last
night, but at about 3 o’clock this morning he
wrote on his pad to Dr. Douglass that his
food was growing distasteful.
The physician appeared interested, and the sick man
hastened to explain that the food was not
less palatable, but that he believed he was
taking more nourishment than he could assimilate. The nurse was thereupon instructed to decrease the quantity given.
In order
to subdue or allay the General’s pain so that
he may be comfortable, it seems necessary
that personal attendance should be given
about once in three hours. Today marks
the third week of the patient’s life on the
mountain, and it is undoubtedly true that
without almost constant attendance the
pains of the disease would have more than
mastered any improvement that has resulted
from the change and that as time progresses
close care will be more than ever needed as
the palliative measures employed on the
paintul parts are less quickly effective now
than three weeks ago. Cocaine does not so
deaden the pain in the throat, and
rapidly
there is now little doubt that if not the concurrent cause, cocaine lias increased the paralysis of the parts, to the inaction of which
the loss of voice is due.
Though the secretions are now thinner, the causes of exhaustion are progressing.
Still there are days
when the contrary seems true.
An instance
occurred this morning, when the General,
after a night of quiet rest, wrote Dr. Douglass these words:
“I can feel my strength
increasing, and the drain upon me is dimin-

Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.

JULY

SENDINC OUT CARS.

ishing.”

ME.

MORNING,

GRANT.

CEN.

S'J^CESS DRESS GOODS.

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

on. e. it.

nUlELLANEOUS.

IMMENSE

&C0Pab

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND.

niSCELLANEOVN.

INSURANCE.

W.l). LITTLE

23.

Totals..k4G

1C

12

13

E.
1
o
o
O
2
0
0
0
0

22

It

A.

E.

o

4

0

3
0
4
0

4
1
1
0

27

12

18

27

RESERVES.

Vaughan, 31).

AP..
4

Soule, ss.
Maguire, lb.
Bradley, 2b.
Ruincry, If.

3
3
3
3

R.
o

BH. TB. PO.
0
<>
4

Purfngton,

cf &c. 4100103
0
Burns, rf. 4
1
1
1
0
1
o
Small, p & cf. 4
2
2
2
2
2
C. Soule.c&p. 4
0
1113
2
G.

0
0
0
0

Totals.31

Innings.1

2

1
3

4

0
0
0
0

0
O
0
0

4

4
<!

G
0

3
14

1

7

8

0
3—1C

Yarmouths.2303
212
Reservess.1 00000000— 1
Two base hit—Small. Base on balls—Small 1
Soule, 1; Wilson 2. Passed balls-Sonle
ington, 1. Wild pitches-Small, 1; Souie, 1.
Struck out—by Wilson, 8.
Strikes ealled-on
8
^buic, 6; on Wilson, 10. Balls called
s,,u*e> 37; Wilson, GO. Umpire—

■

{ puV

Si»..’n4:

subsequently
Ijidy

Thomas Cammock will bear repeating.

Captain Cammock.

NATIONAL

LEAGUE AND OTHER GAMES.

0lA<'i,nnaU—1Cincinnati* 12, Brooklyn* 2.
Pittsburg—Pittsburg* 5. Athletics 1.

Louisville—Louisville* it. Metropolitans 10.
At St. Louis—St. Louis 3, Baltiniores 2.
At Detroit—Detroits 4, Bostons 3.

it would seem,

six sons.

wuicu
lie SCICIICU
\
V'"”1**' Wl
for his home is about ten miles from the
city of
Portland and is a favorite place of summer resort.
It has been suggested that it was called Black
Point by the first settlers, on account of Its proxto the town of Scarborough, as a similar
headland near Scarborough in old England Is so
named; but this is only a curious coincidence, as
It was called Black Point long before the name
was given to the town near it.
For
some time it was called Cammock’s
Neck, iheu
Prout’s and Libby's Neck after succeeding pro-

imity

Scarborough

prietors, but Is now better known as Prout’s
Neck, which name it Is likely to hereafter retain,
although it would be more appropriate to restore
to it the name of its original proprietor, Cammock.

The Gorges Society publish one volume a
year, which is sold to subscribers at its exact cost. The volumes comprise reprints of
rare and curious old books, ancient documents and various matters of history relat-

ing to Maine, anti should be possessed by all
book lovers. The edition of every book being limited strictly to subscriptions will
greatly enhance its value in the future. The
author of the present volume is James P.
Baxter. It contains 300 pages, about, and
may be subscribed for by applying to Mr.
Hubbard W. Bryant, at the office of J. B.
Brown & Sons. Those wanting it should
send their name in at once in order to obtain it.
C.
What

They Say

A.

R.

of Their Treatment In
Maine.

[Rochester Post-Express.]
The Rochester Grand Army men have returned from the National Encampment at
Portland, Me. They have nothing but praise
to bestow upon their hosts in Mr. Blaine’s
State, and are much grieved that aught to
the effect that they received anything but
the best treatment should have been said
by
any one.

“Why, bless you,” said one of the soldier
boys to a Post-Express reporter this morning, “I’ve attended many a gathering of this

kind and I’ve been a guest at most of the
prominent hotels the country over, and I
never was used better in all my life.
All the
boys feel the same way too. I stopped at the
one
of
the
best
Falmouth,
hotels there, and
everybody about the house seemed to vie
with everybody else in doing all he could to
make the stay of the veterans as pleasant as
possible. When the grand parade took place
everybody took pains to see to it that the
wav was made a pleasant one.
Lemonade
and other cooling drinks were prepared for
*•“v-

nuiuicis,

ill in

ot-nti oyit m

qtum

tities. There was not so many decorations
on the stores and business places as there
would have been here,but the private houses
were far more generally decorated than evelias been the case in Rochester.
‘‘Then when it was all over
they took us
on an excursion to Mt. Desert
Island; they
got up a clam-bake for our benefit, and everything that could be thought of was done
to make our memory of the encampment of
1885 a pleasant one.
We couldn't spend any
money if we wanted to; our badges were our
tickets to everything.
“Another thing I want to speak of. There
was no undue
prying about to see what we
were eating or drinking.
Nobody took any
note of our personal conduct.
'There was a
noticeable absence of what I understand
was telegraphed abroad as
existing—a feeling that we were a lot of disorderly men who
would bear watching.
I must repeat it—we
were never used better in the world.”
This feeling is found to be general among
the G. A. K. boys who
have returned.
Lspecial courtesies were paid Monroe Coniniandery boys who met Knights Templar in

Portland.

RAILWAY

NOTES.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRAVELING PASSENGER AGENTS.
The annual meeting of this association was
held at the Vendome, Boston,

yesterday.

The Boston & Maine, Maine Central, Portland & Ogdensburg, Mount Washington,
Profile A Franconia Notch and Boston A
Lowell railroads have tendered the members
an excursion to Mount Desert and the
White
Mountains, and they will leave Boston via
the Boston & Maine tomorrow, returning via
the Boston A Lowell the 15th.
During the
members’ sojourn in Boston a trip will be
made down the harbor
invitation
of the
by
city authorities, and the ladies of the party
take a carriage ride around the city this

morning.

RAILWAY STATISTICS.

The following

are statistics of the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk roads earn-

ings :
CANADIAN PACIFIC.

1885.

Fourth

•{"“e.8
June.
...

1884.

218,000 $

088,715

Since Jan.
1st. 3,200,715

157,000 Inc. $
507,183 Inc.

2,193,183 Inc.

01,000
121 532

1,013,632

GRAND TRUNK.
T
Week June

!880.

1884.

27th.....8 289,917 .? 338,753 Dec. $ 48,830
Since Jan.
1st.

7,126,558

7,987,388 Dee.

800,830

Meteorological Report for June.
Sergeant Liebinanu, of the Signal Service,
furnishes the following summary of meteorological observations at the Portland station
n June:
Monthly mean barometer.29.892
Highest barometer, 11th.30.223
Lowest barometer, Hth.
.29.330._
Monthly range of barometer. ¥.884
Monthly mean temperature. <16.3
Highest temperature, 16th. 90 l
Lowest temperature, 10th.
4C.8
Range...... 43.3
Greatest dally range of temperature, loth.
30.9
Least dally range of temperature. 29th_
9.8
Mean daily range of temperature.
19.0
Mean daily dew point.
63.6
Mean daily relative humidity.
07 «
Prevailing direetion of wind
South

Total movement of wind, (miles)
Highest velocity wind and direetion, 29th
Number of foggy days...
Number of clear days.
Number of fair days.
Number of cloudy days.
Number of days on which rain fell.
Hates of auroras.
Dates of solar halos.

6630
30. 8
12
13
6

T
24th

12th

COMPARATIVE MEAN TEMPERATURE.

1871
1872 .62.6
1873 .62.6
1874 .61.8
1875 .63.6
1876 .66.6
1877 .65.7

1878.64.3
1879.62.2
1880.66.7
1881.60.8
1882.66.1

1883.66.4
1884.66.8

1885.65.3
COMPARATIVE PRECIPITATIONS.

Inches.■
inches.
1871
1878.6.13
1872 .5.9511879.6.61
1873 .1.60 1880.3.03
1874 .3.14 tH81.3.99

1875 .5.51'1882.3.20
1876 .2.56 1883.2.94
1877 .3.4311884.1.41"

11885.4.00

NOTES.

The (iilpatrick base ball club
challenges the
Laiicashires to play a match game fora ball worth
$1, Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock on the Western
Promenade.
Fairtields defeated the Cushnocsof Augusta at Fairfield July 4th in a close and exciting
game, by a score of 7 to u.
The features of the
game were the pitching of Barbour ami the base
running and outfield play of the F’airfields.
In a 12-inning game at
Newburyport. Mass.,
yesterday, the home club defeatcd the Portlands
3 to 2.

riding

was

Leighs to Rockford Hall, having the I July
Frances on a pillion behind him, In company with
her father, the old Earl of Warwick, anu a servant. Cammock had been making love to the fair
lady and suggested to her an elopement, which
she at once consented to, and putting spurs to
his horse he made for Cambridge ferry, several
miles away, hoping to reach it and get to Malden
on tile other side of the river. In time to
get tile
nuptial knot tied before the Earl’s arrival.
Reaching the ferry, he found the boat on the
opposite side and tne river before him swollen
and turbulent. He told the Lady Frances that
he could not attempt to risk her life by attempting
to swim the river, but she lud the bold blood of
the Warwicks in her veins and urged him on, declaring that she would live and die with him. So,
leaping the hank, he plunged Into the roaring torrent with his fair cliarge, and when the pursuers
reached the shore, they were half way across the
stream. Hearing the shouts of the servant, the
horse of the runaways attempted to turn back, almost unseating the lovers, hut the gallant captain succeeded in turning Ins head in the right direction and reached the other side in safety.
Their pursuers had to wait for the boat, and
the result was that the lovers reached Malden
and were “wedded and bedded" before the Earl
and his attendant had ascertained their whereabouts. The fattier of the bride, however, concluded to make the best of the matter, and, in his
admiration of the boldness and daring of the
lovers, bluffly exclaimed ‘-God bless ’em.”
The proprietor of Black Point was one of a fani
Uy of twenty-two children, sixteen daughters and
from

~

Car 11c

At
At

We copy one of these notes as a sample:
Robert Rich, Karl of Warwick, was the president of the council for the affairs of New
England
and
admiral and president of the
board of commissioners for the government of
New England under the protectorate.
His sister
the
Frances, was the mother of Capt.
Thomas Cammock, of Black Point. The account
of her romantic marriage with the senior
Capt.

The motion to quash an indictment pending in the United States court against Henry
L. St. John of Jefferson, Ohio, gswaranted
yesterday by Judge E. Walker. St. John
was assistant cashier of the Second National
hank of Jefferson, which was wrecked several years ago through the speculations of its
officers, lie is an old man broken down in
health and it is thought that his days on

earth

are

numbered.

THE
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We do not read

anonymous letters and conununThe name and address of the
writer are
lo all cases Indispensable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith!
We cannot undertake to return
or preserve
communications that are not used.

OK INTEREST TO OFFICE SEEKERS.

Senator Gorman.
The man who seeks an office and lias some
inliuential friend to intercede for him has a
better show than the one who brings a carload of petitions.

All Chili wants is to be let alone.

THE MEXICAN TREASURY IS

The President will hardly find a change at
the Adirondacks. The
mosquitoes and black
flies will stick as closely as the office seekers.
taking advant-

age of the Chicago strike. They are making
more of
a demonstration than ever—in
words.
Walt. Whitman regrets that lie did not
learn to smoke, so that he might now have a
pipe as a solace in liis old age. Mr. Whitsmall

hoy,

Lord Randolph Churchill has had a very
high compliment paid him on this side of the
water by the Pittsburg
Dispatch, which
own

I’he Kew Y'ork Tribune has a story that
Mexico lias offered to sell six of her northern
States to the United States. We couldn’t
afford to take them if Mexico should offer
them to us for nothing.

one

father-in-law to the peerage gives her the
prefix of “Honorable.

Gen. Ben Butler in his Fourth-of-July letter to Tammany says he “does not, as at
present advised, mean to take part in politics, save when he may be called upon in an
emergency of the republic, as in 1861, to do a
patriot’s duty.” This looks like the General’s last farewell to dreams of political
greatness, but it isn’t.
Attorney General Garland is entitled to the
cake as the champion spoilsman of the administration. He has sacrificed all the competent Republican lawyers who are familiar
with the hundreds of claims in which the
United States is interested, and filled their
places with Democrats, many of them exrebels, who of course have no know ledge of
the work of the department.
The friends of Hon.

Joseph II. Manley are
becoming despondent. Owing to the unaccountable delay of the President it is feared
that he may not be reappointed.

It cannot
be that anybody has accused him of partisanship. One Morton h> said to have been urged
for the place, but has been so little heard
about lately that fears have been entertained that Gov. Plaisted has lost or mislaid
him some where between here and

Washingit has happened,

This sad accident, if
may account for jthe General’s disconsolate
ton.

appearance

lately.

While the President is making a microscopic examination of the records of all the
Republican collectors and postmasters in the
country to see if he cannot discover some
traces of offensive partisanship one of the
most offensive partisans to be found in the
country whose partisanship it needs no microscope to disera is performing right under his
nose and nullifying as far as he
is able
the civil service law for which the President
has professed so much affection.
We refer
to Mr. Eugene Higgins, Boss
Gorman’s
henchman who holds the important office of
appointment clerk in the treasury. It was
only a week ago that lie was caught evading
the civil service law. He still holds his office
however and is

likely

to

continue

to.

The

administration appears to be able to stand
any amount of offensive partisanship if it is
only offensive to Republicans.
A lot of Democratic politicians sneak on to
Washington and submit charges of offensive

partisanship against a postmaster or collector.
They are not even compelled to support
their allegations by oath or affirmation. The

sirorject or them is not pcrmHwd to reply to
or even to know their
purport, but
some day a brief despatch from
Washington
..iiBounces that the President has removed
him for offensive partisanship.
The truth is
in ninety-nine such cases out of
every hundred the incumbent is removed
be-

them

simply

he is a Republican and a Democrat
wants his office. But in order to keep
up an
appearance of interest in civil service reform
the administration is ready to place faithful
officers under a cloud of suspicion
insincause

uating that they

by

removed for improper
If the Senate, doesn’t put

are

conduct in office.
an end to this sneaking business
recreant to its duty.

it will be

Bowdoin and Brown are to row it off
July
16th. A good clean victory for "Bowdoin
without the aid of fouls will be much more
gratifying to the friands of the Maine boys.
Lake Quinsigamond is a very suitable place

for college boat racing in point of picturesqueness and convenience of spectators.
Twenty-five years ago Harvard and Vale
frequented it on account of the room along
the shores for observation. But these colleges were obliged abandon the lake because
it did not allow a first-rate
straight-away
course. -The chances of
fouling are great,
under
last
especially
Saturday’s circumstances, when there were four competitors
without coxswains, At the next race the
course should be buoyed
throughout, and a
boat decently fast provided for the referee
and judges. The Bowdoin
boys would much
rather take their chances on a clear course
than win by a foul.
--

OFFENSIVE PARTISAN PALMER.
President Cleveland is removing Postmaster Barker for “offensive
partisanship,” and
appointing Mr. Joshua >S. Palmer in his
stead appears to have jumped from the
frying-pan clear into the fire. Mr. Palmer inherited “offensive partisanship,” and has assiduously cultivated it ever since he was big
enough. We learn from the Argus that his
father was a noted politician in the
days of
Andrew Jackson and Martin Van Buren.
The son’s first venture in offensive partisanship we have not been able to learn, but it
appears to have been made at an early day,
and once in he seems
to
have stuck.
Whether he will continue to stick after he
gets into the post office remains to be seen.
The most of the time for the last
twenty
years he has been a member of the Democratic City Committee of Portland, and has
undoubtedly done his full share in setting
up the caucuses and getting out the voters,
—nets, we believe, which in the lexicon of
Postmaster General Vilas, a work which has
been approved by the President himself, are
defined as constituting offensive
partisanship. Some years ago, for a time, he even
edited a Democratic newspaper, one of the
acts which is mentioned in Mr. Vilas’s confidential circular as sufficient by itself to
make out a case of
sive variety.

partisanship

of the offen-

his .'name was paraded in the
Argus, attached to a card stating it to be his
belief that the credit for the restoration of
the Portland lighthouse belonged to Abram
S. Hewitt, though a little
investigation
would have convinced him, that the credit
belonged entirely to Congressman Reed.
We believe that the administration in effect,
if not in terms, has decided that circulating
false information against the candidates of
the Democratic party is offensive partisanship. But perhaps the rule doesn’t work
both ways. On the very day that lie was
appointed postmaster Mr. Palmer was chairman of the Democratic committee of the
First Congressional district of Maine, an

Last;

fall

'office which he was holding when the Democrats made their offensive and indecent cam-

paign against Congressman Reed.
When the Senate comes to consider the
case of the Portland post-office, it will be in
order to inquire into Mr. Palmer’s political
record with a view to ascertaining if he is
not altogetiier too offensive a partisan to succeed a man suspended for offensive partisan-

ship.

impression that the flavor of tea is wholly
ruined by a journey on salt water. All the
crowned heads and wealthy nobilitv of
Europe use tea, therefore, which costs "them
three times the prices paid in America for a
brand bearing the same name, but which is
brought by Russian traders in immense caravans overland
from China. The trade is
very profitable, and it is largely to protect it
that Russia is so jealous of her Asiatic pos-

Jy°

11.15

Druggist,

whom he desperately loves deserts

him and marries another man, he
actually
has an attack of acute mania, which is followed by a settled melancholy. Then comes
subtle analysis of the loss of will
power, ofl
the weakening of the will by
self-indulgence
and lack of self-control, and of the methods
a

TiTTTi

OF

lias had

and the tale seems

a

man

tune follows in his footsteps, and he is the
victim, from the beginning to the unhappy
ending of his life, of the most painful cir-

This is the dark side of the
picture, while there is much that is bright,
cheery, and a great deal that is very delightful and clean in this
entertaining book. It
is, in fact, one of the notable novel’s of the
season, and proves that the author inherits
much of the talent of her father, who is so
dear to American hearts.
a Cast.
By Charlotte Dunning.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Hannon). Upon a Cast is
an unusually bright and
pretty story, without being remarkable for either
power or
originality. There is a very good girl for a
heroine, who is chaperoned by an amiable
and accommodating aunt. There are two
lovers, one of whom Carol would have fallen
in love with had she not ascertained that he
had concealed from her the fact that he already had a wife. The other lover unfortunately had a jealous mother who would have
made a bad mother-in-law, and who threatened to cut her son off with a
shilling if he
married anybody. However, lover number
one is punished for his deceit, ami when his
wife opportunely dies Carol will not replace
her. The jealous mother has summary justice dealt her, and lover number two marries
our heroine, and all ends
happily for thispair. The moral of the story seems to be, be
good and you will be happy and in the end
get what you want.

A

Policy-holders

ol

successful in interesting and
reader. The hero declares himself to be
in
need of a wife, and goes on a quest for “a

superior woman,” while all the while the
superior woman is quietly waiting for him in
his own home in the person of an
adopted
sister, with whom it has never occurred to
him to fall in love. So this modern Coclebs,
after vain wanderings comes back to find

love waiting for him at his

own

and two people are made happy.
of the story consists in its quiet

hearthstone,
One charm

tone, but

it
is never dull nor tame, and one’s interest in
the characters is sustained from first to last.

Great Diamond.
A. M.
0.16
7.36
9.20
10.60

Evergreen.

P. 3t.

A. M.

P. M.

1.05
2.20
3.35
4.50
6.30
7.50
10.20

6.05

1.10
2.25
3.40
4.55
6.40
7.55

7.25
9.25

10.55

company's existence.

1 0.30

12.40
2.45
4.15
5.80
0.45

1.30
2.30
4.30

x. m.

p. M.

0.25

1.50
2.50
5.00

11.15

Leave

Trefethens.

Little Diamond.
A. 31.
P. 31.
0 20
120
7.40
2.35
9.35
3.60
11.10
5.10
6.45
7.45
10.30

A. Bf.
6.10
7.30
9.30

P. 31.
1.16
2.30
3.45
5.00

6.35
8.00

10.30

A. SI.

P. M.

A. M.

7.50
9.20
10.60

2.20
3.35
6.40
6-20

7.65
9.25

P. 31.
2.25
3.40
5.30

10.55

P

A. 31.
8.00

P. 31.
2.30
3.45
5.35

9.30
11.00

FINE

P. 31.
2.35
3.60
5.45

A. 31.

7.45
9.35

—OF

A. M.
8 15

$4.50 Per Dozen.

PANELS!
$5.00 Per Dozen.

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.

$>urP,lus
Undivided profits.

National bank notes outstanding...
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
U lilted States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers
Due to other National Banks.

DOEof

the

and
for

The ONLY COB8ET made that can be returned
l>y its purchases after three weeks’ wear, if not

found

INCONTESTABLE

PKRFEt'JTLY SATISFACTORY
In every respect, and its price refunded
by seller.
Made in a variety of styles and prices. Beware of
worthless imitations.
None genuine without
Ball s name on box.
Full assortment of these
Celebrated Corsets for sale by

PAYS DEATH CEAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting GO, 90.
or any number of days.

IT

EASTMAN BROS. &

approved

premium pean and
Adjusted
NON-FORFKITUUE INVESTMENT PLAN

PORTLAND,

THE

THE

management.

PIANO?
CAEI,
SEE

£®
=

ECZEMA,

Warranted to Cure

TETTERS,

2.

Some Rare

It
®

SALE.

Main Street, in
miles from Fortland City Building, and Vs mile from Allen’s Corner, consisting of 30 acres of tillage and about 20
acres of wood land; it lias a very targe
frontage,
on both sides of Mailt Street, and
extending

lynq;
JjW Street,
on Mam

3

LARGEST STOCK OF

08*

500,000.06
134,020.83
138,141.13

5,000.00

39.22
15,200.54
14,407.7'j
85.500.00
58.29

45,400.00
3,800.00
2,100.00
17.310.00

22,500.00

1,858.40
8.009.96

Special attention is called to the fact that all our
are manufactured by the mechanics of New
England, not “out West” as most of our competi-

goods
tors

ing
are

advertise theirs

are.

We believe in patroniz-

mechanics, who, we think and know’,
fully competent to make good work as the

our own

nmch talked of skilled mechanics of the West.
Therefore our motto is, “To live and gm e our New
England mechanics a chance to live also,” or in
other words leave our money with those from
whom we get it.
Our goods are new and fresh in design, and of
“honest” workmanship, and an examination of
our immense stock by
early buyers w e feel sure
will convince them that it will be for their interest
to

purchase

now.

CHAMBER SLIT DEPARTMENT
Six different patterns of

Bargains

still remain.
to order.

Sets,

$45.00.

ISO

and re-

corner

of

W. D.
aprl

RUNDLETT BROS.,

Proprietors,

413 Fore Mired.

Je23

PRCIES,
eodtf

dlw*

are

complete 10-piece

We are offering two patterns consisting of 10
pieces complete, curly maple or maliogauized
panels, bevel landscape mirror, combination commode, gilt or nickle bar pulls, for

$38.00.

SOLID ASH

SETS,

FOR *20.00.
The sets are new styles, full size, 10 pieces complete; we defy competition in these sets,

june

10

NOTICE
ing of

hereby given that
the stockholders

the Annual Meetof the Synchronous

NE
terooon.

jy2dlw

CHAS. D.

LIVERMORE, Clerk.

hand.
eodtf

J. B, BROWN &

SONS,

■ •Sterling
and
Continental
Exehaagc
bought and sold at most favorable ralea.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Mecaritiea Bought and Maid.

jan31_

eodtf

B O NDS!
Mtate of Maine,
ft.
Portland Water Co.,
-6a
Leeds A Farmington,
da
Maine Central,
6a
Biddeford A Mneo Water Co., 5a
Causing, Michigan,
4a
4s
Zanesville, Ohio,
Watt anti, Wia.,
Nelaonville, Ohio,

...

Iowa Loan A Truat Co.,

3a
-6a
6s

and other safe securities for said by

H.M.PAYSON&CO.
j>3

eodtf

TRUST 6UMPANY,
First National Bank

of^tTan, *j°LCredlt

fwSrt£
UiR?til™!e<i

else°in Bostontrad6’

Building.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

IMRLOK SLIT IIEP.IRTSIENT,

JelO

ntfssisE;asss5;'„ift,rA

designs, and early purchasers will have the best
U,d y
3eActing from the largest assortwent;
We have a new pattern
upholstered in Genuine
one

or

a

BONDS !

ARETAS

SHURTLEFF,

No. 194 N1IDDLE MTREET, Portland.

January 1,1884.

Sittiiig

Chairt^forCorner

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & 0. R. K....6S

Anson.4s

com-

de3lr,e- This set consists of
a double-back Sofa
gent’s large Easy Chair latest
improved noiseless platform Rocker,
large Receis
t^'*lr aud 2 ®*tra large

eodtf

^

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s

t’h*sh in
color
in
hni'l«™ed«^0i*’a'r
bination of colors,
in Mottled Illuminated Plush

janldtf

EOIICATIONAL.

$30.00.

Parlor Suites we offer
INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AiVD CLASStast?s
J*«3»
upholstered in first quality Hair
ri.Ji'.
Clotli. Like ?tyUJ
tile Suites lust mentioned, tile design
ICAL

STUDIES

Mo

new and the
■asuttrely
Blaek \\

Solid

frames, which are of
alnut, are of the very best make. It consists of a two-part black Sofa, Gent’s
Easy Chair
large Arm Rocker with Western Spring attachment, large Window Chair, Centre Chair and 2 ex-

tra large Sitting Chair.

Our price for tills suit is

Terms of credit

on

Given to private pupils by tlie subscriber,

W.

J.

13

the two above Parlor Sets to
¥7 “own and $5 to *7

STREET.

TELEPHONE

^ridnM„W.*B,°
to

COMORO,

BOYD

Jaii24dU

$40.00.

NO.

25 7.

manufactuie anything desired at short notice.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
\N OOI, CAR••KTj'l'."'iSa!ld
Tards allto am,
latest patterns,
he sold for 90 (Vuim

per yard.

Some of the

patterns are

controlled in this mak-

ve y
We
carJ? In stock a full line
"iho»H, V.,ls’
fl w-'w
Moquetie.,
Bruwrl. and Koxof

Clark & Chaplin Ice Co.
Successors to D. W. CLARK & CO.,

,ar«*assort-

AO. 53 MARKET

“

I" ««■
£v®SV&S&Jg}
***" imu L ACK OF

XPAt'K
mEMTIOff IIV DETAIL.
W® ®an and do under one roof, furnish
complete
outfits for liotels,
boarding liouses. private dwellings and restaurants, either for casli or installments. Catalogues and terms of household
goods
sent by mall upon application. Orders
by mail for
any of the above goods promptly attended to.
No charge for [lacking.
Goods delivered in
1 on land free of charge.

STREET,

Prices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs.

dally,

$1.50

per month,

15

“

«

“

«

2.00

20

“

“

“

«

2.50

dtf

Closing Out Sale

WALL PAPERS
thirty days we offer our remaining stock of Wall Paper, at
reduced prices, in all the grades.
For

We have fine bronze papers at 20
and 25 cents per roll.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
jy*

474 CONGRESS ST.

<i2w

No. 2 UNION WHARF.
or

barrel

TIMMONS & HAWES,
Portland,
wll receive proper attention.
jy7
dlw

CuMouicrH

NATIONAL

ANNUAL

jNCAIPIUENT!

The Executive Committee hereby gives public no
tice that no bills will be paid by them unless contracted
by their authority.
A. M. SAWYER, Secretary.
Portland, June 18,1885.

R

M OVA L

Since being driven by fire from our old quarters, Corner
Commercial and Moulton Streets, we have removed to

NO. 213 COMMERCIAL

ST„

the store formerly occupied by Woodbury & Latham, where
we will be pleased to welcome old and new customers.

LYMAN, SON & CO.
jf-iQ'daw

THIS PAPER

VlteatGco.
&
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where advertising contracts may bo made for It IN NEW YORK
j>-7
dH

^n,

nn

roniurnce inking Ice any
(line they de«ire, nud
delivery will be con.
tinued until notice to Mop In received
at
the office.

C. A. R.
NINETEENTH

Orders for oysters by the gallon, bushel
addressed

eon

I

on

_

dtf

Time

Choice Securities, suitable Tor Sayings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly

$19.00.
Tliase are full sized sets of 10
pieces, well made
alKt attractive looking.
s«“. to residents
2i”v®
I*r w®ek until paid.
aodother
«n “lil*1
Wc have 40
different styles of painted
aiu* ^^koganlzed Sets
constantly on exhibition in our ware rooms. The
above sets are
manufactured from entirely new
designs expressly
a“d are 110t *how" anywhere

mX*H^zxrt,,erwith:t

We furnish these sets with best Italian, Lepanto
or Hudson shell markle
tops.

Street.

PORTLAND

MAHOGANIZED CHAMBER SETS

to

■

J
J
\

These

THE OYSTER MAN,
ANNUAL MEETING. HAWES,
lias removed Ids Wholesale Oyster House
is

Notice.

1*7

dtf

Iced water ruins digestion; Dingo Water improves it; is always palatable, refreshing ami
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keen the
water coor from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

DAVIS,

persons who are indebted to the estate of
r C. Winslow are requested to make
payment, and those having demands against the estate to present the same to the
at
undersigned,
the office of Willard & Skillings, end Custom
1
House Wharf.
JOHN WILLAK1).

ALL

LITTLE, Agt.

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.

Exchange St.

Jel!l

VORK.

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

dtf

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

on

offered.

ASSETS,.$104,000,000

PHOTOCRAPHER,
Middle
Street,
near

now

sets, consisting of French Bureau with wide Swing
Glass, Bed and latest style combination Commode,
1 allies, 4 brace arm Chairs and Rockers.
The
tops of these sets are best Italian. Lepanto or
Hudson shell marble, and Drawpulls of the bar
pattern in finely finished solid brass.
{rfT*Persons desiring time can obtain one of
these sets by paying #5 at time of purchase and
$1.25 per week (or $5 per month) until balance
is paid.
Thirty other patterns of Black Walnut Chamber
Sets at correspoudingly low prices. In

INSURANCE,
of the Old

Portland.

ALONZO S.

this

Be sure to look into System and Advantages of the
Endowments and Five Year Distribution Plan

Samuel Thurston,
Free Street
Block,

We appreciate the fact that there are sets offering now in this market for less money, but wo
guareutee any purchaser that taking the quality
into consideration, there is nothing as cheap as

Exchange

PAINTED ENAMEL CHAMBER SETS,

Which we offer for

CONTEMPLATE

Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Tuning

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Middle Street.

E&hSffiSS

Black Walnut Chamber

16,799.69

State of Maine, Cumhekland, s. s.
1, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of "The Canal National Bank of Portland” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of mv knowlB. C. SOMEKBY, Cashier.
edge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th dav
of July, 1885.
G. C. PETERS, Notary Public.'
Correct—Attest:
IV. W. THOMAS, 1
F. W. BAILEY.
Directors.
JOHN N. LOUD, )
jly7d3t

NEW

FIN ANTI AT.

BANKERS,
No. 218

any other similar establishment
la pur
& CO. continue to offer to the citizens of

N

Certified checks.
Cashier's checks outstanding.
Due to other Nat ional Banks.

LIFE

pr-Steamer Cadet's 25 cent tickets to Peaks’
admits to Garden. Children 15 cents.
JyfldttC. H. KNOWLTON.

CO.,

-FOlt THE-

i WORKINGMEN

Capital stock paid in.* 600,000.00
Surplus fund. 120,000.00
Other undivided profits.
239,349 49
Circulating notes outstanding. 443,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
25.177 54
Individual deposits subject to check. 586,745.18
Demand certificates of deposits.
4.228 00

AND

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN,
And All Attractions under One Admission.

case

Solid Facts

J

*2,045,168.26

OF

jan 12

4

with very desirable building lots
Street; a part of it is particularly adapted
tnarket gardening; said land will be sold in
wanted. For further particulars inquire of
W. ATKINS, on the
premises, P. O., address,
J*
I ortland, Me.
may30eodtf
for

STAND

pairing

3

soft and smooth: removes tan andfreckles
and is the REST toilet dressing IN THE WOULD
Elegantly put up, two bottles In one package, consisting both of internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have It.
#1 per package,
my 13
dGmnrin

Deering,

OLD

COVERS.

6

—

tlie town of

THE

THE

HUMORS,*

& SCROFULA, ULCERS, PIMPLES,
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on ail
b parts of the body. It makes the skin white,

Pt/i ACRES OF EAND

AT

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

>■

INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST ?
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS, $
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP, «

FOR

00
00
107,457 30
262,800 00
12 210 63
346,666 07
39,000 00
2 859 91
54,653 98
14 308 54
45,246 43{
12,500 62j

LIABILITIES.

IF YOU

codtf

BENSON'S

I SKIN CURE?
*

BEST

circular

SINKINSOIM,

W.

ME.

THEATRE, RINK,

Jan23_

of purchasers of $100 worth and
upwards, FARES wiH be paid BOTH WAYS, the goods
delivered FREE, and parties can pay $10 down and
take ONE YEAR in which to pay the remainder.

300,000
60,000

}

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,
Portland, Maine.
C.

08

3— In the

*2,045,168.26

WOULD YOU BUY

ADVANTAGES of this Company are
At,E, EXPERIENCE, STRONt; FINANCIALCONDmON, LARtifc SURPLUS, EQUTTABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS, and conser-

DR.

BANCROFT,

__eod2m

of this company and Issued bv
1

_lnnl*_

13,140 00

OF PORTLAND, ME.,
close of business July 1st, 1883.

coin.
treasury certificates.
Silver coin.
Legal tender notes.
Five per cent redemption fund.

tliree years for any cause except fraud.

JAMES

5,000 00

d3t

Greenwood Garden,

or

Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional currency, nickels ,<t cents

POEICIES ARE

a

advantageously than

Je23dtf

Cor. Middle and

2— Every purchaser of $50 worth of
goods will have
his FARE PAID BOTH WAYS BY BOAT and
goods delivered FREE.

THE—

L°aiis and
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
Due front reserve
agents.
Due from other National Banks.
Beat estate
Current expenses and taxes paid_

policy-holders.

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

more

J. STEPHENSON, Supt.

BANKERS

1— Any person purchasing $25 worth of
goods will be
PAID HIS FARE TO BOSTON BY BOAT, and the
goods
will be delivered FREE in Portland.

discounts.*1,111,570.46

misconception.

vative

position tt treat customers

RESOURCES:

year

UNION MUTUAE recognizing its mutuality, is the most liberal company in its

are special features
none other.

130 83
00

32,200

)

Gold

IT

38
7,863 00
24,000 00
36 oo
4,762 32
9,841 15
24,377 00

State ok Maine. County of Cumberland, s.s.
I, Chas. Payson, Cashier of the above namedl
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statementt
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
...
Subscribed
and sworn to before me this 6th day
of July, 1885.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT,
Cokkect—Attest:
Justice of the Peace.
JACOB McLELLAN,)
GEO. S. HUNT,
f Directors.

D.W.KENSELi,

a

Canal National Bank

standard and of $723,200.00 by the New
York standard.

nil

37,240

Total.81,267,710

—OF

setts

ISSUES POEICIES
plans, and its

W. H. HERVEY &

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

HAS

ITS

92
00

70,000 00
3.492 48

Specie....
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer(5 per cent of circulation)....

W. EDGAK, G. P. A.

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

$4.00 each

of their policy of liberality, Messrs. W. H. HERVEY
Portland the following UNPARALLELED INDUCEMENTS:

733,041
292,000

..

Jl7

60 cents to
“
50 “

...

suance

Total.81,257,710

dtt

Days!

so because we are making CONSTANT ENDEAVORS to offer the BEST
INDUCEMENTS
to customer* and BEST VALUES for their money of any house in our line hi New
England. Our
efforts have met with the response which they deserve,and the public
may be assured that the house of

Is in

business, July 1st, 1883.

LIABILITIES:
Capital stock paid in. .8
hind

Congress Street.

BARGAINS

No. 5 Union Street, Boston,

THE—

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.8
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages
Due from approved reserve agents..
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid...
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing-house.
Bills ol other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.

GUARANTEED.

t\

i

the close of

Ticketa for sale at the Ticket Office, 35 Dichungc Sit., and at Grnad Trunk Depot,
foot of India Sit.

OF

AT PORTLAND. IN THE STATE OF MAINE,

nt

THEREFORE A SURPEUS of
IT$400,000.00
according to the Massachu-

After

P. 31.

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK,

CABINETS

nt

is plain
.CONTRACT
dennite in all its
terms, and no chance

Manager.
iitf

And we do
8 30
1(U5

REPORT OP THE CONDITION

doe-

TT*
A

NOTICE THE EXTREMELY LOW PRICES:
Portland to Gorham, Glen House, and Kcturn,
Ineluding stage, $4.50.
Portland to Gorham, Mt. Washington, and Return, including stage, $8.00. Portland to Gorham,
Mt. Washington; returning down the Mountain to
Mt. Washington Hallway, and back to Portland by
the Portland it Ogdensburg Kailway, $10.00.
Montreal and Keturn. $7.50. Montreal and Keturn, via Quebec, $11.50.
(^■Tickets good to go any day and return from
June 22d to July 10th, inclusive.

dtf

jun.-kxltf_

ITS
v22°37^30

its

Excursion yet offered to visit
the White .Mountains. Grand opportunity to view
the enchanting scenery along the routes nam,d
Tlie most Attractive

WE TAKE THE LEAD!

31

Railway.

to the White Mountains during the Encampment and following week.

A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle Street.

Leave Forest City
Landing. P. L

Grand Trunk

Daily Excursions

“
225 Jersey Waists,
5.00
“
»
200 Sun Umbrellas,
50 “
4.00 “
lOO Jersey Linings at 25 cents each.
30 different styles Cretonnes 10
to 20 cents per yard.
300 pieces Mosquito Netting, by piece or yard.
lOO different styles Chambray and Westbrook Ginghams at 10 cents
30 different styles Printed Piques, very desirable for sumper yard.
mer wear, 8 cents per yard.
50 new styles llainburgs at lOc and 12c
per yard. 50 dozen Linen Towels in four different styles, 2 for 25
2000 yards very best 25 cent Bed Ticking
cents, or $1.40 per dozen.
at only 15 cents per yard. 25 dozen Ladies’ Summer Vests at 25 cents
each. 20 dozen Gents’ Summer Vests at 25 cents each. Large
variety
new White Nainsooks, Stripes and Plaids, S, 10 and 12 1-2 cents
per
Don’t
fail
to
sec our Hosiery, Gloves and Mitts before
yard.
purchasing

11.05
6.25
6.15
6.40
^“Tickets over this line, which includes admissiou to Rink, Roller Coaster or Favilliou 15c
rwenty rides $1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea fishing furnished with boats at reasonable rates.
B. J. WILI-ARD, President.

FRESENTIASSETS ARE $6,322,wlllle its IiabllUles are only $3’-

dealings with

Still Leading!

PORTLAND, ME.

lel7

Leave

11.00

to

nearly

millions of
Twenty-one
ears, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXEARS,
paid policy-holders for each
the

in

thoroughly
satisfying the

Leave

c

5,592,112.84

TOTAL PAYMENT

—TO THE—

PRICE.

WARE,

200 White Bed Spreads,

MINNEHAHA.

$7,892,511.71

►1

A Superior Woman. No Name Series.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short <Si Harmon.) We are accustomed
to think the “No Name” series of novels
very
good of their kind, and A Superior Woman
is no exception to the rule. It is not
a pretentious story, but is well and
simply told in
a bright, attractive style, and is

7.30
9.00

may29

4,208,602.74

cumstances.

Upon

P. M.
2.00
3.16
4.30
e-°°

A. St.

514

Dividends,.

P. M.

p. m.

10.30

PHOTOGRAPHER

8,140,251.96

2.16
3.30
6.00
7.30

A. M.

10.25
T>>c
,7-30 p.trip
'?• trjR
?f Steamer Minnehaha will bo run right down and back on foggy nights and the
9.00 o'clock
will be omitted.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leo ve
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave E'orest City
Portland.
Great Diamond.
Little Diamond.
Evergreen.
Trefethens.
Landing P I

1848.

Endowments paid.
Surrendered policies,

read

without viefis, misfor-

Cal.

years’ experience

Death losses paid,

this

quite

Portland.
A. M. P. 31.
5.45 12.45
7.00
2.00
9.00
3.15
10.30
4.30
6.10
7-30
■•>•00

JTS RECORD IS

a

natural and probable. Mrs. Harrison’s hero is a man
already
past forty when first introduced to us, and
he seems to be one who is always
suffering
from the sins of others. Kind,
generous and

considerate,

thirty-lire

10.00

X. M.
U.00

m

IN

P. M.

EXPRESS.

2.10
3.25
6.10
C.30
9.00

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

A. M.

12.15

p. M.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Colonel Enderby’s Wife. A novel.
By
Lucas Malet. (New York: D. Appleton *
Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.) It
lias only recently become known that Lucas

what she
Enderby’s
Wife is a very charming story, but a sad
one.
It is told with much power and
pathos

Leat

Union Mutual

the will is restored and exerted for the benefit and final re-establisliment of health. Of
course there is a charming romance
through
which this thread of metaphysics
runs, and
a more lovely creation than the heroine
one
seldom finds. The other characters are excellently drawn, and there is no sacrifice of minor details, but the most
trifling touches are
made by the hand of an artist and add to the
perfectness of the picture. That the traslator’s work is done as no one else in this country could have done it goes without saying.

Kingsley, ‘and
makes us quite eager to
has written. Colonel

M.
6.10
7.26
0.25
11.16
a.

1.46
3.00
4.30
6.10

SATISFACTION

by which these difficulties are overcome, and
the gradual process by which the
strength of

©YE

For the Next Ten

CAPT. WJI. J. CRAIG.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

Hole’s Honey the great Cough cure, 25c., 60c.
and$l. Glenn’s Snlphnr Soup heals A beautifies, 25c. German Corn Iiemorer kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker
Dye,
Black and Brown, 50c.
Pike’s Tootharke
Drops cure in one minute, 25c. Deans Rheumatic Pillsare a sure cure, 60c.
]a”t6
eod2dpAwlynrm

yet

there is no such hereditary taint in the
family,
and our hero has a morbid idea that he is to
be overtaken with a like fate. When the

knowledge

p. m.

STEAMER

«'

.romance equally picturesque and
It is the story of a young German
officer of tile Uhlans, the last of three sons.
His brothers have died
while

follows:

CAPT. JOHN FISHIER, JR.
TABLE.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island,
ing, Peaks’ Island.

8.00

FULL OF ACHES AND PAINS which no
human skill seems able to alleviate, is the condiion of thousands who
as yet know
othing of that recent, elegant and wonerful antidote to pain and inflammaon, the Cuticura Plaster. No ache
r pain or bruise or
strain, or cough or
old, or muscular weakness, but yields
and
ly, all-powerful,
never-failing painalleviating properties. At druggists, 25c.: five
for #1.00, mailed free.
Potter Drug and
Chemical Co., Boston.
jylWS&w2w

a

Harrison,

A. M.
5.46
7.00
0.00
10.30

Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, Cuticura Soap,
an exquisite Skin
Beautiflor, aud Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, are sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 50c. ; Soap, 25c.; Resolvent, si.
Prepared by the Potter Drug
and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Head for “H»w to Cure Skin Discuses.”

vivid.

12.40
2.46
4.15
5.30
8.00
] 0.30

10.30
11.40

3.30

Leave Portland.

have found your Cuticura Remedies to excel
any like preparations.
A. G. MILLER.
Druggist, Philadelphia, Pa.

brought to one’s vision glowing with life and
color, and against this wonderful background

I*. M

STEAMER

I

be no question as to which is the purer,
sweeter, more wholesome, The Witch of the
Corso or The Old Mamsell’s Secret.
The latest of Mrs. Wister’s translation*,
Vain Forebodings, is one of the best, where
all are good. It is an enchanting story in a
setting of pastoral beauty, and is as fresh
and clean as a landscape after a shower.
The woodlands, the hills, the lakes are

Mrs.

Barbara,

run as
CITY.

FOREST

WEJi.lv DAY TIME

Your Cuticura Soap can’t be beat. We have
been handling your Cuticura Remedies for several years, and would not be without them under
any consideration.
DR. C. P. JUDSON & BRO.,
Alvarado, Tex.

writings of Heyse, for instance, are critically
superior to those of Miss Johns, there would

of

Santa

A. M.
8.30

9-30

Your Cuticura Resolvent is a staple article
with us, and never have I known of a single instance
where it did not give enttire satisfaction. Yonr
Cuticura soap speaks for itself, and those using
it once will take no other.
B. GUTIERREZ

laube novelists are driving Freytag, Heyse
and Keller from the market, but in fact
these w riters are of so different an order that
no comparisons need be made.
But if the

Malet is the pen name
daughter of Charles

eodtl

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVER,
JJAV TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island.
ing, Peaks' Island.

5.00
7.30

Danville, Ky.

pearance in the Garteulaube Mrs. Wister has
turned these stories into English, and her
name upon the title page as translator is sufficient to insure the success of any book.
The German critics cry out that the Garteu-

woman

r. M.
12.16
2.15

WF

translations, notably E. Werner, E. Hartner,
W. Heinberger, etc. Directly after their ap-

insane,

Portland.

8.00

which created the demand. The names of
these latter writers will be remembered in
connection with Mrs. Wister’s delightful

is set

HITTER, 237 MIODIE STREET.

FOREST CiTV STEAMBOAT CO. SPECIAL

10.00

Our opinions on the subject of the Cuticura
Remedies are formed from the expressions of our
customers, to detail which would be to write a volume.
They sell more readily than any other blood
remedies.
BARNABY’S PHARMACY,
725 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Blouses, Shirts, Norfolk

jy7__

have obtained satisfactory results from the
use of the Cuticura Remedies in our own
family, and recommend them beyond any other
remedies for diseases of the skill and blood. The
demand for them prows as their merits become
known.
MACMILLAN & CO., Druggists,
Latrobe, Pa.

successfully that several ladies, under
masculine pseudonyms, furnished novels
even mote clever than the
original story

PORTLAND

in all the leading styles, and at UNUSUALLY
LOW PRICES
FOR
THIS MONTH.
*»e are closing out several lines ot Men’s, Young Men’s, Boys’ and
Children’s Suits at lower prices than we ever named before.
Through THIS MONTH and AUGUST onr store will be closed at 0
o’clock every Evening except Saturday.

255 MIDDLE STREET,

CHEMISTS EVERYWHERE.

sort,

same

Frank W. Smith’s Benefit Lecture,
Wednesday Evening, July 8, at IT. A.C.A.
w^h readings by J. C. Newton, “Charge of
the Maine Regiments,” and i Welcome Home,”
written by Mre. Kate Brownlee Sherwood.
Admission 25 cts. f Children 15 cts. Copy of Smith’s
Knapsack will be presented to each one purchasing
a 25c ticket.
Jy7d2t

Jackets and Plaited Suits

r

W. C.

UNIVERSALLY COMMENDED BY PHYSICIANS, DRUGGISTS
AND

and so

IN AND OUT OFANDERSONVILLL

75c and $1.00.

for Boys, in sizes 4 to 12 years, at
$1.50, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and

% Flannel

by

Your Cuticura Remedies sell well, especially
the Cuticura Soap. I sell more Cuticura than
of any other three kinds of skin medicines I cany,
and tile Cuticura Soap sells to my best class of
customers. My lady customers will buy uo other.
H. E. SAMUEL, Druggist,

do by Forest City Boats. Round
Trip, Including
Theatre, 15 cents.
jyCdtf

MSTM 4 NtW (WHIM CO.,

A. M.

small town of Central Germany. So successful was her first book that the conductors of the Gartenlaube not only published
all that Miss Jolms could write, but looked

KEATINC & SANDS’

London Combination

BLUE FLANNEL SAILOR SUITS

STRICTLY

Leave

a

25, 50,

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

4*ruud Opcuing, July tf, of the Combination Neason, with

$6.00.

M ERR Y
THE

cts._

*

Buy How and Get a Bargain While They are Going.

WEEK

novel called The Old Mam’sell’s Secret, by
E. Marlitt, which was translated into English by Mrs. Wister, and is said to have had
more readers than any story except Uncle
Tom’s Cabin. According to the Nation, E.
Marlitt is the pseudonym of an elderly maiden lady named Eugenia Johns, who lives in

further supply of the

2

Boys' Straw llats

STEAMER

a

a

$1.25

our

On andlafter July 1st the Boats will

It will be remembered what an immediate
and remarkable popularity was achieved by

about for

|^

at

Island, Wednesday, July 8.

PAVILION THEATRE,

BOVS’ KNEE PANTS

|

Cushing's

Steamer Cadet leaves State St. wharf at 9.00 a.m.;
Franklin wharf at2.15 p.m ; sail amongthe islands
at 4 p. m.
Ice Cream will be furnished by the
committee. Tickets: Adults 40 cents; Children
25
jyCdSt

1 Headquarters for Boys’ShirtWaists

commenc-

One Week.

Former price $1.00.

Lippincott Company.)

B.

for

goods.
62 cents for

Vain Forebodings. By E. Oswald. Translated from the German by Mrs. A. L. Wister.

(Philadelphia: J.

and

50 and 7 5 cents for

Margaret Hunt, Bones,
by A. Conan Doyle, Two Plots, by
Findley Muirhead, She Loves and She Lies,
by Wilkie Collins, The Siege of Berlin, by
Daudet, and Patient Kitty, by James Payne.

PUBLICATIONS.

—GO TO—

White Head,

in sizes 4 to 12 years at 50c., 75c.,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50.

MACKINAW STRAW HATS

a

umphant,

sessions.

NEW

Straw Hats,

ing To-Day,

Tales From Many Sources. Vol. IV. (New
York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland: Hoyt,
Fogg & Donham). The publishers of Tales
From Many Sources have made a decided
success in this literary venture, and deservedly so, for the selections of short stories for
the four volumes of this series already published have been of marked excellence. This
latest volume is quite equal to its predecessors and contains The Ten Year’s
Tenant, by
Walter Besant and James Rice, Youth Tri-

an

sou, becomes another of the brilliant galaxy
of titled American ladies at the English
court. The elevation of her distinguished

Iii Prices of

situations, sufficient amount of suclove making, and Is, on the whole,
entertaining and agreeably sensational

an

button.—Boston Journal.
Among the most fastidious people there is

Miss Edith Fish, daughter of
ex-Secretary
who married Sir Stafford Nortlicote’s

A GREAT CUT

story.

the wooden molds and covered with cloth in
the usual fashion.
The costlier buttons
were stuffed with United States notes.
As
fast as she required cash she dipped off a

Fish,

b

account of his revolutionary bias and gets
into prison, but fortunately escapes being
sent to Siberia. The novel is by no means a
purely political one, but contains many ro-

anxiety. She had a traveling dress trimmed
elaborately witli buttons. Tlie cheaper ones
contained gold pieces neatly laid between

base.

ACCIDENTS !

on

mantic
cessful

AMUSEMENT*.

Our stock is so large and the assortment so extensive that we have sizes
to fit everybody at all times.

Red •Ryvington. By William Westall.
(New York: Cassell & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon). This is a thoroughly
English novel, and is crammed with incident
and adventure. The author is well known
as the translator of Stepniak’s book, Russia
Under the Tzars, and is in strong sympathy
with the Nihilists, of whom, in the present
volume he speaks in sympathetic terms.
Indeed, Randle Ryvington, the hero of his
story, goes through remarkable experiences

lime and lemon blossoms every year.
An ingenious New York lady lias invented
away to travel with much money without

A jieculiar ball game was played near Fall
River last Saturday. The striker and catcher
stood in Massachusetts and the fielders in
Rhode Island.
It was agreed before the
game that a hall knocked across Rhode
Island into Connecticut should give a man

but

niaCILLANEOIJl.

PROVOKING

Reynolds and Agnes Ransome, are neither
admirable, nor very desirable people to
know, but the action of the novel is strong,
and its combined qualities make it interesting and very readable.

Immediately after the vote which turned
tlie Government out, five town houses were
placed by their owners at Mr. Gladstone’s
disposal. He accepted the offer of the residence of Mr. Bertram Currie in Richmond
terrace, which is within five minutes of tlie
House of Commons.
The perfume manufacturers of Nice and
Cannes crush 154,000 pounds of orange blossoms, 13,200 pounds of acacia flowers, 154,000
pounds of rose leaves, 35,200 pounds of jasmine blossoms, 22,000 pounds of violets, 8,000
pounds of tuberoses, and a relatively large
amount of Spanish lilacs, rosemary, mint,

summon up the nerve of the
and go behind the barn and learn.

thinks he looks like John R. McLean’s
twin brother.

MWtElLANKOl’S.

dramatic power, and we have a novel of
more than average merit.
The scene of the
story is laid in Alabama, and includes plantation life and that of the “poor whites” of
the mountains. The chief characters, Col.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR

should

man

EMPTY.

Boston Traveller.
The political party in Mexico which corresponds to the Democratic party in this
great and glorious Union, it is understood
will not enter on any political campaign this
year.
HOW ABOUT THE MEN’ ?
Boston Transcript.
A horse car driver in New York says that
tlie rules of the Broadway company make
seven trips in fourteen hours a day's work
for each man. One round trip is all that a
horse is expected to perform. The society
for tlie prevention, &c., lias accomplished
something for tlie animals.

A Democrat from Texas who knows
says
there is not a party man in that State who
believes in civil service reform.

are

By Maurice Thomp(New York: Cassell & Co.; Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.) Mr. Thompson’s
Songs of Fair Weather, recently published,
met with such favor from the
reading public,
that we must predict a like success for his
new novel “At Love’s Extremes.”
The
author’s gift of poetical and picturesque description|is fully evinced in this book, and
gives a charm to its pages. Add to this skill
in character drawing and a fair amount of

DEPLORABLE AND MELANCHOLY PACT.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Princes and Presidents rarely hear the
truth.

eWions.

The Chicago Socialists

At Love’s Extremes.

son.

A

customer leaving town, by
giving notice at
office, will be entitled to a proper deduction
We particularly request our customers to
report
auy neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or anv other cause, if
made at the office, will be attended to
promptly.
may2b
d&w
the

The Diamond Wrench Manufac-

turing Company

sell at public auction, at its office 222
WILL
Newbury Street, Portland. Maine,
July
on

D„ 188b, at 3 o’clock p. m., all the prom
and personal and rights and
privi eges
of the company,
except the forging machine built
by the National Machinery Company of Tiffin
Olvio, and also excepting ca,h on hai,d
notes anil Imoks anil sums due or
owing to the
company, shown by such notes, hooks or other
wise. No bid will be
accepted for less than six
bidder will be
the president, at the time
a
,1*,., 'deposit with
five hundred dollars,
™,i tn“®e, tlle balance
e,',f 1113ofbill,
the hid at the office of
li...
utn, A.

ami"ui

re,iiuhvi1!lto<i>l!nirSsi?mlt,ih^wighest
time of

lds'hid"1*111

tortlnnd,

hours

from

the

HENRY P. MERRILL, Secretary.
June 30.1885.
Jlyldtd

REMOVAL.
Prince’s Express has been
removed to 103 Exchange
street, next to Printers’ Ex-

change.

jyC(ltt

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JULY 8.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodsdon,
Robert Cestello, Gllpatnck, Jewett,
Peterson,
Starks, Strange, Gould, Lanagau, Wade, Boston
& Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
¥
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Frveburg. R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield. E. H. Evans.
Farmington, U. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Pabuer & Co.
Gorham. Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes,
old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellisom
Richmond. G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, II. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, tl. Bliss.
Waterville, C. II. Haves.
Yarmouth, A. H. Sealmry.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June 128, 1885.
OFFICE HOURS
From 7.30 a.in. to 8.00 p. ill., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open tor Carriers and General Delivery,
from 9 to lo a. in.
ARRIVAL

AND DEPARTURE

OF MAILS.

Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.05
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.05,5.15,8.25
and if.lop. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00, 5.16

and 9.00 p.

in.

or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
at 12.20 and 8.25 p. in. Close at
and 12.00 p. ill.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.05,5.15,
8.25 and 11.10 p. in. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00,

Intermediate

Railway—Arrive
8.15

a. m.

6.15 and 9.00 p. ill.
Bangbr and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.10
p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00
Close at 11.45 a. m., 4.40
a. m.. and 1.10 p. m.
and 9.00 p. m.

Morning Northwesteni.via Grand Trunk Railway
—Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 9.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00
a. m. and 1.10 p. m. Close at 0.15, 11.46 a. m.,
4.40 and 9.00 p. ill.
Eastport, via eacli steamer—Arrive at 0.00 a. ni.
Close at 4.40 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to
sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. ill.
Express. Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive
at 2.05 a. in. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the North—
Arrive at l.lo p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowhegan

also closes at 9.00 p.

m.

Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. It.—
Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. in.
Nova Scotia and Frincc Edward’s Island—Close
at 11.45 a. in. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P.& O.
R. It.—Arrive at 8.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. ill.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via F. &
O. R. H.—Arrive at 9.00 a. m. Close at 11.45 a. in.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via
P. & It. R. R.—Arrive at 1.00 p.m. Close at 12.30
p.

m.

Rochester, N. II...and intermediate offices, via I*.

& R. It. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted) in the business portion or the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. ill., 12.20, 1.40 and 5.00 p. in. In
other sections at 8.00 a. m., 1.40 and 5.00 p.m.
Collections are made on week days at 7.00 and
11.00 a. ill., and 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.
Oil Sundays
at 0.00 p. m.

active and strong at general advance of Vs. State
bonds dull and generally strong. Railroad bonds
The stock
more active and generally strong.
market closed firm at advances made, but closing
prices of most of the active stocks are a little lower than last
evening.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 115,033 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securitirs:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
United States bonds, 4%s, reg.112%
nited,States bonds, 4%s, coup.112%
United States bonds, 4s. reg.122%
United States bonds, 4s, coup.122%
Pacific Os, ’93.......127%
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of

Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.. .July
Rervia. New York.. Liverpool... July
Ncckar.New York..Bremen.July
Suevia.New York.. Hamburg... July
Weaternland.New York..Antwerp ...July
Gallia.New York..Liverpool.. .July

Chicago & Alton.13Gy3
'*
Chicago & Alton preferred_
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.125%
Erie. 9%

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 8.
Sunrises. 4.05 Wi_h w_tM. 1
7.02 AM
water
Sunsets. 7.20
j 7 24 PM

~

Erie

preferred. 20
Illinois Central.126%
Lake Shore. 56%
Michigan Central. 54
New Jersey Central. 37%
Northwestern. 92%
Northwestern preferred.127
New York Central. 84%
Rock island.115
St. Paul. 72%
St. Paul preferred.108
Union Pacific Stock. 50%
WesternUnion Tel. 60%
Adams Express Co.137
American Express Co. 94
Wells Fargo Express.108
U. S. Express ft Jo. G2
Alton * Terre Haute. 17
Alton & Terre Haute preferred.
Boston Air Line. 92
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. GO
Canada Southern. 29%
Central Pacific. 40%
Del. * Hudson Canal Co. 76%
Del. & Lackawanna. 93
Denver & R. G.
4%
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga.’ 3
do preferred.
4%
Kansas & Texas. 17 V2
Houston & Texas. 24
Hannibal & St. Jo. 38
do preferred. 88
Hartford & Erie 7s.
Lake Erie * West.

Pittsburg.141
PacificCMail. 47%

Pullman Car.115%
Richmond * Danville. 50
Reading. 14%
St. Paul & Omaha. 21
8t. Paul & Omaha preferred. 72%
Union Pacific 6s.113%
Union Pacific L. G. 7s.106%
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.120%
St Louis and San Francisco. 17
do 1st preferred. 82
do 2d preferred.
30
St. P. M. and M.100%
New York

A

kid slipper—the small boy

CcreforCroup.—Use l)r.Thomas's Eclectric
Oil according to directions. K is the best remedy
for all sudden attacks of eoUls, pain and inflammation, and for injuries.
■•Where are you going this summer?”
“To the falls.”
“At what place?”
“At the skating rink, of course.”
Never buy baking powders which contain Alum
Ammonia, but always use Congress Yeast Powder. a Perfectly Pure Cream Tartar powder.

or

aIdToMMERCIAL.

FINANCIAL

FREIGHTS.
charters:
Bark Alexander Campbell, Portland to PhiladelThe

following

are

recent

phia,

ice 40c.
Bark A. C. Wade .Port

Johnson to Portland,coal
and discharged.
Nor Bark A. M. Scliwcigaard, Brunswick, Ua.,
to Buenos Ayres, lumber $15.50.
Brig Maria W. Norwood, Portland to Buenos
Ayres, lumber $10.50.
Brig John Welsh, Jr., Portland to Patagons, S.
A., timber $13.
Schr H. P. Mason, BPortland to Buenos Avres,
COc

$10.50.
Schr N. J. Dlnsmore, Kennebec to Pliiladelphia,
Ice 50c.
s Schr Ariadne, Kennebec to Charleston, ice 75c
and back from Ashley Kiver to Bootlibay, phosphate at $2.
Schr H. B. Kitter, New York to Portland, rats
35c
bale.
Sehr <’(ingress, Sullivan to New York, paving at

private

terms.

Schr Ethel M. Davis, Wiscasset to St. Augustine, ice $2.
Schr Grace J>avls, Windsor, N. S., to a U. S.
port not south of Alexandria, Va., plaster $1.30.

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, July 7,1885.
Tho following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Flour.

Superfine and
low guides..3
X

t*rain.

25*3 50

Spring and

High Mixed Coru.58@59
No 2 do, car lots..57®58
Corn, hag lots
f>0®61
Meal, bag lots
58®59
—

Spring..5 00g5 25
Patent Spring
Oats, car lots.43244
Wheats.G 00@6 75 Oats, bag lots—45®46
Cotton Seed,
MicliiganWiuter struights4 75*5 00
car lots.. 27 00®27 50
XX

—

do roller
i 50 a5 75 Cotton Seed,
! bag lots.. 28 00®29 00
St Louis Winstraights. ..5 2G*G GO Saok’dBr’ii,
car lots ..17 00® 18 00
do roller—5 75*G 00
do bag...18 50® 19 00
WinterWheat
Patents.6 OO&'G 50 Midlings,crl8 00®21 00
do bag.... 20 00®22 00
Fish.
Provisions.
Cod, p qtl—
Large Shores 25^3 50 Pork14 00® 14 50
Backs....
Bank
Large
4
dj
Clear.13 50® 14 00
Small.
50
Mess.12
Cod4
50® 13 00
English
OO44
Pollock.1 75,«j2 50 Mess Beef.. 11 00®11 50
Ex. Mess. 11 50® 12 00
Haddock.1 50*2 00
Plate.13 00® 13 50
Hake.1 75*2 25
Ex Plate. 14 00®14 50
HerringScaleu p bx... 14418c LardTubs p Jb..714@7%c
No. 1.12415c
Tierces.. ..714®73/8c
Mackerel p bbl—
10
50*1850
Shore 1,
Pails.7V2®834c
No. 2, 9410 50 i Hams
Ih.lOVa®! lc
—

Large 3s.
Medium.2 50@3 5<
Small.2 2543 01
Produce.

1 covered. 13 (®14c
Oil.
I Kerosene—
i Port. Kef. Pet. 6y2 c
I Water White. 9%c
iDevoe Briil’t.12y2c

Cranberries—
Cape Cod...
Pratt's Astral.12yac
Maiie.
Pea Beans_1 75gl 8G Ligonia.1014c
Mediums.... 1 75 41 7u Silver White. 9y2c
German md.l 40 41 50 Centennial. 9*4c
Meeds.
Yellow Eyes 1 90*2 <>0
Onions. Spanish..48 75 Bed Top.2 25®2 37
40a50c
Potatoes
i Timothy Seedl 85®2 00
Irish

Eggs pdoz..
Chickens p lb
Fowls pro...

—

—

—

—

13414c I Clover.’.
13glGc

Butter.
Creamery p lb 22 "24<*
Gilt Edge Ver 20«24c
Choice. 18*20c

loys®ll

c

Raisins.
Muscatel.2 75®3 75
London Lay’r 3 00®3 35
loiidura. 10® 13 c
I Valencia.0 y2 ® 10 V2
Apples.
ltussets l> hbl3 75^4 00

Good. 1541^°
Store. 10*12c Evaporated,tb
8®llc
Dried Apples. 3y2®4A/2
C beewe.
Sliced do
4V2 ®5
Vermont...
9411c
N. Y. fact’y
Oranges. ;
9®llc
Mesina.4 00®4 25
Sugar.
Lemons.
Granulated p lb.. 7V»(
Extra C.6%< Palermo.5 50®7 00

(By Telegraph.)
YORK, July 7, 1885.-The following
the closing quotations for mining stocks:

NEW
are

Colorado Coal. 9 00
Hoinestake.13 00
Ontario.24 00

Quicksilver. 3
Quicksilver preferred.22

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, July 7, 1885.' 1
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland 22 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads, 73 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_

Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 00 t>s and over, GVic V> lb
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs— G
cji ib
Cow Hides, all weights.G
Hull ami Stag Hides, all weights— 4

12
14
14
14
15
15
15
10
10
18
18
25

c
c

CalfSkins.10
Sheep Skins.50cS®l
Lamb Skins.30835c
Light and Deacon Skins.25§35c
Rendered Tallow.5b4c

lb
lb
ib

t>
each
each
each
D lb
Rough Tallow.jx;3e p lb
Boston Stock Market.

The following quotations of stocks are received

(By Telegraph.)
F. 00%

Telephone.200

Mcxical Central 7s. 34b;
New York & New England... 19Vi
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.
Flint & Pere Marquette common.
Boston & Lowell Railroad.
Maine Central ltairoad.J,, A
Boston & Albany Railroad.177
Boston & Maine Railroad.1‘J
New York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, July 7, 1885.—Money on call
181 Vi percent; prime mercanat
continues easy
ile paper at 4;u,5. Foreign Kxch&nge quiet anil unchanged. Government bonds are a little more

—

Silver. 2 25
Union Con. loo
Bodie. 1 GO
California

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, July 7, 1885.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day:
Best & Belcher. 2
Gould & Curry. lVi
Yellow Jacket. 2
1

nphir

Hale & Norcross. 7%
Chollar. 1%
Sierra Navada. 1
Utah. 2

BOSTON, July 7,1885.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00® 13 GO: short cuts 13 50
@14 00; hacks 13 50® 14 00; light backs 12 50@
13 00; lean ends 13 00@13 GO; prime mess 13 00
@13 60; extra prime 1100@1150; mess 11 75®
12 00.

Lard at 7@7Vic p Iti for tierces; 7Vi@7%c for
10-lb pails; 7% @8e for 5-ib pails ;.8@8Vic for 3-lb

pails.

Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice new
18@20c; fancy—c; New York and Vermont new
dairy 10@18c; extra Western fresli made creamery 18@19c; fancy —c; common to good l(5@18e;
Western ladle packed 10@12c; do fair to good 9®
11c; imitation creamery, choice, 12@14c. Jobbiug
prices ranee higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern, new, 7Vi@7V4c ;lower
grades according to quality; Western 7C®7Vic.
Eggs—Eastern 14Vic; fancy —c; New York and
Vermont at 14@14Vic; Northern 13V4@C—c '.Western at 12Vi@13e; Island 13®13Vic.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 50®
1 55 y bush; choice New York small hand picked
do 1 55@1 GO; fancy —; small hand picked peas
1 G0@1 65; common to good 1 40@1 45c; choice
screened do 1 40; choice improved yellow eyes at
——@1 90; old fashioned yellow eyes-@1 85;
red kidneys 1 85® l 90.
Apples—Fancy Maine russets 4 00@4 50; evaporated apples G‘/2@7 Vic y ib :fancy 8c, and Nortli
and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Hay—Choice prime hay $224.323; fancy Canada
held higher ; fair to good $20:®$21; choice East
fine $19@$20; fair to good $1G 4$18; poor do $1G.
Rye straw, choice $22®$23.
Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN. Julv 7,1885.—The market is

unchangedlfor Cattle; supply light.

Market Beef—Choice —; extra at 8 0O@8 50;
first quality at 7 00@7 75; second quality 6 00®
G 75; third quality 4 00®4 50.
Receipts of cattle 806 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen (‘pair $100 ®$225;
Milch Cows and Calves 325 a 348; Farrow Cows
at $15 4 $31; fancy at $50.4880; yearlings $10®
$20; two years old $14®$30; three years $24®
$42.
Swine—receipts 8458; Western fat, live, at 4@
4% ; northern dressed hogs 6@5Vi.

Sheep

and

Lambs—Receipts—1915;

in lots 2 GO

@4 GO.
Veal Calves 2Vi®5Vi.

Chicago

S'^yii:::S

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, July 7, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 2,100 head; shipments 2,100 head; 10@15 higher;
shipping steers at -1 -104 5 25; Stockers and feeders 3 00®4 GO; cows, bulls and mixed at 2 10®
4 40; through Texans 2 85@4 25; Western grass
1190 lbs 5 12Vo
Hogs—Receipts 8,500 bead ; shipments 6000;
firm on light,but heavy ruled 10c lower ;rougbJaud
mixed at 3 80@4 00; packing and shipping 4 00®
4 15; light at 3 85@4 25; skips at 3 00@3 75.
Sheep—Receipts 1000 (head; shipments 200 lid;
best strong; natives 2 50@4 20; Western! 2 404
3 50; Texans at 2 0043 40.

MARINE

The elegant, staunch and swift
Steamer
will run as follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf at 5.45, 7.45, 9.00,
10.30 a. m.. 12.10, 2.00, 3.15, 4.30, <*10, 7.30,

bbls extra No 2 at 3 50(64 10; 3000 bbls winter
wheat extra at 3 5065 oo; 4300 Minnesota extra
at 3 50:65 75.
Southern flour is firm; common
to fair extra 3 80^4 65; good to choice do 4 70,6
5 60. Rye flour firm. Wheat—receipts 75,300
bush; exports 154,651 busli; spot lots without
quotable change; sales 15,200 bush spot; No 2
Mil at 91%c; No 2 Red at 99c in elev; No 1 Red
State at 1 05; No 1 White 1 00. Rye quiet. Com

opened heavy and %{®S/8C lower, later strengthened and closed with decline recovered; fair export inquiry; speculation moderately aetive; receipts 247,000 bush; exports 128.500 hush;sales
245,000 bush on spotjjNo 2 at 5234@5314c elev;
No 2 White at 62%(®62®4c; low Mixed 53%@
64c. Oat* opened *4@3/8C lower and closed firm
with decline recovered; receipts 78,850 hush;ex-

ports 1160 hush ;sales 150,000 bush spot; No 3 at
3614c ; do White 38V2c ; No 2 at 36%636%e in
elev;No 2 White at 39%®3934c; Mixed Western
37 639c ;Wliite do 39(a)45c; White State 40(®44e.
Coffee steady. Sugnr quiet and firm; refined is
firm;C at 514@5Vie ;Extra C 5®/s@584c:do White
57/g 66c; Yellow at 434657c; off A at 6c; Mould
A at 65/a6634c; standard A 6*4@6 5-16c; granulated at G7/8c ; Confectioners A at 6%c; cut loaf
and crushed 7 Vs 67*4 ;powdered 767*4 ;Cubes at
7c. Petroleum—united 98%c.
Tallow firm.
Pork steady; mess spot at 11 12%;6T1 37%.
Beef is dull, Lord opened rather easier, closing
trifle better; trade quiet; Western steam spot at
6 70; refined for Continent at 6 87% ; S A. 7 40.
Butter rather weak. Cheese higher; State 6®8e;
Western flat 334@6*4c.
Freight* easy; Wheat steam 2%d.
Chicago, July 7,1885.—Flour quiet. Wheat
closed higher; July at 85*/g6803/8c; No 2 Spring
at 86686Vsc; No 3 Spring 77c; No 2 Red at 91c;
No 3 Red at 85%c.
Corn lower. Oats arc stronger at 31*4c.
Rye lower; No 2 at 58c. Fork is
steady at 9 8569 90. Lard is steady at 6 45®
6 50. Boxed Meats are steady; shoulders 3 70@
3 90; short ribs at 5 20@5 25; short clear 5 55®
5 CO.

Receipts—Flour 10,000 bbls; wheat 83,GOORm;
corn 243,000 bush, oats’151,000 bush, rye 2000
bush, bailey 6000 busli.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbls, wheat 22,000
bush,‘Corn 175,000 bush, oats 134,000 bush. *rve
1000 hush, barley 3000 bush.
tsor.

NEWS.
TUESDAY, July

Duncan, Bangor—S

barley 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 1.000 bu,
corn 35,000 bush,oats 3,000 bush, rye 1000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT, July 7, 1885.—Wheat quiet; No 1
White at 93c; No 2 Red 96c; No 3 Red 88a,i,
Receipts—Wheat 12,600 bush.

NEWORI.EANS, July 7,1885.—Cotton is dull;
middling 10c.
MOBILE, July 7, 1885.—Cotton is dull; middling 9 15-16c.
SAVANNAH, July 8, 1885.—Cotton is dull;
middling 10c.
CHARLESTON, July 7, 1885,-Cotton is dull;
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, July 7, 1885.—Cotton steady; middling 101,4c.
European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, July 7,1885.—Consols 99%.
LIVERPOOL. July 7, 1885.—Cotton market
steady; uplands at5 11 -Kid; Orleans at 5%d;
sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 100

W

OUR

LIVERPOOL, July 7,1885.—Winter wheat at
6sl0d®7s2d; spring! wheat at 6s 1 Odd,7s; California average 6s 8d a 6s 11; club 7s»7s 3d ;Corn
at 4s 7d; Peas 5s 8d. Provisons, etc.—Pork at 55s;
bacon 28s3d for short clear and 27s for long clear;
lard, prime Western 33s 6d; cheese 39s;tallow at
29s.

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

Circassian.Quebec.JJverpooi...July
rrmcipia.New York.. Hav &V Cruz Jly
Orinoco.New York..Bermuda ...July
Niagara .New York..Havana.July

7
7
8
9
9
ll

In money alone

dollars has been invested in

wine districts of

and

Europe

subjected

CORRESPONDENT.

Dobbin, New York.
Old. sells Abbie S Walker, and Setagawa. for
Rockland.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Buenos Ayres previous to July 1, barque
Rachel Emery, Wyman, Boston for Rosario.
Ar at Marseilles prev to July 4, barque MaryS
Ames, Crocker, Lisbon.
Ar at Pernambuco July 5, sch Maggie E Gray,
Crockett, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 6th, barque Charlotte A Littlefield. Moller, Key West.
Ar at Cadiz prev to June 16, barque J W Dress
er. Parker, New York.
Sid fill Matanzes 1st inst, sell Grace Bradley,
McIntyre, Boston.
FROM

clusive processes, is rendered

entirely free,

objectionable

but from other

No

Tartrate of

Lime,

lime, earth, alum,

vertence

the

by

or

“

duced into the
certified

use

of adulterated articles

Royal,”

and it contains

It is

'y

a

package

scientific fact that the

a

Royal Baking

the

BEST THING KNOWN

«»

WASHING^BLEAOHING

febl3

MWF&wly

tl

W^at

Cochrane, for New Orleans.
Cld I3lli, barque Shetland, Haskell, for Barka-

does.
Ar at ltio

Janeiro June 9, brig Isaac W Parker,
Kane, Richmond, Va.
In port June 14, ship Almeda, Nickels, from
Liverpool for San Francisco, reloading; barque
Allamvilde, Newman, do.
At Port Spain June 6, brigs J F Merry, Bradley,
from New York, ar 28tli ;
Arcot, Cates, froin
Demarara, ar 29th, for Delaware Breakwater.
AratGibara June 29, sell Mima Belle, Tliom-p
soil. New York.
Sid 22d, brig Emily T Slieidon. Hayes, for New
York.
Sid fill Havana 26th, barque Havana, Rice, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Arat Cardenas June 27, sells Georgia, Coffin,
Sagua; 30th, Walter 1, Plummer* Plummer, from

in

a

gottl®.

<■♦»>-

■■■

^MAPTINP

Sufficient to stop in five
minutes the smarting, stinging pain of xoo bums or scalds.
It will stop the pain as soon as

P H11 Q 14 I M P

Abundance to cure a score
Of colds and the coughing

Olllftni 111 U

applied.

UUUUnmU

Philadelphia.
Sid July 1, barque Jose E More, Carlisle, for
New' York; Ocean Pearl, Henley, do;
sells Eva
May, McDuffie, do; Jas Boyce, Duncan, Delaware

that often leads the way to
Consumption. It will positively ease a Cough in is
—mmmmmmmmm—m

Breakwater.

P U n If I M P

Sagua

June 25th, brig Onolaska, Griggs.
oarque vareurgieria, waiiace, pnew XorK

0 11 U

20tii, sell Jolm ll Converse, Leighton, for
Philadelphia; 30th, brig Rocky Glen, Bray,for
Nuevitas.
Ar at Matanzas June 28, sell Horace 0 Bright,

It

I ll (J

W
H F F 71N R
TV 11 L L L I IT U

Seavey, Aspinwall.

barque Am Lloyds, Whitmore, DelaBreakwater; brigJosefa. Goodwin, do; 1st
inst, barque Clias Luring, Thestrup, do; sell Normandy. Wyman, do.
Sid fm Little Glaoe Bay 30th, brig Wanban,
Welch. Ponce.
Sid fm North Sydney. CB, July 3, sell' Sarah F
Bird, Merrill, New York.
Ar at St John, NB, (»tli inst, sells Pusliaw, Ludwig, St George: White Foam, Hatch, Boston.
Cld Gth, sen Wallula, Keast, Thomaston.
Sid 28th.

ware

niinUtCS.
More

*

than

enough

to

save

dozen children Choking with
One minute after the
first dose the hardest attack
of Croup will be relieved.
a

Croup.

Plcn‘yto reIiev®the oppres

sion and

wheezing

of the most
severe case of Asthma.
The
direct cures of Asthma by

medicine are proofs that
Dr, Thomas' Eclectric Oil.has
UO equal OS UU Asthma CUTC.

this
immmmmmmmm—mmamm

In the above

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil can
be relied upon. It has given relief to thousands.
Keep it in your house. There is hardly a week of
the year it will not be useful.

(Opoken.

rffTl^l

cases

11

Hostetter’s Stomach

specific
| fc
EKjfcHittcrs.
^Rvorindigestion,stands
the re*l^alone. When
of the pharas

*

a

CELEBRATED
w

sources

macopoeia have been
exhausted, without,
at;least, doing more
than mitigating the
complaint, a course

this wholesome
stomachic effects a
perfect and permanent cure.
In all

of

BEWARE IK f’OI \TERI HITS!

cases

Giles Liniment Iodide Ammonia,
Back, Enlarged Joint*, Paralyxi*,
Bhcumiiti*m, Neuralgia, Diphtheria,
Sciatica,
Proliip*u* Eteri, Female Weakue**.
The best and only certain remedy to relieve pain
of all kinds, no matter of how long standing. Instant relief guaranteed cripples. Swollen Joints.
Weak

iw

^I^STOMACH^

Cramps and Colic, Diarrhoea and Dyseutry.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

TRIAL BOTTLE, 25c.

Write Du. Giles, Box 3482, N. Y. P. O., who
will give advice on all diseases free of charge.
(£3^*Beware of unscrupulous dealers and conn
forfeits. The genuine has the name blown in the
glass and fac simile of the discoverer’s signature
over each cork.
mayl3eod6mcw

I suffered for more than five years with indigestion, scarcely able to retain the simplest food on
my stomach. The burning sensation was almost
intolerable, and my whole system was deranged.
I w as wakeful and could not sleep, and conse-

or less nervous all the time.
1 dein flesh, and suffered all the usual
sion attendant upon this terrible disease.depresIn a
word, I was miserable. At last, failing to find relief in anything else, I commenced the use of
Swift’s Specific. I began to improve at once. The
medicine toned up the stomach, strengthened the
digestive organs, and soon all that burning ceased,
and I could retain food without difficulty. Now
my health is good, and can eat anything in the
shape of food, and digest it without the slightest
difficulty. I most cheerfully bear this testimony,
because there are hundreds suffering as 1 was,
and I am sure they can be as readily healed. Take
the prescribed dose after eating.JJ instead of before.
JAMES MANN, No. 14 Ivy St.
Atlanta, Ga., May 13,1885.

more
quently
clined

For sale
Treatise

_

_

N. Y..

janl

by

all

druggists.

on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
the SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.

FIGURED GLASS
FOR DOORS

gffijjRL

CARS,

SHIPS AND

the liver is more or
less disordered, and
upon this important.
^ gland the Bitters act
p with regular distinet-

SHOES

We have made a specialty of this
excellent SHOE‘.for BOYS’
WEAR for years. We make
nothing else, and produce perfection of fit, comfort, good
style, ami the best wearing
boot that is made. Cost no more
than is generally charged for ordinary shoes, and will save 50
per cent, in wear. No corns, no
bunions. Any dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what we Bay. Give them a trial, ana you will
be a permanent friend of THE SOLAR TIP.
Beware of I mil ution* called by names so nearly
like Solar Tip as to deceive. Trade mark and “John
Mundell «fc uo..” Jr full, is on sole of each pain

I

_

Office of

DEPARTMENT.
Comptroller

of

the)

UrKKEXCV,

Washington, June 25,1885. )
by satisfactory evidence presented to the undersigned it lias been made to
appear that “The Cumberland National Bank of
Portland” in the City of Portland in the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine lias complied with
all the provisions of the “Act of Congress to enable National
Banking Associations to extend
their corporate existence and for other purposes,”
approved July 12,1882, Now, therefore, 1 Henry
W. Camion, Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify that “The Cumberland National Bank
of Portland” In the City of Portland in the County
of Cumberland and State of Maine is authorized to
have succession for the period specified in its
amended articles of association, namely until
close oflbusiness on June 28, 1005. In testimony
whereof witness my band and seal of office this
25th day of June, 1885.
H. W. CANNON.
je29dlm
Comptroller of the Currency.

WHEREAS,

CHAS. H. O'BRION.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

_

d&wlynrm

dyspepsia

ARTIP

TREASURY

Indigestion Cured.

of

ness, regulating and
Ifrg B^atenaa^ Wjp
^85? g » I ^
invigorating every se** ft a
cretive and assimilating organ on which bodily and mental health depend. For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
jylWF&Mlmnrm

Varicose Veins, Bites of Insects or Sick Headache!
No oil or grease, is clean and sweet; will not soil.

Inflammation of the Kidney*, Bright’*
Di*ea*e, Diabete*. Iiicontiuiianee of Eriuc
Is the only Liniment in the world possessing
alterative powers. Can he taken internally; cures

COAL.

mar4

H.

FARLEY,

4 EXCHANGE STREET.

eoclly

“Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Casco Bay Among the Islands.”

ON

and after June 28,1885, Steamer “Gordon’
will leave daily from Custom House Wharf,

Portland,asjfollows,

viz:

For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks and
East End (it. Chebeague and Harpswell, 9.30 a.m„
6.00 p. m.; Orr’s Island 9.30 a. m.
Returning for Portland leave Orr’s Island 12.15
End
p. m.; Harpswell 6.30 a. ill., 2.45 p. m.; East
7.00 a. ill., 3.15 p. in.; Jenks’ 7.16, a. ill., 3.30
3.45
a.
m.,
p. ill.;
Little Chebeague 7.30
p. ill!;
Long Island 7.50,a. m.,4.05 p. m. Arrive at Portland 8.30 a. m.. 4,45 p. m.
SIIABAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. Leave
Harpswell for Portland 12.00 m.. 4,00 p. m.
Round trip tickets to Harpswell and intermediate landings Sundays only 25 cts.
For further particulars apply on hoard to
CAPT J. L. LONG.
je29tf

FOOD

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.
ORDERS
myl3

RECEIVED BY

TELEPHONE NO. 644.
ilOm

Sunday Passenger Trains will leave Portland
for Pine Point, Searboro and Old Orchard Beaches. Saco and Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00
(mixed) 8.30 stops at Old Orchard 111. 50m., 4.16,
6.30 p. in. Fare to Old Orchard and return, 30
JAS. T. FUKBKR,
cents.
Gen. Manager.

Western Division.

TRAINS

PORTLAND

LEAVE

For ICo.iou at 0.15, S.45 a. m., 112.45, 3.30, t5,30
p. 111. Arrive at Boston 10.30 a. m., 1.15, 4.55,
8.00, 9.25 p. m. Boston for Portland 7.30,
8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arrive at
Portland 12.05, 12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. in.
Camp Grouud 6.15,10.25 a» ill., 2.00, 5.00,
6.10 p. m. Searboro and Pine Point 6.15,
8.45, 10.25 a. ill., 2.00, 3.30, 5.00, 6.10, *8.05 p.
rn.
Old Orchard, Macoand Biddeford 6.15,
8.45, 10.25 a. 111., 12.45, 2.00, 3.30, 5.00. 5.30,
6.10, *8.05 p. in. Kennebunk 6.15, 8.45 a. m.,
Kenne12.45, 3.30. 5.00, 5.30, *8.05 p. m.
bnnkport 6.15, 8,45 a. 111., 12.45, 3.30, 6.00,
PortBeach
for
5.30 p. m. Old Orchard
laud 7.59, 9.30. 11.36, 11.57 a. IB., 2.35, 4.05,

Searboro

(from

Crossing

via Eastern Divisi-

publish.

condensed Raw Food, exon
Murdock’s Liquid
Food.

or

cept

For Murdock's Free Surgical Hospital tor Women.

We solicit eases that hare not

yielded

under

to
past operations, or are too weka and exhaustedtwo
he operated on. Such eases we can buildup iu
to four weeks, enabling the patient to have not
only a safe hut a successful operation, as relapse
lias never followed ill any ease that we have had.
One Hospital assigned to the members of any

Allopathic Society.
One Hospital assigned to
Homoeopathic Society.
Enabling any

vate

case

if lie

the

members

I

to have a
physician
desires.

lied for

of

any

a

pri-

Or any physician can have a lied assigned, and
will take’ charge of the patient.

SCHNAPPS

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as' Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &e.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Ldolpko Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
facnlty and a sale unequaled by any
other 'distillation have insnred for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON &

CO.,

18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW

YORK.

_dly

niarlO

York.
l’arlor cars

W1

jig]

li!
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IS

MEDICATED

FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
More than twenty-five per cent of its H
weight is duo to the best remedial If
agents known to the profession, by E®
whom it is conceded that in
porating them with Toilet Paper there Ip
is a certainty of application and bene JR
lit otherwise unattainable. TJnsolici-lB
ted letters testify to its

incor-Jlg;

I
9
I

curative properties.

remarkablqgf

One

thousancrag

reme-lc
dies than any fifty-cent package of] I|
sheets contain

more

of these

securely*!

Pile Ointment.

Each roll is
wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it canJll
not be procured of the Trade, we willffll
la
Deliver Free on receipt of price.

1000 Sheet Ml 59 cts. 1 Sample Packet 10 eti. II
HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Me. ■

F.^F.

sox.
1® L.!l C.ii.1iay's
GILSON,
D.,

I
■

M.

eod6m

jelO

AT ‘2.00 A. I»I.I

successfully,

For Rheumatism,

Neuralgia,

Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,

Bruises, Frosted Feet <£ Ears,
and all other Pains and Aches.

One trial will prove Us merits.
Its effects are instantaneous.
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.
■MM—fwtli:1

—M——

—O

buryport, Salem, Cyan and Boston, arriving at 4.50 p. m., connecting with Sound and
Kail lines for points South and West.
AT 6.00 P. NI.—(Express for Boston and principal W’ay Stations, arriving in Boston at
0.30 p. ni., connecting with Rail lines for New

REASONS WHY

Summer
3

r, Qii

m.

a.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

1.15

ill.,

in

For

3.30 and 5.30 p. in., mixed.
Oorhnm, Montreal and Chicago, 9.30
1.30
and
p. in.

Gorham,

For
For
a.

Lewiston, 7.15

For

Quebec,

1.30 p.

and

m.

35

Saturdays at
sep21-dtf

AtTrEDUCED

West and

On

ROCHE & EATON.
d3m

Arrangement.

—

The Elegant New Steamer TBEMONT, and the
Favorite Steamer JOHN BROOKS, will on and
after June 22d. make HAY and NIGHT TRIPS,
leaving FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, every
morning at 9 o’clock and every evening at 8 o’clk,

(Sundays excepted.)

RETURNING, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
at 8 a, m. and 7 p. m.
The DAY PASSAGE gives opportunity for a
splendid OCEAN TRIP, and of viewing the charming COAST SCENERY.
State rooms secured in advance.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.. Gen. Manager.
je20dtf

TRAINS.

at 7.30 a. in., and
p. m., arriving at Worcester
7.25
p. m. Returning leave
p.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. .and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.50 p m. and 5.40
p. ni.
For CliutoH, Ayer Juuctiou, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Epping
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.10 p. m.
For MaucheMtcr, Concord and points North
at l.lOp. in.
For RocheMter, 8pringvule. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River, 7.30 a. m.,
1.10
p. m. and (mixed) at 6.30 p. ui. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m.,
m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorhnm, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’* at 7.30
Mill.*,
a. m„ 1.10, 0.20. and mixed at *0.30 p. m.
The I.IO p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Juurt. with IIooMac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and all rail,
via .Springfield, N. Y. A N. E. R. R..
(“Steamer
Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, \Va»hiugton, and the 8outh ail(l
with Ro*tou Sc Albany R. R. for the West.
Drawing room ears on train leaving Portland at
l. 10 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at |7.3o a.

-**"“1.10
in.

and

New York & New England Railroad.
Take the best train between Boston and
New York, leaving either city at 3 P. M.,

arriving at the other at 9 P. M. Runs on
time Week Days and Sundays, every day
in the year.
je22d3m

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA

12.50j).

Close connections made at We*tbrook J unction with through train of Maine Central K. R..
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. K.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may he had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, PortI land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams. No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.

jn26dtf

J. W. PETERS, Supt.

PORTLAND AND MDRCESTER
LINE.

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall ou
the 1st, lotli and :10th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

cisco.

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East

HOTHFRM

OF

FA TOR

WITH

FAMIMEM:

never-failing effect iidislodging and removing
worms of all kinds from the system.
The facility with which it is administered, being
in the form of TABLETS, delicately flavored
with Chocolate. 11 is as agreeable to the palates
of children as the most delicious confection.
It does not require any nauseous after physic, each
Tablet carrying its own gentle purgative.
Its perfect harmlessness to the most delicate constitution or the smallest child.
Etir'A box in the house will save many a doctor’s
visit. Sold by all druggists. Price 25 cents.
dtf
je2
Its

ern

Agents.

j
REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and
BY mail
steamers between America and Europe.

Rates: First cabin, $CO to $100; second cabin,
$40 to $60; intermediate, $35 to $40; steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from Britisli ports,
$15, round trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and from Continental ports, $17 to $25.
Scandinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. E. FARMER. 22 Exchange SL

jelodtf_

ANCHOR LINE.
Drawing Room Gars
I'niK-d Nialfn Hail Mtenm*hip«
Sail from New York for

6LAN6OW via

FOR

—

FOMMhHF.KKV,

EVERY SATURDAY.
$60 to $80. SECOND CLASS, $30.
Liverpool and Qiierudown Service,
Steamer “CITY of bohe.”
July 29, Aug. 26. Sept. 23, Oct. 21, and every

CABIN FAKE,

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

fourth

now

attached

iltoctl

Wednesday thereafter.

Cabin Passage $60 to $1©©. Second Class, $33.
Steerage, Outward. $*30, Prepaid. $13.
tor passage or further information applv to
HENDERSON BROTHERS. New York,
or to T. P. HrbOU'.tN,
139 Congress St.. Portland.
iuay8-d3m

to trains

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. M.

MUCH

—

^lr:^w*Porllond

at 2.15

je30
FOUND

ONLY

One Dollar

and after Monday, Juue 29,
Passenger Trains will leave

leaving

HAM

Agent.

FARE

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-DF

on Wednesdays
Returning, leave Pier
on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,

General

Southwest.

WORCESTER,

PORTLAND, ME.

Old and valuable pictures
and mirror frames repaired
and re-gilded, at ilti Exchange St., Portland, Hie

ill.

RATES

Portland and Worcester Line.

Are

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,

MAINE

4 p.

—

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. EDGAK. G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t.
jeSOiltf

PACKAGES,

SIMT MINERAL SPRING WATER

m.

DAY AND NIGHT TRIPS.

and Depot Foot of India Street.
TO

at 6 p.

Summer

TICKET OFFICE:

Exchange St.,

Saturdays

38, East River, New York,

ARRIVALS:

TICKETS SOLD

York.

New

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

From Lewiaton and Aubnrn 8.35 a. m.,
12.45 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.35 a. in. and 7.20 p. m.,
mixed.
From Chicago, and Montreal 12.35 and
5.30 p. in.
From Quebec, 12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

THIS
LEAVE

OF

WILL

my!8dtf

1885

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn nud
Qvwi

WEEK.

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 5 p. m., for Eastport and St. John,
with connections for Calais, Robbinstou, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth;
Windsor, Halifax. Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictoii, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand
colonial, Windsor
Western
Annapolis,
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tiekets issued and Baggage checked
to destination.
fy Freight received up to 4 p. m., and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tiekets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Office, First National Bank Building,
Company’s
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Gen. Manager.

CHANGE OF TIME.
On anil after MONDAY, June v59,
Trains will run as follows:

PER

,XJ.f

and Port-

—AND—

AlsoOaneral Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

TRIPS

8TEAHERM

.JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.
J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
Je29dtf

D.

Arrangement,

Commencing Hay 18, 1885.

Street.

eodtf

FOR SALE BY

apr22

in.

AYER

KINDS,

BAKBISOlt,

Halifai.JLS., &c.

Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office; also at 40 Exchange

ill.

WINES and LIQUORS

FKOW

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, N. B„

a. m.

I HI PORT ED

NO. 410 FORE ST,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

SLEEPING

PUEENIAN
CARS

—

THE

from 9 a. in. to

IN THE ORIGINAL

STCAIIKBS.

Portsmouth, Neyr-

passengers). Winery,

A safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, Ac., on Horses.

AT D. S. HOTEL, ROOM 18,

OF ALL

Jy7dtf

Maryland

or

mail!_

A

FOBTEAND
DAILY. (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, winery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Cyun and Roatou,
arriving at 6.20 a. ill.
AT 9.00 A. in.—For Cape Elizabeth, Scarhoro, West Searboro, Saco, Biddeford,
Kenuebuuk, Wells, North Berwick, Conway J unction, (connecting for all stations on
Conwav Division.) Winery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, Rorkport, Gynu, Chelsea nnd Boston, arriving
at 1.10 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. ML—For Biddeford, North Berwick, Conway Junetiou (stops only to leave
LEAVE

TRAINS

NOTICE.

DAILY stage will leave South Casco at 5
o'clock a. m., connecting at North Wiiulham
with stage that runs to the P. &. O. Railroad, running through Windham, Westbrook and Deering,
arriving in Portland at 9.30 a. m. Returning,
leave 1 nited States Hotel at 2 p. m.
Another stage will leave No. Windham at 6.30
aud 11 a. m., connecting with the P. & O. Railroad at White Rock.
Returning, leave White
Rock on arrival of the 12.40 Express and 6 o’clock
Portland.
train from
Passengers lor Raymond
and So. Caseo take the 12.40 Express from Portland.
C. H. COOK, Proprietor.

m.

without detention from business. Seven years
aed hundreds of cases cured ill differexperience
ent parts of the State.
Read tiie following testimonials and see those
referred to. which will convince the most skeptical.
Portland, Dee. 1,1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
tile confluence of the public. His method is simple. almost paiuless, and requires no detention
from business.
FEED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.,
KICH’D K. HATLEY, Bit & 61 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS. 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 00 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St,, Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
lie given at the llr’s. room.
Ladies Inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.

4 |i.

STAGE

easterJwvision.

Northwest,

ligature by
T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
J Dr.
(TURKD
Treats all diseases of (lie Kectuin

Every Saturday,

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Art.
Portland. June 25.1885.
je26atf

Denver, San Fruncieco
and all points in the

PILES.
of knife

duced rates.

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. ViOuiM, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,

WS&Mtf

use

trains for Boston.
Limited Ticket*, Anti and ftecond clam, far
all pointn in the Provinces on sale at re-

Canada.

BRANCH | 7 Show Hill, I.outlou,
WORKS, I HS4 St. Pmil St., iHonlrenl.

without the

Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
and there connecting with trains for BanFerry,
gor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning

trains leaving Portland 6.16 and
trains leav6.00 p. m.

on

Eastward trips.

RETURNING:

8.45 a. in., 12.45 and 6.30 p. m.; on
ing Boston 8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30 and

—

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
jyl

on

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.

so

we

by

Ferry

m.

4

essay
read before any Medical Association or Society in the
world on Raw Food Extracts
There never was an

for RorLInml. I'Hitine. Derr l*le.8rdii«
wick, Mouth Went Harbor, Bar Harbor,
IH ill bridge, Jonrnporl aud Hachiaaport;
or parties for last three named [mints desiring to
do so can proceed
rail to Ht. Deaert Ferry
on days steamer saifs from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by
Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
f<tn

For Boston 1.00, 5.30, p. m. Arrive 5.30,10.00
arp. ill. Boston for Portland 6.00 p. ni.;
rive 10.15 p. m. For Pine Point, Searboro
and Old Orchard Beach, Saco and Biddeford 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00 (mixed),t3.S0, 4.15
5.30 p. m. Dover and Great Falla 1.00, 3.30
(mixed) 6.30 p. m.
•Stops at Old Orchard 1 hour 52 minutes. tStops
at Old Orchard 1 hour 50 min. tThe 12.45 p. m
train connects with Sound Lines for the South
and West; the 5.30 with Kail Lines for New

THROUGH

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

we

COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.
MTEAIMER CITY OF RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FKIDAY
at 11.00 p. m. alter arrival of night train from Bos-

arriving at Portland at 10.46
p. m.
••Stops to leave passengers taken West of North
Berwick only.
PUEEMAN PARLOR CARS
On trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00 p.
in., and Portland at 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.

Ervrc3H_.^.isri>-

pamphlet

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Company.

m.
on! 4,33 4.45.
7.43, 9.34 p.
7.15,
Well* 6.15, 8,45 a. ill.. 3.30,5.00, 5.30 p.m.
North Berwick 6.15, o.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30,
5.00, 6.30 p. m. Great Fall* and Dover 6.15,
H 4R a m
1 9 45. 3.30. 5.00. 6.30 D. m. Exeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence and Eowell L.lo,
8.45 a. ill., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Rochester,
Farmiugton and Alloa Bay 8.45, a. m.,
Wolfboro and Center
12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Harbor 8.45 a. ill.. 12.45p. ni. Weirs and
Cuke Village via Alton Bay and steamers
lUnarherter and
across the Lake 8.45 a. m.
Coueord (via Newmarket Junction) 8.15 a. m.,
8.45
Lawrence
a. m.
3.30 p. m.; via
SUNDAY TRAINS.

at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p. m. daily,

WO LFE’S

every

tion

BOSTON
At 7.30, 9.00 a. m„ arriving at Portland 11.50 a.
m., 12.25 p. m.; at 12.30 p.m. running from
North Berwick to Searboro Crossing via Western Division, stopping at ** Kennebunk, Saco.
Biddeford and Old Orchard, arriving at Portland

3E^H.-AJNT03E!.

The United States Government have used it for
These are some of the best diplomas
that we receive, same from Hospitals and Physicians of all countries that have ever tried it. and
are the only kind, as we never offer Murdock's
Liquid Food for award of Medals at Fairs it being
the only Raw Condensed Food known.
Find an instance on record of auy honest manufacturers of anything ever Itaking essays written
on a different article to sell their product
by, or
trade-mark of other manufacturers, or selling
their product by five or six names, as foreign to
eacli as an extract of one teaspoon of molasses to
one barrel of water, which would not have the
value of one grain of white sugar, which it might
be represented to be, to parties not knowing it*
value.
This we can prove by these counterfeiters publishing without our authority essays, see their
pamphlet 1885 in Chicago and Boston, on Condensed Raw Food read before the American Medical Association at Richmond, Va.. and Washington. I>. C., to show the value of their Extract.
THEY KNOWING, and every one can by writing to the secretary of file association, or the authors or by referring to the essays in our pamphlets, that tlie essays read were on |the value of
Murdock’s Liquid Food, it being the only Condensed Raw Food known.
Not satisfied with this they publish (without
authority) cases taken from oiir Hospital reports;
the same are in our advertisements, as well as in

loweil, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor only.
Tliis train must tie taken at Congress Street staas it is a through train from Boston to Bar
Harbor.
The 11.15 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may lie taken at Portland station.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skownrgan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on
Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta anil Bath 8.36 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p. m.; the afternoon
trains from Maranacook. Waterville, Augusta,
Bath, Koeklaml and Lewiston at 5.35 p. m.; Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

Passenger Service in Effect Monday,
June 29, 1885.

TRAIN* EEAYE

The French Government, through a commissioner, took the same interest,and are using it.

four years.

Anion, 12.3.0 p. nt.;
North
and
Farmington rin Brunswick,6.45 a. Ill, and
12.35 p. 111.
From Cougrean Street at 12.35 p. m..
Fast express train for Ellawortli and Bar
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Halland

BOSTON & MINE R. It.

land 2.00

UNITE DICTATES.

For Hauger, Vmireb.ro. Si. Jobs. Halifax, and the Province**, St. Stephen and
Aroo.'ook County, 12.30 p. m., via Ltwittou. 12.36 and fit.15p. 111., via Auguata; and
for Bangor at 5.16 p. m.; for Bnngor A Pi»cnlnqui. K. K., 111.15 p. m.. for Skowhognn, Relfaatnn,! llexter,12.30. 12.35, til. 15
p. in.; W'nterrille, 6.45 a. 111., 12.30, 12.85,
5.15 and 111.15 p. ill.; for Auguatn, Hallowell, Rardiner and Bruanwicli, 6.46
a. m., 12.36, 5.15, til. 15p.m.; Bath, 6,45 a.
m., 12.35, 5.15 p. in., anil on Saturdays only at
11.16 p. m.; Rockland and Knox A Lincoln R. K., 6.45 a. ill., 12.35, and oil Saturdays only at 5.15 a. m.. Auburn and I.rwia
ton at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 6.10 p. m.; I.ewUlan
via Brunswick, 6.45 a. 111., til.15 p. 111.j
Flirmington, Vloiiinoiilh. Wiatkrop and
iVIarauueook, 8.20 a. 111. 12.30 p. Ul.; Oak-

July 3, INM.

On trains leaving Boston at 7.00 jp.

Tiie English Government use it in all their several departments, and in large quantities. Our orders have been as great as 6000 cases in a single
month, and will continue to increase, as they use
it as a substitute for Beef Extracts and Tonies, realizing that it will make blood Lister than all other Foods or Extracts known,

1885. Passenger Train* leave
Portland as follows:

York.

In 1877, two branches of the German Govern
ment, opened correspondence with our Mr. Murdock, unsolicited, and the results are that they are
using Murdock's Liquid Food to-day in large
quantities.

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

CHURCHES MADE TO ORDER.
WfflrS broken LIGHTS MATCHED.

C.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT CR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
yell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
only SAFE labor-saving compound, and
U ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

ness.

IT.

Little Chebeague and Jenks Landing at 9.45 a,
2 and 5 p. m. For (ireatlChetieague east end,
ill
at 5 P. in. RETURNING, leave Great Chebeague
at 0.45 a. in.. Jenks Landing at 7 a. m., 12.15 and
3. p. in., and Little Chebeague at 7.15 a. m., 12.30
and 3.30 p.m., touching at Long Island on all
on board to
trips. For further information, apply
CAPTAIN R. BREWER.
jy3dtf

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

way, unc; brig Havillali, Coombs, do; sell Almeda Wiley. Copeland, Boston.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro June 13, barque Mary Jen-

USE

STEADIER ALICE.
On and after July 4, 1885, the above steamer
will leave Burnham’s Wharf near foot of Franklin
St., Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island,

is the trade-mark of the Murdock
Liquid Food Company of Boston,
protected by tlie U. S. Government,
blown into every bottle, and on every label and box.

Ports.
Ar at Aarhus June 29, ship Alma Camp, Larsen,
Copenhagen.
At Protection Island, Puget Sound, July 3, ship
Enos Sonic, Soule, from San Francisco for Port
Townsend.
Ar at Buenos Ayres May 20, barque Megunticook, Hemingway, Boston.
At Buenos Ayres 31 st, barque Geneva, Gregory,
from New York, ar 30th;
Meguuticook, Heming-

FAMILIES

WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

Ph.D.

LIQUID

Foreign

ALL

board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
Will
ol passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
touch at Cousin’s and Littlejohn’s Island both
ways.
_jel7d3m

Morr,
Royal Baking Powder has been used in my family for
many years, and these practical tests, as well as the chemical tests to
which I have submitted it, have proved it
perfectly healthful, of
uniform, excellent quality, and free from any deleterious substance.
IVm. McMurteie, E.M., Ph.D.

BEVERLY—Ar Ctli,
Denting, Hodgkins, Amboy.
BEVERLY—Ar 4th, sell Harbinger, Newton,
Hoboken for Danversport.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch John Gerard, Smith, from
ltockland; Empress, Kendall, Ambov.
GLOUCESTER—Ar Ctli, sells Mary It Smith,
for Boston;
Bertlia E Glover, Spear.
Trask,
New York; Fly, Simmons, do for Kennebec; J M
Eaton, Kockport for Boston.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar Ctli, sell Silas McLoou,
Morrill, Amboy.
HORSE ISLAND—Ar 4tli, barque Joe Reed,
Edwards, Boston.

medi-

pure,

The

do.
sell Wm

certain

CAPT. II. B. TOWNSEND,

will leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays excepted) for PortlamlSat 7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. m. a.Rem
turning. leave Burnham’s Wharf at 10.30
and 5.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on

Powder is absolute-

II. A.

pure.

J, Wilson,

globe.

H A I D E E,

of

BOSTON—Ar Ctli, sells Nellie O Davis, Davis,
Barrington, NS; Northern Light, Harper, Hoboken; Minnehaha, Smith, and Panama. Trundy,
Ellsworth; Exchange, Buckmaster, Deer Isle ;
Mary Eliza, Morrissey, Belfast ; Lewis H Smith,
Leach, Castine; Laura T Chester, Beal, and J M
Eaton, Parsons, Kockport; DL Sturgis, Pusliard,
Dresden.
Cld (itlt, sells Pride of the Port, Parsons, Barrington, NS: M I, Wood, Spaulding. Bangor.
Ar 7th, sehs White Foam, Ford, Franklin, Me;
Atlanta, Hlnkley, and Lake, Johnson, ltockland;
Neptune, Sanborn, and Mary E Oage, Kent, from

mo*t

a

22,

On ami after Monday, June
tlie new Steamer

ingredients except those

no

rOn.HENt'INi;

MONDAY, Jiineiit),

Oil and alter

,,

je22

be intro-

and Connecting Steamboat Line*.

R. R.,

MAINE

&

BOSTON

jly4dtf

FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round Trips $1.00.
tin

Royal Baking Powder, which I purchased in the open market, and find it
composed of pure and wholesome ingredients.
It is a cream of tartar powder of a high
degree
of merit, and does not contain either alum or
phosphates, or any inE. G. Love, Ph.D.
jurious substances.

Rockland.

cine in the

otherwise,

...

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

je27dtf

27,1885.

Juue

12.56, 2.40, 5.10

m.,

S—

until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave PortiaikI as follows: 8.25 a. «u., for
Fubyans, Bethlehem. Littleton, Lancaster, Wooilsville, Montpelier, 8t. Johnsbury, New port, Montreal, Quebec, Burlington, Mwauton, Ogdeusburgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
12.40 p. m.-Express for all points in White
Mountain*, arriving at Fabynu* 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10, Profile House 0.00. 8ummit
Mt. Washington 6.30 p. m. This train will
not stop at Mouth Windham or Hiram.
6.00 p. m., for Bartlett and intermediate stations.
ARRIYALM.
8.45 a. hi., from Bartlett and way stations.
I2.ti5 n. m.. from all White Mountain points.
5.45 p. m., from No. Conway and way stations
8.00 p. m., from Montreal, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Sunt.

m.

On and after Monday. June 22d, this new and
staunch steam vacht will run as follows:
Leave Diamond Island at 0,20, 7.30, 8.30,
9.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30. 2.45, 4.15, 5.45, 6.45 p. 111.
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city, 5.60, 7, 8, 9,
10.15 a. 111., 12.30, 2.10, 3.15, 5.00. 6.15 p. ill.
The 10.15 a. m. and 3.15 p. m. trips are sailing
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond Island.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties by applying to the Captain on board.

and

I liave tested

—

$peedie*t and

or

a.

——

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th. 1886,

_

STEAMER ISIS.

ex-

inad-

by

12.45, 2.50,

m.,

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.

REPORTS OF GOVERNMENT CHEMISTS.

Sid 6th, sell Kate Wentworth, for Kingston.
BALTIMORE—Ar titli. ship Louisiana, Oliver,
Dublin; sell B B Rokes, Robertson. Jacksonville.
Cld Gth. sell Lizzfe S Haynes, Sawyer, for Galveston: Nina Tilsou, Aeliorn, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Gth, sell Rachel Maud’
Dow, Savannah.
Cld 6th, brig J II Lane, Sliute, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, sells Annie Lord, Lord,
Baltimore; Jos Oakes, New Bedford.
Ar Gth, barque Havana, Rice, Havana.
Ar Gth, sells Anna S Murcli. Calais; Kolon, fill
Sands River, NS; Franconia,Young, St Jolm, NB;
Wide-awake. Wingfield, Providence.
Cld Gth, ship Cyrus Wakefield, Young, for Sail
Francisco: ting Teneriflie, Tracy, Portland.
Passed the Gate 6th. sells Cayenne, from New
York for Eastport; Spartel, Amboy for Norwich.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 4tli, sch Albert H Cross,
Pendleton, Richmond.
Sid 4tli. sells Hattie E King, eastward; Sarah A
Reed, Hallowell, for Calais; It W Denham, Hinckley, Gardiner.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Gth, sell Angie L Green,
McElma, Brunswick.
am bin, sen Norombcga, smith, New York, to
load for Portland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar Dili, sells Setli M
Todd, Norwood, Ambov for Boston; Fawn, Robbins, do for do; Ann Eliza, Bishop, Hoboken for

The

of any kind can,

impurity

or

a.

jyldtl__Manager.

”

leu, Philadelphia.

April 14, lat 30 S. Ion 57 W, ship Clias E Moody
Borland, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
April 8. lat 24 S, Ion 38 W, barque (ien Fairchild, Taylor, from Leith for San Francisco.
May 25, lat 27 S, Ion 39 W. ship Benj F Packard, Waterhouse, from Liverpool for Port Moody.
June 18. lat 9 S, Ion 35, barque Isaac Jackson,
Welsh, from Boston for Valparaiso.
June 27, lat 42, Ion 05 22, barque Clara Eaton,
Lunt, from Portland for Rosario.

Leave White Head 9.50

from the

only

not

these

m.

The 3.15 Steamer will also make a sailing trip
town the Bay, touching at Long Island and all the
andings both w ays.
J. B. COYLE. JR..

perfect Baking Powder.
It costs more to manufacture the
Royal Baking Powder than
any other, but it is, as shown by chemical analysis, the only “ absolutely pure Baking Powder made.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 28tli, barque Ferris S
Thompson. Potter, Nanaimo.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 3d. barque Joshua Loring.
Berry. New York.
SATIlLA RIVER—Ar 2d, sch Helen L Martin,
Fountain, New York.
Ar 2d, sch Bailie I’on, West, Savannah.
CHARLESTON—Ar Gth, sell M A Killen, ltil-

Ar at

to

country

the most eminent chemists necessary to make

by
wholesome,

Memoranda.
Sell Emma, from Portland for Philadelphia, before reported ashore at Nauset Light, was floated
about 6 PM Oth, with some damage, and will return to Portland for repairs.

Addie

in this

m.

5.15 p.
i.

million

a

5.00 p.

Leave Cushing’s Island 10.00

foreign substances.
This adds grsatly to the cost of
manufacturing Royal Baking
Powder ; but, as all its other ingredients are selected and
prepared
with the same precise care, and
regardless of labor or expense, an
article is produced that is
entirely free from any extraneous suband
stance,
chemically pure in all respects.

.Lilly C—Ar, sehs Charlie & Willie. Weed,
Philadelphia; J A Parsons, do; Abbie S Walker,

Machias;

quarter of

a

111.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Franklin Wharf 9.30, a. m„ 12.30, 2.15,
5.15 p. 111.
Leave Peaks' Island 9.45 a. ill., 1.00, 2.30,

patents, machinery, and appliances by
Tartar, being procured direct from the

which the crude Cream of

Tliaxter

5.35 p.

and

and expense.

labor,

ni.

Leave Peaks’ Island 0.20,8.00,9.15,11.Oo a.m.,
LOO, 2.15,3.80, 5.05, 6.45, 7.45,10.20 p. 111.
Leave Cushing’s Island 6.00, 8.15,9.36,10.45
1. in., 12.40, 2.35, 3.45, 4.4*. 6.25, 8.00, 9.45 p. 111.
Leave White Head 6.10, 9.25 a. in., 2.25, 4.55,

prepared for its use by patent processes by which
Tartrate of Lime is totally eliminated.
This highly important result has been attained only with great

care,

SACO.

bales.

vVisconsin.New York.. Liverpool.. ..July
A‘vo -\.New
York..Kingston, J,.July

the

SAILED—Sell Ariadne.
FROM

Pure.

Powder is made from Cream of Tartar spe-

Royal Baking

cially refined
7.

cm......

No 2 lied at 93%Vj94e. Corn is higher;
No 2 Mixed—. Oats are higher; No a Mixed 32
@82%c. Lard dull at 6 30.
Receipts—Flour lOotPhbls. wheat 10.000 bush,
c n il 53,000 hush, oats 0,000 hush, rye 0000 bush,

FROM

The

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Larcom, St Jolm, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Iila U Bullard, Richards, Newport Newscoal to Boston & Maine RE.
Sell Marysville, (Br) Croft. Moncton, NB—ER
ties to B & M RR.
Sch Henrietta, (Br) Holly, Westport, NS—live
lobsters to A L Johnson.
Sch Sliepardess, McFarland, Damariscotta.
Cleared.
Barque A W Scliweigaard, (tier) Johnson. Buenos Ayres via Brunswick. Ga—Chase, Leavitt & Co
Sell Julia S, (Br) French, St John. NB—master.
Sell Crow n Prince, (Br) Cole, Moncton, NB—
master.
Sell Bewail,
& Co.

Absolutely

(::: gg;j”

Sid

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. July 7, 1885.—Flour market
7079
—Receipts
bbls-.exports 2988 bbls; Superfine
and fine very scarce and held higher; others dull
but without decided change; sales 13,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 40(63 50; Superfine
Western and State at 3 25:63 85; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 50@4 10 ; good to
choice do 4 15@5 60; common choice white wheat
Wes extra, 4 75,65 25: fancy do, 6 30(6)5 50 ;common to good extra Ohio, 3 5065 25; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 50(65 50; patent Minnesota extra, good to prime, 6 006 5 50; choice to
double extra do, 5 00 65 75, including 1600 bbls
city mill extra at 4 80(64 95; 700 bbls fine do at
2 40(63 50:000 bbls superfine at 3 25(63 85 ; 1400

7

Free From Lime and

1.30 p.

Ariiinunnnit iu Effect June 39,
1885.
Connections via. Grand Trunk
Kail way leave Portland for Buek^i-3ht*ld and Canton at 9.30 a. m., and
■■”1.30 n. ni. Leave Canton for Portland 4.15 a. m. and 9.35 a. m. Stage connections
with p. in. train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Peru, Dixfteld. Mexico
and Kumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jan21dtf
Suuiiuer

ARRANGEMENT,

SlilH.TIEIt

—

CADET

PORT OF PORTLAND.

vairacoa.;

Domestic Markets.

rniTic

H^tude

FOR

AND CUSHINGS ISLANDS.
GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER.

••

higher:

Imports.

MONCTON,NS. Schr Marysville—3000 railroad
ties to li & M Railroad Co,

A. T. & S.
Belle

00
00

Horn

ct

‘*iUly:

Stocks.

Boston Produce Market.

roller skates.

on

Mining

Savage.

How He Delivered the Mail.
New York letter-carrier, arrested for his misfound to have got rid of his letters by
was
deed,
dumping a good many of them in a heap behind an
old chimney, Imagine the confusion among the
people on his route! Such confusion arises in the
human system when the liver fails to make a
proper distribution of bile. Everything becomes
clogged, and there Is a general breaking down.
Brown’s Iron Bitiers arrests the mischief, and
puts the liver in good working order. Your druggist has it.

....

20

IV2
Louis* Nash. 34%
Missouri Pacific.t96%
Morris A-Essex.
...122%
Mobile & Ohio.
7
Metropolitan Elevated.125
Manhattan Elevated. 95%
New York Elevated.144
Northern Pacific common. 16%
Oregon Nav. 72
Pittsburg* F'ort Wayne.133

Tile favorite tool of the printer is the adze.

A

Westphalia.New York..Hamburg.. .July
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow—July
Rarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..July
Parisian.Quebec
Liverpool.. .July

RUMFORD FALLS AND BUCKRELD RAILROAD.

Star Line Steamboat Co. PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R.

Stocks

Eureka.6
Crown Point.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool.. .July

Antilles.New York..Porto Rico..July
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool •.. J uly
Ems.New York..Bremen.July
St Laurent .New York.. Havre.July
Helvetia.New York..Liverpool...July
Celtic.New York.. Liverpool... J uly

RAILROADS*

KA1I.KOADH.

EXCURSIONS*

niscEUANEora.

11
11
11
11
11

—AN L>—

PHILADELPHIA
Dir«*rt Stt-aiitsliip

l.ine.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 29th.

’hiladelphia.

Connections via Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.
Leave Portland 8.26 a. m.. 12.40 and 8.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.00 and 10.10 a. in.,
and 5.40 p. in. arriving in Portland at 8.45 a. in.,
12.35

;ui« 8.00 p. in.
Stage connects with every train for No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY, Hupt.
J. A. BENNETT, Passenger Agt.

je30

d3m

From 1.1,11R Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pino Street Wharf
at 10

a. in.

Insurance one-half the rate of
’sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R *n4
South ny connecting lines, forwarded free .f 'commission.
Pa.Hiigc Ten Itollnra. Hoi,ml Trip 818.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to.
E. B. 8AMP801V, Agent,
31dtf
70 l ong tVhnrf, Ho.tou.
--

THE
WEDNESDAY

MALICIOUS

PRESS.
MORNING,

Judge

JULY 8.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY,
NEW ADVEBTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
NEW AI > VERTISEMENTS.
Barnum & London 9 United Shows.
Lost-Cuff Button.
For Sale or To Let—House.
To Let—House.

Found—Spring

<)vereoat.

Wanted—Situation.
Lost—Misses’ Brown Cloth Garment.
In

Insolvency.

Wanted—Assistant Bookkeeper.
To Let—Pianos.
For Sale or Exchange—Suburban
Owen, Moore & Co.
Lotta Darling—Clairvoyant.
To Let—Store.
Wanted—Lady or Gent.

Property.

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always
bo used when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relievos wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cents
a

bottle.
declO

WS&Mlyr

F. O'. Bailey & Co. will sell at
Commercial and Moulton streets,
cordage, duck, oakum, &c., also at 10.30 a. m. the
three story wooden building. For particulars see
auction column.
At 10

store

today

a. in.

of

corner

Dr. Chase will be at Ills office, 03 Brown street,
on and after July 7th.
jy7-3t*
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE RECORDER DYER.

Tuesday—Frank
in county jail.
days
Annie Moore.

of correction.
Olef

Morgan.

Intoxication,
Intoxication;

Oleson.

jail.

Intoxication;
30

5

days city house

10

days countv

David Hearn.
Vagabond and idle person; 3
city house of correction.
Thomas Burke. Keeping open shop.
William Seeley and Daniel Smith. Breaking
and entering and Imeeny. Bound over to the
grand jury in the sum of *200 each.
Joseph McGoweu, John McVey and William
O’Connors. Malicious Mischief; ‘Reform school
months

during minority.

John McShaw. Assault; Discharged.
John Caspin.
Obstructing sidewalk; line *5

and costs.
John Flaherty.

Assault; fine *5 and costs.
Search and seizure; fine $100

Patrick Joyce.
and cost. Appealed.
BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

Foggy, nasty (log day yesterday. Mercury
00° at sunrise, 71° at noon, 05° at sunset;
wind southwest.
A good deal of diphtheria is reported on

Munjoy Hill.

Could Teaches Corham
a Salutary Lesson.

PORTLAND CHILDREN

Boys

Lincoln, Nebraska.
Mr. F. E. Lovell, the

preparing
Evergreen Landing.
grocer, is

to build a cottage at
Mr. Joel Whitney will do the work.
The 17th Maine Regiment Association will
hold its annual reunion August 18tli at the
house of the lst-10th-2!ltli Regimental Asso-

ciation, accompanied by their ladies.

Sunday school

of the Church of the
Messiah goes on its annual picnic to-morrow
to White Head. The steamer Cadet leaves
Franklin wharf at !i a. m.
On the Eastern Promenade there are still
a few reminders of the encampment in the
shape of the dilapidated looking wooden
booths which have not yet been removed.
The approaches to the new overhanging
bridge, on Danforth street, belonging to the
Boston & Maine road, should be looked to-

by Mr. Mealier, the witness said that
Feeney had entered into no arrangement
with him to do any injury, and he knew of
tion

such arrangement entered into by Feeney. This closed the case for the government.
John Feeney was called and testified that
he was with the boys after the engine had
been removed from its house, and that he
walked behind the hose carriage and placed
his hands upon it, but did no damage and assisted in doing none.
no

Michael Flaherty testified that Feeney was
present, but that he saw him do no damage.
Mr. Mealier claimed that there was nothing to connect Feeney with any acts of lawlessness, but Judge Gould decided that as he
was present, he was liable as a principal, although he might not have done any damage
himself. A sentence of thirty days in the
county jail, ten dollars fine and one-seventh
costs was imposed on Feeney, who appealed,
and was ordered to give bonds in the sum of
8200 for his appearance at the September
term of court. In answer to the charge of
aim

entering, reeney appealed and
was Ordered to recognize in the sum of $500.
In passing sentence Judge Gould remarked
that the acts of which the boys were guilty
meaning

had been regarded as of sufficient importance
as to merit considerable attention from the
courts and legislature, and the previous acts
committed by these young men forbade a
light sentence such as would be imposed had
their only violation of the law,
committed in the excitement of celebrating a
holiday. Win. Feeney and J. Scott Jewett
then sentenced to thirty days in the
county jail, and ten dollars fine with oneseventh costs each.
Frank Floyd and Miwere

chael Flaherty

sentenced to pay a fine
of ten dollars and one-seventh costs each. 'A
fine of five dollars and one-seventh costs each
was imposed on Eugene Floyd and Edward
Kane, and sentence was suspended in the
were

Milton Chadbourne and Henry
Whitney, the youngest of the boys, during
their good behavior. Judge Gould's decision
will serve as a good lesson to boys who commit acts of depredation on public and pricases

of

vate property for the sake of

having

some

fun.
DENNIS

KELLEY.

A Reversal of the Proceedings of the
District Court Denied.

Kelley

Taken to Jail to Serve Out His
Sentence.

The ground has settled near the ends of the

bridge.
The city reports have been published in
book form, by’W. M. Marks, for 1884-5, under
the direction of the Auditor, Mr. Nowell.
The book is in fitting comparison to its predecessors.

The large oil painting of the Andersonville prison, which was on exhibition last
erening at City Hall, was a copy of a photo-

graph

taken by the Confederates in August,
1804, and is therefore correct and of great
historic value.
Sirs. J. C. Newton is to recite this evening
at Y. M. C. A. Hall the poem, “Twenty
Years Ago,’’ written at the request of the
executive c-onuuittee for the National Encampment ; also the “Charge of the Maine

Regiments.”
Knights

Pythias.

The officers elect of Ivanhoe Lodge

were

installed last evening, by II. D. G. C., W. H.
McDonald, assisted by P. G. C. Gibson and
P. C., I. H. Berry, as follows:
C. C.—Ernest True.
V. O.-H. l>. Marr.
V.—Frank H. Verrill.
M. of E.—George C. Bicker.
M. of F.—Frank L. Shaw.
K. of 1(. and S.—Fred W. French.
M. at A.—A. C. Dunham.
This is the banner lodge of New England,
numbering :>32 members, a gain of 20 for the
term, and a gain in the finances of over .'ll
per cent for the term.
After the installation, the retiring C. CWm. P. Stearns was presented with a very
tine P. C. jewel, the presentation being made
by P. G. C., M. S. Gibson in his usual happy
manner.

At the meeting of Ivanhoe Lodge last evening, at the request of Ivanhoe Division,
which has not yet been formally organized,
a committee consisting of R. M. Libby, I. H.
Berry, G. C. Ricker, F. H. Verrill, W. A.
Allen, A. A. McCone and F. W. French,

appointed

to make arrangements to enHub Division of Boston and Winthrop Division of Lynn at the time of the
second reunion of the order in this State,
which will probably be held at Sebago Lake,
about Aug. 14th, and from present indications will eclipse all efforts of the order herewere

tertain

tofore.
Pavilion Theatre.

The Keating and Sands London Combination have scored a success. In spite of the
rain and fog this company is honored with
full houses and encore upon encore is the
rule of the evening. Jlons Silvo, innovator
in a new and novel act puts at defiance all
rules of gravitation. Mr. Irving T. Bush
is a fine vocalist.
Mr. Mack and Grace
Marston are excellent, and their lightning
ohanges very amusing. Mr. Manning as the

Chinaman is good. Keating and Sands are
very funny and convulse the large audience
Muldoou’s Picnic concludes
with laughter.
the performance. The piece is mounted well
and the stage appointments are excellent.
The cast is a strong one. Mr. Ken Gilfoil and
Mr. Burnham are good comedians and justly
merit the rounds of applause extended them
by their admirers. The public enjoy a good
performance, know when it is good, appreciate it, and will support it.

Visiting Bicyclists.
of the members of the
rode into tincity on their wheels from Old Orchard. They
reached the latter place last Sunday morning, but two of the wheels broke down and
they “hauled up” for repairs. They report
Three of
a very pleasant journey thus far.
the party took the boat last night for Boston,

Yesterday

seven

Amesbury, Mass., Bicycle Club

_

but the others set out for Alfred, in York
county, and in the vicinity of this beautiful
town they will spend the rest of the week
fishing and hunting. They will set out for
home Sunday morning next. Every one of
the party has “taken a header” on the trip,
but no injury resulted.
ne

momgomery uuarus.
The Guards, under their new and popular
captain,—J. A. Gallagher,—are hard at work
drilling, preparing for their visit to New
Haven the middle of September. At a late
meeting sixteen new men were admitted to
the company, something that lias never hap-

militia company in Maine.
These men were all instructed In the manual
of arms before they were admitted, by orders
of Captain Gallagher, who does not intend
to have only efficient men in the company
while lie is commander.

pened

before in

A

a

Burglar Caught.

The charge of burglary on which young
in the
Feeney of Gorham was bound over
Municipal Court yesterday afternoon, is the
result of some good detective work by .RobApril 15tli the
ert A. Davis of tliis city.
house of Rev. Mr. Lewis in Gorham was enTwo
tered, and various articles stolen.
weetu ago Detective Davis took the case in
hand, vie made a search and found a considerable quantity of the stolen property in
Feeney’s trunk. Mr. Davis got his elue
from

a

Tlie case of Sergeant Dennis Kelley, plaintiff in error vs. the United States came up in
the United States Circuit Court yesterday

morning.
This

was a writ of error brought to rethe proceedings and judgment of the
United States District Court in the matter
of tiie indictment, trial, and sentence of Sergreat Dennis Kelley, U. S. A.,for manslaughter, in the shooting of Francis A. Smith at
Fort Popham, the particulars of which affair the public are already familiar with.
Judge Colt of the Circuit Court, yesterday
verse

delivered

an

opinion holding there

remark

made by Chadbourne, one of

the boys arrested for malicious mischief.

was

no

and ordered Kelley to the Bar, and then
sentenced him, according to the sentence of
the District Court, to eighteen months imerror

prisonment in Portland jail and
of

Entertained by the Drummer Boy
the Rappahannock.

of

The gang of boys arrested in Gorhani by 1
No 1 letter entertainment could have been
Detective Robert A. Davis and Deputy Shergiven tlie children of Portland than that of
iff MeLellan were brought before Judge
last evening. Robert Henry Hendershot the
Gould in the Municipal Court yesterday,
drummer boy of tlie Rappahannock assisted
charged with injuring the fire apparatus of
by Shaw’s double quartette right royally enthe town of Gorhani, and setting fire to a !
tertained the young people for more than an
number of bundles of hay on the morning of
hour. The entertainment was given under
4th.
David
July
H. Drummond, Esq., and the
auspices of Thatcher Post, G. A. R.
Dennis Mealier, Esq., appeared for the deThe doors were opened at seven o’clock
defendants. Eight of the boys pleaded guiland the floor of the hall was soon completely
ty, the other, John Feeney, pleading not filled with
eager Sunday school scholars.
guilty and standing trial.
Many people were unable to gain an enIn the case of Feeney, Stephen Hinkley of
trance to the hall although provided with
Gorham, testified to finding the engine and i tickets. For their benefit Comrade Henderhook and ladder carriage in the yard of the shot has
kindly consented to give a public
school house.
The hose had been unreeled exhibition in
City Hall this evening. When
and the different pieces scottered around.
Mayor Peering called for order last evening
The nozzle was found to be missing, and
every seat in the large hall was occupied and
damage to the extent of §5 had been done.
many persons were standing in the aisles.
Henry F. Whitney, one of the boys who Pis Honor said that in behalf of Thatcher
had pleaded guilty, testified that John FeePost he had the honor to present Gov. Robie
ney was with them on the night before the
as the chairman of the evening. The GovFourth and took hold of the hose. Feeney ernor was
greeted with loud applause and
joined the crowd after the '.engine had been spoke as follows:
taken from the house.
On cross-examinaGOV. HOME’S JIE.MABKS.

this been

Tlie committee on laying out new streets
has voted to lay out Arsenal street.
A new sidewalk is being laid on Quincy
street.
Architect Stevens is drawing the plans for
a dwelling house for Mr. S.
II. Burnham of

The

MISCHIEF.

dollar
execution of
one

fine. Kelley was committed in
this sentence. The writ of error was argued by H. D. Hadlock, Esq., for Kelley and
by U. S. District Attorney Lunt for the govp.m input.

PERSONAL.
The
friends
in
Portland
of
many
Mr. John F. Reagan will learn with regret
that lie is now in very feeble health at the
Ottawa House, Cushing’s Island.
Mr. Sinkinton, local agent of the Union

Mutual of Maine, sails in the Samaria, of
the Cunard Line, from Boston, for a trip
home to England, July 25th. He will be absent two months.
F. W. Davis, the bow oar of the Bowdoin
crew at Worcester, lias been awarded the
Goodwin prize for the best written commencement part, and also first prize for ex.

temporaneous composition.
Judge Arthur Ricker of Kansas,
been spending the past fortnight

Roys and Girls of Portland,-.1 have been
invited to preside over this meeting and accept the position with thanks for the honor
and your kind greetings. This large and
respectable audience has come here for a
purpose, not to listen to a speech from me,
but to enjoy the interesting and almost marvelous exhibition on the drum by a distinguished Union soldier. He will render
the full capacity and power of that old and
historic instrument which is associated with
all military parades, and connected with
many of the eventful phases of army life.
The beat of the long roll of the drum is
recognized by the soldier as a call to his
highest and most responsible duty. It was
the stirring beat of the drum and thrilling
fife which aroused the enthusiasm of our
Revolutionary heroes in earlier times, and
the familiar sound of the drum is no less
powerful and inspiring to-day, as you will
1 have the honor to introduce to
soon learn.
you Robert H. Hendershot, known throughout this nation, as “tlie drummer boy of the
Rappahannock.” He represents a remarkable military history, and his bravery and
heroism is worthy of emulation by tlie youth
of our land. He enlisted at the early age of
twelve years as a drummer boy in a Micliirrors

vonimnnt

k.P

..

....

...I.,

_1

1.:,.

service to the use of the unerring ritie of a
soldier, which he practiced with signal effect,
and to-night he appears before you bearing
the marks of honorable wounds. Listen to
his skill on the drum, but honor him the
more as one of the humble but no less meritorious defenders of our national flag.

The drummer boy

received a warm welcome from his audience and opened the entertainment by a capital representation of
the Maine Central locomotive Payson Tucker
drawing a train from Bar Harbor to Portland.

The

imitation

of

a

battle

was

the

second number

given by Mr. Hendershot and
was a perfect representation of the sound of
a desperate conflict.
The long heavy roll of
the musketry reverberated through the hall
and the crash of shot and shell was realistic
in the highest degree. Phil Sheridan’s favorite gave the drummer an excellent opportunity to display his talent and in this and
other pieces he was ably- seconded on the
bass drum by Drummer Murray of the Mexican War Veteran’s band.
The doliglited
children applauded loudly at the drumming,
but when the drummer boy showed the versatility of his talent by singing to them in
good camp style, the hall resounded with applause. The song of The Army Bean as rendered by Comrade Hendershot drew forth

shouts of laughter.
The singing by the double quartette was
of the highest order and afforded great
pleasure to 'all present. The quartette is
composed of Mrs. Warren P. Chase, Miss
Lizzie M. Brown, Mrs. L. A. Goudy, Mrs.
Jennie King Morrison,
Messrs.
Samuel
Thurston, Wnt. W. Colby, John B. Coyle
and John L. Shaw. Kotzsclimar presided at
the piano.
The grand notes of Keller’s
American Hymn and the inspiriting strains
of the Star Spangled Banner received a
splendid rendition by the quartette, and
their singing of the piece, “Our Nation’s
Hero,” held the closest attention ef the audience. The closing piece, “America,” was
sung by both the quartette and the audience,
and the voices of the ‘2000 children made
sweet music under the leadership of the
quartette. Abundant applause was given
the quartette after each of the songs.
During the evening, the inscription on
the silver drum presented by the Tribune
Association to Comrade Hendershot was
read by Comrade F. N. Smith, and the
Drummer Boy spoke a few words to the
children, mentioning the large number of
gatherings at which he had used the drum

speaking in the highest
hospitality of Maine.
and

terms of the

The behavior of the audience would have
done credit to children of a larger growth.
The children paid good attention to all that
was done and said and applauded at th*e

nately has been able to secure a large proportion of the material making up the organization. He. lias secured from Miss Ober
the right to the name of the company and
the costumes for such of the operas in the
company’s repertoire as he desires to present. The reorganized company will contain the following named artists: Misses
Marie Stone and Zelie l)e Lussan, soprani;
Misses Agnps Huntington and Lizzie Burton, contralti; Messrs. Tom Karl and Herndon Morsell. tenors: and Messrs. H. C. Barnabee, W. H. Macdonald, W. 11. Clark and

The

entertainment tnniuht is

under the

of the same committee of arrangements. There will be a change in the programme and the lifers who did not appear
last evening because they were lost in the
fog between the city and the islands, will be
present and assist Comrade Hendershot. No
tickets will be issued.
Mr. Hendershot does nut return at once to
his home, as many suppose.
The popular

charge

Boy will remain in the State
months, making Portland his
headquarters, where he should be addressed
by parties wishing to arrange for his presDrummer
about two

at entertainments and reunions.
It was estimated after the entertainment
last evening that 2240 children were on the
floor of tlie hall and that 1800 persons were

Cherryfield.

turned away.

ence

honor and trust in that town he had most
acceptably filled, and had also been a member of both branches of the Maine Legislature, serving in the Senate in 1802. He was
one of a family of twelve children, and the
eldest of seven sons—three of whom are living, men of very large possessions, and residents of San Francisco, Cal.
He leaves a
widow and four sons.
The Haverhill Bulletin says that a man
named Libby arraigned for drunkenness before Judge Carter in the police court of that

city Monday morning, addressed the judge
and pleaded his case. lie stated that he was
a native of Maine and had just returned from
a fishing trip without a cent in his pocket
but was on his way to Maine, where he had
a job to work at haying, where he could earn

$30 or $00 this

He had never been
in Haverhill before, and if the judge would
let him off he promised to leave the town at
once, nor would lie stop to get even a glass of
season.

He concluded his appeal by reminding the judge that lie used to live in that
little house down by the school house on
Brackett street, Portland, where his honor
resided in the large double white house just
on the other side of the same school house.
He was sure the judge must have known his
This last appeal won the symmother.
pathy of the court, and Libby was let off on

Narrow Escape.
afternoon Mr. Howard Kolfe, a
workman at Shaw, Coding & Co.’s shoe factory on Middle street, went to the elevator
well on the fourth floor for the purpose of
taking the elevator to the ground floor. He
missed his footing at the edge of the well and
The cage

was

standing

in

the first floor and Kolfe fell the entire distance, but in falling he instinctively grasped
the rope with his left hand and turned himself so that he slipped down feet first at a
rapid rate. He brought up at the first floor,
striking his hip against an iron on the cage.
It was at first thought Kolfe was seriously
hurt and Dr. Weeks was summoned but on
examining the man the doctor found that no
bones were broken, though he was considerably bruised about the body. Kolfe was taken home and in a day or two will be around
on

usual.

Philanthrophist

and misses from the streets,
then educating them and providing them
with comfortable homes. Dr. T. A. Foster,
who is intimate with the gentleman, says he
lias provided over five hundred of these
waifs with an education and home, and in all
these children only one girl and five boys
have failed to make good citizens. Mr. Middlemore is looked upon as a public benefactor in his native country. He left for Monyoung

treal

A. M. Smith & Co.

The creditors of Abiel M. Smith <fc Co.,
wholesale fish dealers, turned out in large
numbers yesterday at the first meeting.
J.
B. Donnell was chosen chairman, and tha
following was selected a committee to investigate affairs and report at a subsequent
meeting to be held Tuesday, July 14th, at
10.30 a. m.: Elias Thomas, chairman; H. M.
Howes, of Howes, Hilton & Harris; E. R

boys

yesterday afternoon.

Hersey, of L. Waterbury A Co., Boston; E.
G. Willard, and F. W. Hobson, of E. S.
Hamlen & Co.
The liabilities are placed at $06,000 and the
Of the liabilities $45,000
assets at $80,000.
are located here, $20,000 abroad, $15,000 on
vessels and $16,000 on mackerel.
Police Examining Board.
One solitary applicant for the honors of
membership in the police force appeared before the meeting of the Police Examining
Board last evening, and the meeting was

adjourned until this evening. After the
adjournment several more applicants reached
the building.

St. Alban Commandery.
About forty members of St. Alban Commandery, K. T., accompanied by their ladies, went to Lake Auburn yesterday on their
annual excursion.
In Auburn they were
met by an impromptu deputation of Lewis-

WAV

petition signed by A. V. Cole
others, all but four of whom are

The

is

and
resi-

269
dents of Portland.
The Commissioners received the petition
and assigned August 18,1885, as the time for
a hearing from all parties interested.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—M. J. McDermott to Mary .1. Ryan,
land and buildings, si and other consideration.
Cape Elizabeth—Lorenzo Taylor to Mary A.
McLaughlin, land and buildings. $100.
Scar boro—A. M. Sylvester to H. A. Neely, land.
§1 and other consideration.
Ilarpswell—Thomas E. Hannon to S. S. Tootliaker, land. $425 45.
liridgton—Jesse Murphy to Annie \V. Jewett,
land. $350.

ply

1) and 10
(lit

BARNUM &

ivJ.

LONDON

9 United Shows
BARNUM RETURNS NO MORE.
FAREWELL
GREETING AND
AMERICAN PATRONS.

TO

JUS

With mingled regret and pride, I announce to
mv patrons that this is positively the last chance
to see my GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH and
tne G R Eat LON DON Cl ltcus on American Soil.
1 regret being forced to take away from my fellow citizens an exhibition which they have enthusiastically appreciated and lavishly patronized,
but the amusement seeking people of Europe demand the opportunity of seeing this combination
which lias a world-wide reputation, and no counterpart ill any country. 1 have made all arrangements and contracts for its transportation m its
My able and
vast entirety across the Atlautic.
Hailey
experienced partners, Messrs. .James A.this
unand James L. Hutchinson, will conduct
under
superpersonal
iny
paralleled enterprise
vision.

The public's obedient servant,
PUINEAH T. BARNUM.

P. T, BARNUM’S

Greatest Show

Earth in Union Forever
with the

on

ORE AT LONDON CIRCUS,
Sanger’s Koyal British Menageanti Great International Allied Shows.

ries

tor.

rilHIS is to give notice, that on the seventh
JL day of July. A. !>.. 1885, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
MIGIEL LEVECQUE, of Portland,
on petition of
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the
seventh day of July, At D., 1885, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, ami the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts ami choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be liolden at Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, on the twentieth day of July,
A. 1)., 1885. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.

Messenger
Deputy Sheriff,
solvency for said County of,Cumberland.
jy8&i5
of the Court of

as

In-

excliangelfor city property,
the delightfully located suburban property
known as the “Warren Place” on Ocean St., Deertng, consisting of square frame house, large barn,
good orchard, variety of fruit, about 12 acres of
land running to the shore, cut 16 tons hay, horse
cars pass the house. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Mi
8-1
Exchange St.
SALE—Or

man of good
bookkeeper or

ANTED—Situation; a young
Wf
V r
habits wants a situation as

cashier in some commercial house, or would like
to go into a law office as copyist; late in government employ; best of reference.
Address PEN8-1
MAN, Press Office.
or

8-1

SALE—Or to let. On Ocean St., Woodfords. on line horse cars; two story house 11
rooms, wood, carriage house, barn and other outbuildings, with from 1 to 10 acres land, more or
less. Address Box 143, Woodfords, Me.
8-2
June 28th. between State and High
J
If returned
Sts., a large crystal-cuff button.
to 122 II1GH ST., reward

IONT—

given._8-1

fllO I,ET—House No. 242 Brackett St.,
X 244 as preferred. Enquire at 244.
rilO

X

or

Edgar

No.

PLAIN

—AND—

son.
In

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,
State Agents for
NEW
ECONOMIST
Oil*
STOVES,
12 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Hartford, June 27, Dea. Morgau Lewis of
Hartford and Mrs. Rebecca Drake of North
Paris.
In Smith Paris, June 30, Win. II. Penfold and
Agnes L. Briggs.
In Rockland, .June 20, Henry W. Duncan of
Llncolnville and Miss Lizzie E. Merritt of Rockland.
In Rockland. June 27. John E. Brewster and
Miss Mary E. Ulmer.
Ill Deer Isle, June 20, Solomon Gross and Katie

aprlO

Circus,

Alliance

0rand

Weak and Weary
Describes the condition of many people just now.
Tlte warm weather, late in coming, seems more

debilitating than ever. You may be weak and
tired in the morning, without appetite and without
energy. If so, you need Hood's Sarsaparilla to
build up and strengthen your body, purify and
quicken the sluggish blood, and restore the lost

appetite. This medicine will do you good.
“During the summer mouths I have been somewhat debilitated orjrun down. I have taken Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which gave me new vigor and re

Every Day,

J U M B O, the Colossus of Beasts, JUMBO
JO-JO, the Dog-Faced Boy, JO-JO
ARADA, the Wild Man. MISS ZAMMOMOTO,
MOUNTING THE
LADDER OF
NAKED
SWORDS, Japanese Slack wire Performers. 100
Marvelous acts. 1000 Features, Myriads of Living Human Wonders.
9

WANTED
cook,

can

SITUATION-A good man
be fouml at 42 Lafayette St.

_1-1
a man and wife, a situation as
caretakers or any other place of trust ; best
of references. Address J. G„ Advertiser Office.

WANTED—By

_30-1
situation by a young woman to
WANTED—A
do table-work. Address M. it., this office.
29-1

High School hoy would like
employment of any kind during vacation.

WANTED—A

Address H. A. W., Press Otlice.

Vast

Tlie White Sacred

27-2

loan of from $3000 to $5000
TV
is desired for 5 years; will be secured by
first-class real estate in this city. Address B. X.,
This Office.
27-2

\\TANTED.—A

first-class

a

Apply

a young man
who
the retail furnishin
business
the
goods
ing
City of Portland. Apply
to ALLEN & COMPANY. 470 Congress St. 27-1

WANTED—Salesman;
thoroughly understands

sell the Ideal Fire
Kindler, (just patented,) the best selling
article in the market; everybody delighted with
them: send 25c. for sample anil terms to IDEAL
FIRE KINDLElt CO., Presque Isle, Me.
27-1

WANTED—Agents

to

WANTED—To learn the Wholesale
Business.
Grocery
&
SHAW, SON
HAWKES, 225 Commercial St.
27-1

BOV

place in good family by
WANTED—A
petent American girl; family without
dren preferred: excellent references.
dress 41 TURNER ST.

Call

chil-

ad26-1

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 5)3 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
my All business relating to Patents promptly
and

buy the Enchanted
Blocks, the wonder of
the
Nineteenth Century, acknowledged by press and public to be the most mysterious and fascinating
trick ever sold, affords hours of laughter and
amusement, price only 25 cents, agents wanted to
sell on the street during G. A. Reunion, to whom
a liberal discount will be given.
C. I. ARTHUR,
No. 252 Broadway, Room 11, New York.
18-2

WANTED.—All

and Gentlemen in city

light,

work at

easy

WANTED.

of

Elephant.

by the Portland
GIRLS
Co., West Commercial Street.

Match
je23dt£

Star

BOARD.
Hotel lias been entirely renoBOARD—Ferry
vated.
carpets, beds and furniture. It
new

is central in location,
moderate.

near

Market Square. Terms
25-1

TO LET,

rent

permouth,

six
water

house
E. L. GOULD.
7-1
at

between 2 and 4 in the afternoon.

Bos-

Residence 302 Cumberland St.
Consultation

jlyldlw

GEORGE A. CLARK, M.D.
Homceopathist,

I. ET—Brick house, central
location, 8
TO rooms, newly painted
and papered; first class
neighbors; 320 per month. W. H. WALDRON.

Middle St.

180

PORTLAND, ME.

4-1

LET—A very pleasant rent of four or five
rooms to small family without
children, at 29
PEERING ST„corner Pearl. Woodfurds
4-1

TO

I,ET—Furnished house in desiable locality
the centre of the city, witli stable room for
owner will retain two or three rooms
and board with tlio lessee if desired.
Address
15UX 890, P. O.
3-1

TO

tyPrompt attention given to all orders hy
mail, telephone aud telegraph.
Je25dtf

one

m

horse;

50

or

rooms

Years’ experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

“I was

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for go. Prepared
l>y C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

100 Doses One

Dollar.

dress K.,This Office.

3-1

IjKT.—Kooms, furnished
unfurnished.
TO with
without hoard at 135 FREEST. 30-1
IaET.—Two houses
Lowell street, five
TO rooms
each, sehago water, rent $0 each. Enor

jamdlynrm

quire of G. W. BUKNHAM, 1091 Congress St.

_29-2
UK T—The fasi and staunch Steamer “Lizzie” can he ehartcied to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands.
Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 49 Commercial street.
23-2

TO

With

may 13

TO IaET.

Worth ot Rare and Coolthe Morning of the Arrival of the NIiowm.

in the Thompson block, Nos. 117,119,
121 and 123 Middle street, a few door below
STOKES

the

post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Kent reasonable. Inquire of II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 104 Brackett St., Portland, Me.
jan!4dtf

Excursion rates on all Railroads.
exhibit at WATERVILLE. July 13th.
LEWISTON, July 14th, PORTSMOUTH, N. FI..
16th.
July
j y 8-5)-10-11 -13-14& w28

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW

Insure Against Marine Risks

This Company will lake risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to Merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.
Premiums

Marine Kisks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,
on

1884.#3,958,039.44

Premiums

on

the

Policies not marked

off 1st January, 1884. 1,447,750.70

prophesying

8t-_
the Cemetery, yesterday
FOUND—In
noon,
Lady's Satchel, containing
a
sum of money, a Lunch
can have the same

"If any man hath received a gift, even so let him
minister the same one to another.”—1 Peter, 4-10.
“Eolhnv after charity and desire spiritual gifts

prophesieth speaketh

unto

men

for their edifica-

TO BELET.

40 FUR CENT.

Congress,
Mechanics
STORE
Hall,
occupied by Geo. A. Hannon. .Jewlease for
eller. Will be let
term of

Total Marine Premiums.$5,606,790.14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1.
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884.$4,040,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

ASSETS:

TROY, OHlCf.ep,

CLEVELAND.

G.G.HAILETT, 235 WstsrSL He? Yori
Send

for Descriptive Catalogue.
—

FOB KALE BY

LOSSES PAID IN THIRTY DAYS AFTER PROOF.
JONES, President.
CHA11LES DENNIS,

J. I).

Vice President,
W. H. MOOUK, 2d Vice President,
A. A. HAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. IL CHAPMAN,

Secretary.

J. W. MUNGER &

band.

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

Portland,
f«t>3 ’85

19 1-2 Exchange St.
dlmeodllm&wOw

517

under

now

on a

years if
For price and
undersigned.

a
once.

desired. Possession given at
other information apply to the
A. F. GERRiSH, Treasurer M.
M. a.
Portland, July 8, 1885.
jlyxdiw
meet either lady or gent
WfANTED—To
some
to
t ▼
subscriber

with
in safe remeans,
join
liable cash business, with little risk, and chance
to make a handsome profit. METALLIC, Press

(Jftlce._

8-1

G. D., Press Office.

8-1

on

MERCIAL^_

my 2(1

Fore St.
303 COM3-1

on

round Mosaic pin: device,
dove
LOST.—A
word PAX in gold, dropped between
Dr. Holt's
a

over

and No. 14S Spring St.,
offered for its return.

A. MULNIX,

BUSINESS

Portland, Maine.
__eoddm

w

here

reward

a

20-1

I'll ANTES.

sai.E—$10,600; Va interest in
established
class machinist business;
NEW MUSICBOOKS. FOB
of work; manufacturers, machinists’
large
etc.;
tools,
an

old

1st

run

Leaves of Shamrock.
A new, choice and very’ musical collection of 100
of the best IRISH 'Ii:l,OIIII> arranged for
the Piano and Organ. They are not difficult, and
together form a volume of very brilliant and valu-

jobbing,
partner w anted to take charge
of financial department; a rare opening for the
right party; best of references given and required;
will prove safe and profitable; and investigation
invited. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row,
Boston.
1-1

able music.
Price, Cloth SI.50, Boards SI. Paper 80 cts.

Kindergartens and Primary
Schools. By State Douglas AViggin, of the
California Kindergarten Training School.
A book of tine appearance, with valuable suggestions to teachers by a practical and enthusiastic Kindergartner" who also has a flue and correct taste in poetry and music, and provides for
the play and study of tlio children 87 sweet songs
There are lliiuj Sonus. Marching, (lift, <tame
<iootl Mnrniiuj, and other songs.
Good accompaniments for Ptano or Organ. Price si. bo cloth
or $1 Boards.
Games for

Piano Classic*.

collection of
Boards.

neu:

A truly select and beautiful
piano pieces. 81.50 (Toth «n

College Nong* (BOcts.l. minstrel Hangs ($i>)
and War Sion g* (50 cts.), please everybody and
everybody buys them.
I.\
g

PRES*

and

A New Temperance Song Book
Male Voice Chorus Book.
Any book mailed for the retail price
a

OLIVER DITSOiV & CO.,
i>'7

BOOMS TO LET.

LET-Pleasant) furnished
110 702
CONGRESS ST.

KINDERGARTEN CHIMES,

Bookkeeper

WANTED.-An Assistant
in a
tt
wholesale store, must he a rapid penman
and quick at figures. Address giving references.

HALE-1 good work horse; 1 single jigFOR
ger with pole and shafts.
Inquire of C. s.
at
&
12 Ex-

FAIRFIELD,
change St.

Tenney

Dunham’s.

1-1

A lot of pine
Wood!
slabs for sale low for immediate delivery.
WM. HAGGETT, No, 777 Congress St., Portland,
Maine.
1-2

HALE—Wood!

FOR

HALE -The grass upon about 17 acres
MANASSEH SMITH,
land, for sale.
1-1
Woodford’s, Me.

FOB
of

Hi ALE-Light extension top carryall,
built by Z. Thompson to order, cost $4(H>, in
tip top condition, price $125. Seen at HORSE &
CARRIAGE MART. Plum street.30-1
JOB

I

Spring, with abundant
I flow of water, Mineral
showing analysis equal to Poland
JOB HALE

—

Springs, curative qualities established, elevation for a hotel, more sightly than Poland; 14
miles from Portland on line of M. C. R. R. and
Grand Trunk; can be bought with or without the
farm of 200 acres, at a bargain.
W. H. WAL25kl
DRON, 180 Middle street.
2

HALE-Seashore,
cottages
mduth Foreside,
FOB
Stackpole estate.
of J. CHAMBERLIN.
the

quire

at

premises

on

Fal-

In27-2

HALE-Spruce shingles; dealers attention 1* called to the fact that 1 have 160
thousand for sale cheap for cash.
Enquire of J.
H. BLAKE, Widgery’s Wharf, must be sold soon.

FOR

27-1

JOB HALE-A

very desirable lot (60x100)
situated on Sherman street, sixty feet from
the westerly corner of State street, the grade Is
good and location central. Price thirty cents per
foot. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48>A Exchange St.

I

25-1

___

HALE-.lust received a lot of young
healthy Mocking birds, warranted for MockPORTLAND BIRD STORE.
25-1

FOR
ers.

SALE—A lot of Pine

for

Edgings
FOB
low. for immediate delivery, at D. S.
HEN* CD’S
U'l„rf

sale,
WARUS-1

at
of

_3-12
MALE—Steamer “Lizzie.”
is 35 feet long, 8 feet wide
IrtOR
last

Said steamer
over all; hull
steel boiler and engine new this
season, and everything first-class; will speed 10
to 12 miles per hour. For further particulars, enquire of JAMES QUINN, 49 Commercial St. 22-2
season,

MALE—Phaetons, Top and Open
FOR
gies, Concords, Village Carts, Express

BugWag<

etc., low for cash or on easy terms of payment, also a large stock of Harnesses.
E. E.
LING, Silver St.19-4
oils,

LET—Beach property.
I30RMALE
The Centennial House, Scarboro Beach,
OR TO

con-

taining 19 rooms and a store; also bowling alley
and stable connected with the same; also one
small cottage of 8 rooms.
Inquire of J. It.
18-2
ANDREWS, Sacearappa, for terms.
MALE—A confectionery and catering
business established 20 years; has the best
of situations, Is well patronized and supplies all
the large parties in the city; is furnished with every convenience, Including a steam engine to
freeze ice cream; the purchaser will be given a
thorough knowledge of the business, with the
manufacture of the celebrated ice cream mad* only by tills firm. For further information apply to
MRS. S. A. ULMER, U02 Congress street, Port-

FOR

land, Me.

23-3

For Sale.
business;
been established on Richardson’s Wharf more
than twenty-live years, doing a good business,
customers pay promptly; best stand In the city,
and the only one that can be had. A rare opportunity for any one wishing to go into business,
wharf can be leased, possession given June 1st.
For particulars inquire of JOHN W. DYER. No.
lYs Union Wharf.
mayl3dtf

If you want to buy, sell, or exchange, sec the
American Exchange & Mart, the only paper in
America devoted exclusively to

BARGAINS.

the successful Euglish plan. Two cents a
copy; advertising half a cent a word. No. 17
Congress St,, Boston, Mass.
JlyOdSt
On

FOR

SALE.

Hundred

good PackingCases. Will be deONElivered in any
part of city at 25 cents each.
jel6dtf

For Sale

OWEN. MOORE

or

&

CO.

To Let.

situated at Old Orchard, known as
the Inskip Cottage, standing on the elevation in front of the Camp Ground between Mr.
Came and Miss Record.; one of the best locations
at Old Orchard; 8 rooms, all in first class repair
also stable and lot if desired. For further
particulars inquire of
J. M. BOBBINS,
je6dtf
Lewiston, Me.

COTTAGE

small

a

Danforth or
lap robe
LOST—A
The tinder will please leave it at

is
—

••

Xo.

FOR

7-1

this advertisement. Call at 145 DANFORTH ST.4-1

£|r’Read

verse.

1-1

KALE—Yacht Rush, 23 feet long, new
sails and rigging, in good order; a good sailer.
For further particulars, enquire of J. B. CHASE,
261 and 265 Commercial St.
1-1

after-

of keys, etc. The owner
by proving property and pay-

ing for

one’s future.

the following quotations from the
Scripture, endorsing her gift, and then visit this
remarkable lady:
“Now concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, F
would not have you ignorant.”—1 Cor., 12 chap., 1

chestnut.
Street.

LOST—On

at

Don’t miss the chance to see her. as her visits to
Portland are not frequent and none are so reliable
in treating disease, advising the unfortunate or

Only.

high, weighs
Enquire at JEWELL'S Stable, Centre
110<>

or near Mechanic St,, July
3j A
gold neck chain with two gold quarters attached, the Under will he rewarded on leaving
same at SCI,IVAN & OSGOOD’S store, Portland

PERRY HOTEL, 247 FEDERAL STREET.

YORK,

good horse for
old, stands 17
pounds, color dark

for HALE-A
Horne
sale, very stylish. 6 years
hands

LOST AND FOUND.

LOTTAJ. DARLING,
Tlie Popular Clairvoyant,
by special request remains a few days longer

dtf_

_

Will

ATLANTIC

FOB

To JLet.
to let single or in suits, with board.
ROOMS
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring,

on

Dividend lo Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

Mr. W. 11. Foster, for four years Miss
Ober’s agent, has taken her place. Mr. Foster will continue the organization, and fortu-

STOKE

#1,500,000

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Felt. 3, 1885.

Monday, two half intoxicated gamblers
found their way into the theatre. They were
told to leave, and as they went out one of
them lifted his hat to Miss Wiley, who was
on the stage, and said, “Good bye, Dora,
Before they had reached the door
dear.”
they were overtaken by the indignant actress
who clenched her fist and dealt one of them
a blow under the ear. which sent him reeling
The men then lied, and
against the wall.
Miss Wiley, returning to the stage, continued the rehearsal.
The Ideal Opera Company will not dis

To Let.
No. 071 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH L. LAKKABEE, No. 390 Congress St.
dtf
je22

FreY”Street Parade,

Amusement Notes.

by the Wiley-Golden Opera Company,
Academy of Music, Rochester, X. Y.,

second floor
over Woodman,
Co., has been occupied for the past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell & Co., new elevator with
motive
power, one of the best. Apply to GKO. W.
WOODMAN.
9-4

Admission to everything 50c. Children under 9 yrs. 25c.

$12,938,289.38.

During the rehearsal of “The Bohemian

liET-The largest and best
TO
for business in Portland,
lrue &

Every class of Visitor Charmed, Awed, and astonished at the Magnitude, Immensity, Grandeur
and Splendor of these United Giants of Shows and
Kindergarten of Universal Knowledge, Instruction and Amusement.
For the accommodation of those wishing
to
avoid the crowds on the grounds, ail office has
been established at STOCKBRIDGE’S, where Reserved Numbered Seats can be purchased at the
Regular Price, and General Admission Tickets at
the usual slight advance.

1 Great

rooms,

seven

a

city; ladies desiring opportunity for light
housekeeping would find unusual facilities. Ad-

on

almost completely run down, and was for
four years under medical treatment, being given
up to die by physicians. 1 have never taken anything which gave me as much benefit as Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which restored me to health and vigor.
I recommend it to any invalid whose
system
is prostrated. It will rebuild the system and give
new life.” Nelia Noble,
Peoria, 111.
“Within a week after taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
my appetite began to improve, my headache left
me, my strength seemed to be renewed, and 1 felt
better in every part of my body. I rejoice when I
think of the good Hood’s Sarsaparilla has done
me.” C. L. Babbitt, Syracuse, N. Y.

containing

house

retail coal business of the late J. H. Baker,
LET—Two
three furnished
in
office, scale, sheds, screens, wagons, tools,
TOpleasant
neighborhood in the western part of THE
&c., together with the good will of the

the

stored me to my wonted health and strength.”
Wit. H'.Clough, Tilton, N. 11.

new

MALE—A rare chance for a man of money. 1 have a valuable invention, not patented, but for the want of money I will sell the same
for $100. A postal addressed to C. J. FOSTER.
No. Raymond, Me., will get full information by return mail
2-1

new

of

439 CONGRESS STREET,

Desirable residence at Kerry

HALE-

FOR
Village;

good well of water, large lot, an opportunity forja
man doing business in Portland to obtain a pleasant home at a moderate cost. Apply to VV. it.
ANTHOINE, 48Va Exchange St.3-1

pleasant; in a good neighborhood: will be sold
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire
FRANK K. WEBB, at P. O., Sacearappa, Me.

Girls Wanted.

28

free.

man-

llnil nf llni.rn

lower part
brick house No
MRS. N. L. JONES, TO LET—The
Winter St., has
rooms,gas and sebngo,
814
included; Call

Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 5.

horse

10

MALE
A fine residence, situated at
2V4 story, 12 finished rooms:
convenient for two families; sightly, healthy, and

jtil2dtf

Scientist,

MALE.—Steam

on

to

wanted

—OF—

Christian

I

—

Briggs,

A Graduate of the Metaphysical College of
ton. Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy’s teaching.

NOR MALE—A milk wagon in good order at
low price; also one covered grocery wagon,
two Concord wagons, two phaetons, all good second-hand carriages.
7-1

com-

or

first-class plumber who is also
a tinsmith; must be a thorough
workman;
work for a reliable and competent man. L.
steady
K. SMITH, 221 Main St., Gloucester. Mass. 26-2

Q?dniUl)

executed._

STABLE, Silver St., Portland.

_7-l_

ma-

L. C.
27-1

to

Exchange St.]

YOUNG,

ATTORNEY AT LAW ANT) SOLICITOR

Heroic Hindoo Muake

Ethnological congress
Strange and Savage types of Human Beings.
Charmer.

Herbert Q.

faithfully

Doors open one hour earlier.
Those who are not seated Five Minutes before
the performances miss the Grand Spectacular Entree and Great Display of all the Strange People,
Curiosities and Jumbo, with hosts of little children on his hack.

MALA DAMAJANT1

and (ga/id

or

good newspaper compositors at BidileFOR
11HREE
ford Journal, Biddeford, Me.
Sacearappa,
jy2dtf

*■

2 AND 8 P. M.

AT

BERRY,

MALE—11

seen

!-l

Me.

No. 37 Plum Street.

1

BARNUM, BAILEY & HUTCHINSON,
Sole and Only Owners.

Two Performances

<$cclcf Job

1

9

9

STEPHEN

Island horses, workers
IjNOR
drivers; must lie sold immediately. Enquire
HOLLAND'S

Address GEO. P. PEBLEY, Box 24S, Brldgton,

»

1

I

season

•

-|1

7-2_

or

O

O

NOR MALE.—2nd hand carriages, 2 phaetons
of our make in fine order, 1 side bar box top
wagon fine order, 1 Goddard style buggy sound
and good, 1 basket phaeton canopy top. 1-Concord
style wagon side sprtng.Seen atZ. THOMPSON’S,
.1 EL, Union st.

I

engine,
power
FOR
at carriage
ill line order. Can be
In
cottage for the
WANTED—Small
Casco Bay, with
without furnishings.
nfactory of Z. THOMPSON, Jit., Cnion St. 7-2

home all the year round; distance no objection;
salary from .$1 to $3 a day; no canvassing. J.
FOWLER & CO., Boston. Mass., box 5117. 15-8

with O

a

In this city, July 7. Fred S. Rand, aged37 years
[Notice of funeral hereafter. 1
In Bath, June 27, Ida M., daughter of Charles
Mitchell, of North Yarmouth, aged 0 years.
In Bath, June 27, Edward vT Coombs, aged24
years.
In Millbridge, June 10, John Small, aged OOyrs.
In Montville, June 26. William Alexander, aged
85 years 8 mouths.
In Rockland, June 24, Mary A. Mauk, aged 81
years 11 mouths.
In Rockland, June 26, Edward Lucas, aged 76
years 1 month.
In Thomaston, June 25, Lucinda 1>. Butler
aged 38 years 0 months.
In Waldoboro, June 29, David W. Wymau, aged
26 years 8 months.

VVTANTED—Ladies who are troubled with
T T
Corns, Out-growing Joints and In-growing
Nails, to leave their orders with MKS. DR, SHERMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed for 25 cents.
jyl-4

or

3 ThreeTriple
full companies, in II Ring*
Double Menageries of Wild
2lmmcu«cand Trained Beasts
Hippodrome, with
Ora ud Roma
1
Olorioiis Races
Elevated Stage for Special
IHiige
Performances
Mammoth Museum of Living Human
1
Wonders
Increased Ethnological Congress of
1
Savage Tribes

nor 8ALB—Grocery, produce and grain I
iness; first class store, low rent on a busy
and great thoroughfare; best place in city
for country trade; traffic extends to York and Oxford counties; business established; fine opening
for active parties. Address GROCER, care of 23
Market Square, Portland, Me.
7-1

I

corner

at

WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive

Gross.

DEATHS.

eodCm

MALE.

male—A small and prosperous stoke, or
interest therein to a person to take charge
of it, in one of the most thriving villages in Cumberland County. Capital necessary, about $300.
Reasons for sale, oilier business. An excellent
for a lady, as the goods handled are
opportunity
light and attractive. Call upon or address J. E.
7-1
DAVIS, 433 Congress St.

VVTANTED—A second-hand baby carriage In
t v
good condition. Address, with price and
where can be seen. F. P„ Press office.
2-1

WANTED—A

WARE

TIN

FOR

ALLEN.
dtf

VVTANTED—Situation by a drug clerk of two
It
years experience in a retail store; good
references given. Address R. A. EARN HAM, St.
2-1
Albans, Me.

BL_26-1

DUNHAM,

C. W.

marl 4

NOR MALE- Dentist's office ; best location hi
Portland; has had a prosperous business 12
years; present occupant being compelled to leave
for a milder climate; will sell fixtures and good
will of the business. Apply to W. H. WALDRON,
180 Middle St.
7-1

competent, strong girl for genWANTED—A
eral housework, at DR. BACON'S, 45 Park

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Wind-

by Rev. T. M. Davies, R. E.
Davis and Niss Nellie A. Walker, both of Harri-

3-1

VVTANTED—Y'ouug man to learn pressing; alT
so a few more good coat and vest makers.
3-1
L.JC. YOUNG 47 Exchange St.

8-1

CARDS.

TENNEY &

4.

GRAND TRUNK RES-

at

TAURANT^^

LET—Pianos by C. K. HAWES, 177 Mlddie St.
8-1
BUSINESS

Ill Camden. June 25, Willis A. Nutt ef Rockport and Miss Maud F. Ames of Camden.

WANTED—An
Apply

on

MARRIACES.

Bridgtou, July

experienced working wait-

on

4

IAOEJND—On

The first class that entered the Normal School
so in January, 1879.
First graduation in
January, 1880. Classes have graduated In the
years 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, and 1886.
Average each year, 33. Fifteen of the young ladies have married; two have died.
Deducting
from the whole number of graduates the 15 that
are married, the two that have died, and the 14
graduated in June, 1885, of the remaining 200
18 are known to have been teaching during the
current year.

In

of

3-1

a

Cloth
please
leave it at JOHN 1‘. HOBBS’, No. 30 Market St.

FOR

by

4-1

a. in.

July 2nd, in the city
WANTED—immediately;
chine girl
LOST.—Thursday,
the road to the Marine Hospital,
Misses’
custom work.
47
Garment.
The finder will

Brown

July between Morrill’s Corner
and Pride's Bridge, a spring overcoat; the
owner may have the same by proving property and
paying charges. Call at JASON LEIGHTON’S,
near Westbrook Post Office.
8-1

did

ham.

o’clock

as

Portland and vicinity
y T
to know the best place to buy Bananas by
the bunch or dozen for family use at a less price
than can he found this side or the other side of
New York, at K. COSTELLO’S, No. 7 Exchange

Eii Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
July 7th, A. 1)., 1885.
In case of MIGIEL LEVECQUE, Insolvent Deb-

IAOIt

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY.

FOR

7-1

Mercantile Agency
messenger. Ap(31 Vi Exchange street) between

VVTANTED—People

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

a conve-

113G._

ress.

uoiiHAir.

Rev. S. li. Sawyer,
Eva E. Hart, both of

family ;

within ten
Address BOOK-

Office.

street.

passed pleasantly. The Knights returned
home late last night and on account of the
rain they separated at the depot.

ton Commandery who greeted them fraternally. The Commandery then marched to
the Masonic Ilall in Auburn, where they
deposited baggage and from whence they
took horse cars for the Lake. A line dinner
was served to them at the Lake Auburn Mineral Spring Hotel, after which the time was

at the

KEEPER. Box

one

SUBURBAN NOTES.

In Gorham, July (!,
P. Bragdon and Miss

a small
or seven rooms,

for

WANTED—Rent
nient rent of six
minutes walk of Post

WANTED—At the
BOV
aged 11 to 13 to act
at the office

tion and comfort."—1 Cor.. 14. 1-4.
To one is given by (iod the word of wisdom, to
another the gift of healing, and to another the gift
of prophecy."—1 Cor.. 12. 8-t).
“Having then gifts differing according to the
grace that is given us—if the gift lie prophecy, let
us prophesy according to the proportion of our
faith.”—Bomans 12-6.
“The spirit of the Lord shall come upon thee, and
thou slialt prophesy and be turned into another
man.”—1 Samuel, to-u.
“If any prophesy, and there come in one who bolievetli not. he is convinced of all, for thus will the
secrets of his heart lie made manifest, etc.”—1 Cor
14. 22-25.
-The manifestation of the spirit is given to mau
to profit withal.”—1 Cor.. 12-7.
“I certify to you. brethren, that the gospel which
is preached by me is not after man, for 1 neither
received of mau. neither was I taught it. tint got it
by the revelation of Jesus Christ.”—1 Galatians,
1-11-12.
Jy8d3t

Girl”

Don’t fail to call at G4 dANFOKTH ST., on Tues7, or any evening during the w eek. 7-1

day July

WANTED—A

y
WEDNESDAY,JULI

__

F. O. BAILEY &

a

WANTED—A
business that will pay from 82 to $7 per day

second girl with good references immediately.
Apply to MRS. .1. B.
CARROLL. 77 Park St.. Portland. Me.
7-1

Visits Portland.

John T. Middlemorc, Esq., of Birmingham, Eng., was in the city stopping at the
Preble House, yesterday.
This gentleman
has spent a large fortune in England, in tak-

ing

number of ladies to work at

and

be

WIM,

_

noon

ly Object*,
A

VVTANTED—Situation by
young man as
TT
clerk; salary not so much an object as a
permanent place with a chance to advance; lirst
class references. Address w. E. P., Press Office.
7-1

Girls and Boys who are going
To the Seashore or
Country should have one.

1C

Dniu«,rd Lood.br Aurtiau.
sold at public auction, WEDNESDAY, July fith. at 10.00 a. in., all the damaged goods remaining in the store corner Commercial and Moulton St., consisting of Cordage,
Oakum. Duck and sundry other ship chandlery
goods, the same to be removed same day. Also at
10.30 the three story wooden building, the same
to be removed ten days alter Friday the 10th
instant.
F. O. BAILEY A C O., Auctioneers.
dtd
Jly4

a

Quickly,

PORTLAND, mi

Building

PALMER._7-1

or

Yesterday

as

■tubber Circulars for
Girls up lo
IS years.
To be sold lliis week nl
75 cents each.
These are regular
One Hollar Fifty quality.
But we have
Closed out a stock and
Want to sell them

County

_7-1

VAT-ANTED—Cooks and girls for summer lior T
tels. Also a woman to work in a widower’s
family. Apply at my Employment office. 370Va
Congress St., second building east of City Hall.
Also good
help furnished at my offiee. MKS.

Given Up to Die.

water.

probation._

the

Mr. F. II. Harford, accompanied by Mr. 11. 1>. Cleaves, of
N. & H. B. Cleaves, filed the following petition with the County Commissioners:
The undersigned, being more than one
hundred citizens of the county of Cumberland, hereby respectfully represent to your
honors that in their judgment the public
convenience
and
necessity
require
the
location
id'
a
public
highway
in
the
city of Portland commencing
at a point in the centre line of Commercial
street near where the centre line of the
street next easterly of the custom house
crosses said
line on Commercial street;
thence southeasterly between Custom House
wharf and Maine wharf into tide waters in
said city a sufficient distance to give a sufficient depth of water and to provide a good
and substantial ferry
way and landing
therein suitable for tlie passage and accommodation of teams and passengers as provided in chapter 375 of special laws of tlie
year 1878 and in chapter 495 of the special
laws of tlie year 1885.
And said petitioners allege that a doubleend team ferry-boat suitable for tlie
carriage
of teams and carriages lias been put upon the
ferry route from Cape Elizabetli to Portland
and they are
ready to secure the continuous
operation of said ferry, to tlie satisfaction of
your honors as provided in said last mentioned act.
We therefore, respectfully, request that at
such time as will suit your convenience you
will view said route, that you will give all
parties interested notice of the time and
place of hearing ami if, after such view and
hearing, you shall judge the public convenience require it, proceed to locate said High-

Yesterday

Governor Robie, Gorham; R. 11. Heuder-

pitched into it.

wanted.

Rubber Coals for
Boys up lo
1C years.

Commissioners.

right places.

who has
with his
sister-in-law—Mrs. W. F. Salford—in this
city, left last evening on a visit to his
brother-in-law, Mr. Alexander Campbell of

shot, Dakota; P. Holmes, Washington; E.
S. Atkinson, Baltimore; E. W. Rollins,
Denver; Dr. E. Crowell, Brooklyn; C. P.
Libby and family, Chicago; Julius Wolff,
G. J. Reesing, New York; Mrs. 0. M. Shaw,
Bar Harbor; John G. Saxton and wife,
Troy, N. Y.; C. E. Morse, Lincoln, Neb.;
C. B. Lawson and wife, Brooklyn, land Miss
Nellie Logan, were at the Falmouth last
night.
lion. Alvali Doe of Parsonsfiekl died July
4th, aged 71 years and 10 months. He taught
school for more than thirty years, and was
eminently successful. The various offices of

by

to know

WANTED—Ladles

PEOPLE’S FERRY.
Ordered

AUCTION MAI.EM.
-—

Mr. S. If.
George Frothingliam,
iStudlev will he musical director, and Mr.
Fred Williams stage manager.
The male
chorus of tlie original company will be rechorus
and
the
will
female
he reortained,
ganized and strengthened.

Hearing

WANTED.
Prof. Livingston
the great inventor and teacher of French
dress cutting, trimming, draping, grading and designing. Is now here for one week giving lessons
at Mechanics Hall day and evening. This is your
only chance to learn. A good agent for the city

bassos.

A

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Boston.

TTliS&w

rooms

to

let at
7-1

LET-Two handsomely furnished rooms at
X No.22 Wilniot St.; also a 7 octave piano forte
at No. 144Vs Exchange St. HASTING o WAREROOMS.
4.1
fTlO

fllO LET-Rooms, furnished or unfurnished,
X singly or in suits; hoard obtained next door.
4-1
Apply at 02 PA HR ST.
BE

LET-Unfurnished

110 Julian Hotel,

rooms

at

the

St.

No. 100 Middle

connected w ith house.
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.
taurant

St.; good resApply to It. W.
13.7

Watches, Clocks, Charts
NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS
and a full line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy
Marine and Tourists Glasses, Linen Testers’
Heading and Magnifying Glasses. Goggles, Eve
Shades etc. Personal attention given to watch
repairing, and a record kept of the running of »n
fine watches.

IRA BERRY, JR.,
mar 10

84

Exchange

St.

eodCni

EXTRAORDINARY
I'rirrsfiirjliis Week

All our
regular $1.00 French
Dress Goods at 50 cents.

AH our regular $1.25 French
Dress Goods at 75 eents.
Large job lot of Satin Parasols
at very low
prices.
Odd lots of Corsets sit fust hall'

price.

Black Spanish Laces at less than

half price.

Special Bargains

in

Hosiery and

Underwear.
Fresh lot of Ceutemeri Kids just
received.
Exclusive sale of “The Metzger”
Vulcanized Rubber Circulars; superior to all others.
Agents for the celebrated Pearl
Shirt.
Agent for Mine. Dcmorest's Patterns.

TURNER BROS.,
488 & 490 Congress St.

JC2S

°

,IM

